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ABSTRACT
Thepresent study aimstosupport decision-making inrainforest management inCameroon.A
model called TROPFOMS (TROPical Forest Management support System) has been
designed toguide decisions on thecutting cycle and timber yields during the steady stateand
theconversion period, takingecological, social,economic and technical aspects into account.
TROPFOMS includes a mathematical programming module, a growth and yield module, an
economic module and aconstraint definition module. It usesquantitative methods (transition
matrices,cluster analysis, logistic regression analysis, mathematical programming, stumpage
prices derivation). The model results in an optimal cutting cycle of about 30 years, and a
harvest of 13.4 m3/ha for species currently commercialized. It would require about 120year
toconvertforest atthestudy siteintoasteady state forest.
Key words: Tropical rainforest, Forest management, Decision-making, Sustainability,
Cameroon.
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Chapter1
Introduction

Cameroon is a country of about 15 million inhabitants located on the west-coast of central
Africa. Most people of Cameroon live in rural areas where they directly use the forests as a
life supporting system. In addition, the developing economy of Cameroon is still heavily
based on the trade of raw materials among which timber products harvested from natural
forests have considerable importance. For these reasons, the management of forest resources
in Cameroon is of special importance. This importance has increased in recent years due to
raising international consciousness about environmental issues and efforts are made in
Cameroon to move towards sustainable management of forest resources. The efforts include
both institutional andtechnical aspects,but alsoneed ascientific basis that should come from
research.
This document reports on acontribution from research to improve forest management in the
tropical region in general and particularly in Cameroon. Abrief review of the forestry sector
of Cameroon is given in order to provide insight into the complex framework of forest
management in Cameroon, and to describe the context of the research including a general
presentation of theresearch problem.
1.1Background ontheforestry sectorof Cameroon
1.1.1 A synthesisof Cameroon'sforest resourcesandlogging activities
Cameroon has atotal land areaof 475,000km2 (47,500,000 ha),andpresents ahigh diversity
of tropical vegetation types. These vegetation types range from the equatorial rainforests in
theSouthProvince,tothe sparsely covered anddrygrasslands of theFarNorth Province near
the Sahara desert. Among these vegetation types, the closed forests account for 22.5 million
hectares including productive forests on drained land (17.5 million hectares), degraded forest
(4.5million hectares) andswampyforests (0.5millionhectares).
An objective of the Cameroon forest policy is to maintain 30%of the National territory asa
permanent forest estate.An indicative zoningplan hasbeen developed for 14million hectares
of closed forests (Cltr) 1993; Government of Cameroon, 1995b). Of these 14million, about
9million areproposed tobepart of thepermanent forest estate within which there areabout6
million ha of production forests divided in 90 Forest Management Units (FMUs). The main
objective oftheproduction forest istimber production.
Cameroon produces about three million m3 of roundwood logs per year, which makes it a
major producer of tropical logs in Africa. Logging contributes about 7% to the Gross
Domestic Product and 20% to exports (Eba'a, 1998). Most of the production is exported to
foreign marketseither asroundwood orasprocessed products (first processingonly).
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1.1.2Cameroon'sforestryinstitutions
Since 1992,theforestry policy of Cameroon isdesigned bythe Ministry of Environment and
Forestry (MINEF). Before that year forestry matters were dealt with by the Ministry of
Agriculture (MINAGRI).MINEF has two technical departments: the Department of Wildlife
and Protected Areas and the Department of Forestry. In addition, MINEF has representative
offices scattered all overthenational territory. MINEFnot onlydesigns forestry policy,but it
also implements and particularly enforces regulations related to forest management and
wildlife, such as the accreditation of logging enterprises and granting of logging rights. In
addition, MINEF includes a service of forestry education that supervises two technical
schools; one of which trains forestry technicians and the other wildlife management
technicians.Attached toMINEFistheNational Office for Forestry Development (ONADEF).
ONADEF is an implementing agency that carries out technical assignments on behalf of
MINEF. It is ONADEF that conducts forest regeneration by artificial plantations of trees
wherever thesituation permits.Italsocarries out forest inventories and manages anumberof
forestry development projects.
Apart from MINEF,there aremanymoreministries involved in thepublic forestry sector, the
main onesare:
• The Ministry of Higher Education which trains forestry specialists and performs forestry
research mainlythrough theUniversityofDschang,
• The Ministry of Scientific and Technical Research which conducts forestry research with
itsInstituteof Agricultural Research for Development (IRAD)and,
• TheMinistry of Territorial Administration and Planning which coordinates land use atthe
national level.
Timber harvesting is conducted by private companies that have to apply for logging rights
after theyhavebeenaccreditedbyMINEF.
1.1.3 Synthesisofcurrentforest managementoptionsin Cameroon
InCameroon, the State (Government) is theprimary bodyresponsible for the management of
forests for timber production. Although timber harvesting isperformed in the field byprivate
companies, it is the State which designs the forestry sector policy, grants logging rights, and
defines and enforces forest management regulations. This remains true even though efforts
are made to involve the other stakeholders at every step. Therefore, state forest management
policydeservesparticularattention asitcoordinates allpracticesin thelogging industry.
In Cameroon, existing forest management options adopted by the State can be classified in
two:optionsonthenational level andoptions ontheFMUlevel.

Introduction
a)Forestmanagementoptionsonthenationallevel
Management options on the national level consist mainly of forest policy statements and
choices that are designed to govern the management of all national forests. The options for
forest management in Cameroon on the national level are described in three main policy
documents: the National Forestry Policy statement written in 1993 (Government of
Cameroon, 1993) and revised in 1995 (Government of Cameroon, 1995a), the Forestry Law
(Government of Cameroon, 1994) and its Decree of Implementation (Government of
Cameroon, 1995c).The above three policy documents are supported technically by a Zoning
Plan (Cote 1993) which was approved by the State in 1995 (Government of Cameroon,
1995b).
Forestpolicystatements.The forest policy centers around the achievement of five objectives
associated each with asetof action strategies.Theseobjectives are:
1) To ensure the protection of Cameroon's forest heritage and to contribute to the
safeguarding of theglobal environment and tothepreservation of biodiversity. This objective
istobeattained through threeaction strategiesthatare:
• creation of national forest reserves and protected areas which are representative for the
national biological diversity,
• integration of a component on "environment and balanced ecosystems" in the national
policyof land management,
• development of protection, conservation and improvement measures for all forest
resources.
2) To improve the participation of the local populations in the conservation and the
management of forests so that forestry can contribute to raising their living standards. This
objective istobeachieved through:
• improvement intheorganization ofthetimberproducts sub-sector,
• promoting thepreservation offorest resources bylocal authorities,
• promoting thedevelopment of privateforests andgameranchinginrural areas,
• development of agroforestry in landutilization systems.
3) To enhance the forest resources in order to improve their contribution to the Gross
Domestic Product of Cameroon while preserving their productivity. The action strategies
adoptedfor theachievement of thisobjective are:
• improvement of the supply of firewood and other non-industrial roundwood while
maintaining the productive potential through a more judicious utilization of available
resources,
• orientation of thenational energydemandtowards lessexpensive sourcesandsubstitutes,
• improvement of the participation of all stakeholders in the management of firewood and
non-industrial roundwood resources,
• betterorganization oftheinformal sub-sector,
• improvement of thelogging industry,
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• improvement of the management of the raw material in order to optimize benefits from
theproductivepotential,
• promotingtheuseandthediversification ofprocessed timberproducts.
4) To ensure the regeneration of forest resources by plantations in order to perpetuate their
potentials.Thisobjective istobeachievedthrough:
• artificial plantations usingtreespecieswhosesilviculture is well-known,
• promotion oftheparticipation of all stakeholders inforest regeneration,
• improvement of themanagementof watersheds.
5) To revitalize the forest sector by setting up an efficient institutional framework. Actions
andstrategiestobeundertaken include:
• overall definition of thetasksof thoseinvolved inthe sector,
• improvement of the organization and coordination of the institutions involved in the use
offorest resources,
• thepromotion oftraining activitiesadapted totheobjectives of thenewforest policy,
• theimprovement of themanagement of thehumanresources,
• insuringthefinancing of forest sectoractivitiesasapriority.
Theforestry law.The forestry law divides the national forest estate in permanent forests that
should cover at least 30% of the total area of the national territory and reflect the country's
ecological diversity, andnon-permanent forests. Permanent forests consist of stateforests that
include areas protected for wildlife and forest reserves among which are also production
forests. Non-permanent forests include communal forests, community forests and forests
belongingtoprivateindividuals.
In addition to the classification of forests in different forest types, the forestry law of
Cameroon gives broad guidelines about the management of each forest type, as such it
provides alegal setupfor theexploitation andmanagement of production forests which areof
special interest in this study. There are two types of logging rights in production forests: the
sales of standing volumes and the exploitation contracts. A sale of standing volume is an
authorization toexploit, "for afixedperiod, a precise volume of standing timber which may
not exceed the annual logging potential" (Government of Cameroon, 1994). An exploitation
contract is an agreement in which the license-holder is granted the right to collect a specific
volume of wood from a forest concession. The total area of a forest concession "may not
exceed in any case 200,000 hectares" (Government of Cameroon, 1994).Forest exploitation
contracts have to be concluded for a maximum renewable duration of 15 years. A licence
holder for a forest concession concludes a provisional exploitation contract with the forest
departmentpriortosigningthefinal contract. Aprovisional contract hasamaximum duration
of three years and the management plan is "a compulsory clause of the specifications made
duringtheexecution of theprovisional contract."
TheZoningPlan.The Zoning Plan is a proposed broad Land Utilization Plan drawn by the
State. However, it is open for negotiations during its implementation in the field. To date,it
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covers only about 14 million ha which represent about 30% of the total area of Cameroon.
This Plan covers almost all the closed forests of Cameroon. Of the 14 million ha planned,
about 9 million are proposed to constitute the permanent forest estate, among which
production forests cover 6 million ha. The Zoning Plan proposes boundaries for each
production forest onamap.
b)Forestmanagementoptions ontheManagementUnitlevel
Themain options on theFMU level arepresented in four technical documents which contain
standards for forest inventory with the purpose of management planning (ONADEF, 1992a),
standards for the stratification of forest lands for their mapping at the scale of 1:50,000
(ONADEF, 1992b), standards for the verification and evaluation of forest inventories
(ONADEF, 1992c) and guidelines for the elaboration of forest management plans for
production forests (MinistryofEnvironment andForests, 1998b).
These documents provide indications for sampling designs during different types of forest
inventories. For example, the sampling intensity of forest inventories for management
planning purposes should be at least 0.5% of the total FMU area. They also regroup tree
species in three groups based on the frequency of their demand in the timber products
markets. According to the official grouping of tree species, group 1contains the 27 species
most regularly exported from Cameroon forests irrespective of the prices, the only limitation
to the export appears to be their supply from the forests; group 2 consists of 14species that
are commercialized less regularly and group 3 contains 49 species considered as potentially
commercial. The minimum diameters eligible for harvesting (DME) are also set by species
(Seeannex 1).The guidelines for theelaboration of management plans for production forests
set the minimum cutting cycle at 25 years and makes it mandatory to estimate the annual
allowable cut on the basis of at least 20 species making up a minimum of 75 % of the
standing harvestable volume. A standard canvass for management plans is also provided as
well as standard contracts and drafts of specifications that should define the rights and
obligations of different stakeholders.
The interest of the current research is on the management strategies at the FMU level,
particularly asconcernsforests standsofproduction forests.
1.2Generalcontextofthestudy
1.2.1 Administrativesettingoftheresearchproject
This research project was conducted within the general context of the Tropenbos Cameroon
Programme (TCP) which consists of 14 research projects in five research areas which are:
Agronomy, Ecology, Forest Management and Economics, Social Sciences and Forestry. The
global objective of the TCP is to develop an appropriate technology for sustainable managementof thetropical forest of southern Cameroon.
The TCP was initiated by an agreement between the Tropenbos Foundation of The
Netherlands and the Government of Cameroon. The TCP is under the administrative
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supervision of the Ministry of Environment and Forestry of Cameroon (MINEF). On the
Cameroon side, five more institutions are involved including the Institute for Agricultural
Research and Development (IRAD) which is the main implementing agency, the National
Office for Forestry Development (ONADEF), the University of Dschang (UDS), the
University of Yaounde I (UY1) and the Institute for Geological and Mining Research
(IRGM). On the Dutch side the main implementing agency is the Wageningen Agricultural
University (WAU). Other participating agencies include: the Winand Staring Center for
IntegratedLand,Soil andWaterResearch (SC-DLO)andLeiden University.
Not only did the TCP provide funds and logistic means for research operations, it also
encouraged co-operation amongresearchers especially theexchange of developed orgathered
information.

1.2.2Theresearchsite
The TCP research site is situated in Cameroon, approximately 80 km from Kribi, a coastal
town were thehead offices of theTCP are located. The site stretches out from 2°47' to3°14'
E longitude and from 10°24' to 10°51 N latitude (van Gemerden and Hazeu, 1999) and it
coversatotal landareaof about 200,000hectares.
The zoning plan (Cote, 1993) of Cameroon distinguished different forest types within the
TCP research site as shown in table 1.1, while the orientations given by the Zoning Plan for
the Tropenbos Cameroon research site are summarized in table 1.2. It can be noted that
production forests aretheleastimportant inareacompared toothertypesof forest.
Table 1.1:Vegetation typesoftheTropenbos Cameroon research site
Vegetationtypes
Densehumidforests
Densehumidforests(inaccessible)
Oldsecondaryforests
Youngsecondaryforests
Agriculture(youngfallow)
Agriculture(farms)
Housing
Total
Source:Cote(1993)

Area(ha)
61,820
22,300
71,980
22,550
1,420
15,920
170
196,160

Nevertheless, it is thought that they should be managed as carefully as possible because of
theirstatus aspermanent forests. Incontrast toprotection forests (theother typeof permanent
forest on the TCP research site), production forests are more subjected to utilization by
different stakeholders amongwhich areloggersandthelocal populations.
The climate is typically equatorial and characterized by rainfalls that occur all the year long
although there are two rainy seasons and two dry seasons. The mean annual temperature is
about 25°C.Thealtituderangesfrom 40mabovesealevel toabout 1000m.
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Table 1.2:Extract oftheZoningPlanof theTropenbosCameroon research site
Proposed land utilization type
Production forests
Protection Forests
Community forests
Agroforestry and habitat
Total

Forest category
permanent
permanent
Non permanent
Non permanent

Land area (ha)
15,470
41,190
17,170
122,310
196,140

Source:compiledfromCote(1993)
Administratively, the TCP research site belongs to the South Province, one of the ten
administrative provinces which constitute Cameroon and touches two administrative
divisions, the Ocean Division (with the head town Kribi) and the Mvila Division (with the
headtownEbolowa).

1.2.3Theresearchproblem
Forestryisbecoming increasingly important in Cameroon, especially in the national economy
(Eba'a, 1998). According to the Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) of Cameroon
(FAO/UNDP, 1988)"Facedwithforestry resourceswhich arebecomingexhausted insomeof
thetraditional producing countries,and with otherpotential producers having difficulty rising
to the position of power", Cameroon has the potential to become the most important African
producer and exporter of forestry-based products. Forest exploitation goes on, but, unfortunately, as pointed out by the TFAP, "there is currently no managed forest in Cameroon that
represents a very serious threat for the future and the perpetuation of the forest." The lackof
sustainable forest management may lead in the long run to depletion and/or the failure of the
forestry sectortocontribute asmuch asitpotentially can tothe improvement of the wellbeing
ofCameroon nationals.
Diagnoses of the prevailing situation show that the absence of sustainable management of
Cameroon's forests is the result of both an inadequate institutional context and insufficient
scientific and technical knowledge. The Government of Cameroon and its forestry officials
who have become more and more conscious about the need for sustainable management of
the national forests aretaking some steps towards improving the current situation (Eba'a and
Essiane, 1998).Oneof therecent efforts madeistheprovision within thecurrent forestry law
(Government of Cameroon, 1994) that there must be a written and approved management
plan for each forest concession before a long-term grant can be concluded. In order to
approach the ideal of sustainable development, forest management planning should be based
on sound scientific and technical knowledge and it should integrate concerns of forest users.
A forest management plan includes a set of decisions to affect the forest now and in the
future. Therefore, it should use the best available methods, which combine knowledge
collected in different scientific fields to support decision-making and generate practical
management strategiesfor field implementation.
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The intent of the research presented here is tocontribute tothe development of the necessary
technical andscientific basis for forest management planning inthe tropical region in general
andin south Cameroon particularly.Thisrequires first areview of both thegeneral principles
of forest management and the status of forest management in the tropical region. Such a
review helps toidentify the important parameters on which sustainable forest management is
based and to detect knowledge gaps in order to orient the research and defines its objectives
more specifically. The review and the definition of research objectives are presented in
chapters 2and3respectively.
1.3Organizationofthedocument
The whole document is about the development of a model (TROPFOMS) which can be used
tosupportdecision-making for forest management insouth Cameroon. After this introductory
chapter that briefly presents the forestry sector of Cameroon and the context of the study,
chapter 2 reviews different approaches and principles related to sustainable forest
management with special emphasis on decision-making, and it identifies research gaps in
tropical forestry; one of which is addressed by the current study. Chapter 3 presents the
problem tackled by the research, defines the research objectives and shows the conceptual
approach which underlies the research. Chapter 4 gives information about the constitution of
TROPFOMS and the way the model approaches decision-making forest management and
derives solutions. Chapter 5 describes the methodological approaches for conducting the
research, developing necessary parameters for TROPFOMS and searching solutions within
the model. The actual numerical values obtained by the methods described in chapter 5,
which are used by TROPFOMS to provide quantitative guides to support decision-making,
are presented in chapter 6. The outcomes of running TROPFOMS as well as their
implications for forest management strategies, are shown in chapters 7 and 8 for the steady
state andtheconversion periodrespectively. Finally,chapter 9reflects onthe whole research,
highlighting limitations and identifying conditions for improvement, and it concludes and
makesrecommendations for future studies.
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Chapter 2
Reviewofforest management and decision-making

In recent years, forest management has received much attention. Much of the renewed interest
in forest management by the public at large is related to the concept of sustainability and its
corollary sustainable development. This concept has emerged since the mid 1980s as a basic
ideology to orient and assess the management of natural resources among which are forests.
Therefore, it appears important to briefly introduce the concept of sustainability and discuss
its relationships with forest management before reviewing different approaches used in forest
management with special emphasis on tropical forests.
2.1 Sustainability and sustainable management
2.1.1 The general concept
For about the last two decades the notions of sustainability, sustainable development and
sustainable management have been among the top issues in almost all debates related to
natural resources and their utilization. Yet, as Hadley and Schreckenberg (1989) put it
"sustainability is difficult to define." The main reason given by these authors to explain that
difficulty is that sustainability has a "multifaced character", this makes it difficult to achieve it
because of the large number of constraints that need to be overcome.
Nonetheless, many organizations or individuals have proposed definitions for these concepts.
The World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) proposed a definition of
the broader concept of sustainable development as being "a process of change in which
exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological and
institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet
human needs and aspirations." This definition suggests that, in searching for sustainability,
one should bear in mind the satisfaction of the needs of the current generations at the same
time as the conservation of resources for future generations. Pezzey (1989) identifies two
major concerns that the concept of sustainable management of natural resources tries to
address:
i) A concern for a lasting improvement in the well-being of people and
ii) A concern for protecting and maintaining the capacity of the natural resource systems that
provides the basis for such improvement.

2.1.2 Sustainability andforest management
Although the quest for sustainability can be seen as a new focus in the management of other
natural resources (renewable or not), it has been one of the most important aspects in forest
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management since the earliest development of forestry as a science. In its earliest stages,the
forestry profession appeared tohavebeen oriented towardstheconservation of forest reserves
for hunting by kings and nobles (FAO, 1993). Forest management quickly turned to focus
mainlyon sustainable timberextraction. Winters (1974) reported that asearly as in the 1700s
"German forest masters were applying mathematical formulae to calculate forest growth,
developing cutting budgets to spread the volume yield of aforest equally over the numberof
years required to produce a new crop of timber, and were preparing systematic forest
operational plans." Already in 1768, a school of forest practices disseminating these
techniques was established in Germany. The idea of harvesting no more timber than the
growth has been ever since the driving force behind the notion of sustainable forest
management.
Trained forestry professionals began working in the search of the so-called "sustained yield".
With that notion,forest managers aimed at "achieving abalance between growth and harvest
takingintoaccountthefact thattheforest isarenewable resource,ascontrasted with minerals
which cannot be replenished except over a geologic time span" (Meyer et al., 1961). The
main idea was to balance the volume harvested against the growth predicted from regeneration. A forest managed in a sustainable way meant that continuity of timber harvest was
assured (Davis, 1966). Such a forest, which theoretically produces an even flow of timber
forever, is called a "fully regulated forest". The essential requirements of a fully regulated
forest are that age and size classes be represented in such proportions and be consistently
growing at such rates that an approximately equal annual or periodic yield of products of
desired sizes andquality maybeobtained in perpetuity. Aprogression of size and ageclasses
mustexistsuchthatanapproximatelyequal volumeandsizeof harvestabletreesareregularly
available for cutting. Forest regulation deals with changing unregulated forests to fully
regulated ones. As such, it addresses the questions of how many hectares and how much
volume to cut. Classical forest management specialists have used two basic approaches to
convert anexisting non-regulated forest into afully regulated one (Davis andJohnson, 1987).
Theseapproachesare:
i) Area control: the principle is to harvest and to regenerate the same number of hectares
each yearorperiodthat would be harvested in afully regulated forest. The harvested volume
results then from the standing timber on the area scheduled for cutting each year. This
approach is the easiest way to regulate an unmanaged forest once the appropriate rotation or
cutting cycle is determined. For even-aged forests regulation should be achieved in one
rotation. For an unregulated uneven-aged forest, the number, size, and species of trees
harvested depend on growth rates, the existing and desired species and the diameter
distribution ofthestandsmakinguptheinitial forest. Regulation inthiscasecanrequiremore
thanonecuttingcycle.
Area control is simple,direct and has the virtue of portraying the harvest in terms of area to
cut that is something all regulation techniques must do eventually. However, its main
disadvantage hasbeen thelackofcontrol onthevolume harvested.
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ii)Volumecontrol:theessential question addressed with this approach is how much volume
to cut periodically (for example each year).The area to cut is chosen to satisfy this volume.
Thedetermination of the volume tocut is approached through the amount and distribution of
growing stock and its increment. Several formula methods have been developed for
determiningthecut byvolumecontrol.Someof themare:
- Formula methods based on current growing stock and potential growth. One representative
ofthesemethodsistheso-calledHundeshagen'sformula whichreads:
Cut= Ya=^-Ga

(2.1)

where: Ya=growth orharvestable yieldinexisting forest
Yr=growth of regulated forest (longterm sustained yield)
Gr=growing stockinregulated forest
Ga=growing stockinexisting forest
- A method based on the growing stock only, which is derived from the preceding formula
andreads:
7„=2^

(2.2)

where:Ristherotation agechosen.
- Formula methods based on growing stock and its increment. Some formulas to determine
annualcutrepresentatives of thislineofreasoningare:
.TheAustrianformula:
Cut = I +^

Z^l

(2 .3)

a
whereaistheadjustment periodinyearsand/ istheannual increment.
.TheHanzlikformula:
Cut=-^ +I
where:Vm isthevolumeofcommercial timberaboverotation age.
Themajor advantage of volumecontrol isthat itallows managerstoprovide theindustrywith
a constant flow of timber during the regulation period, which usually is desired by the
managers.Disadvantages includethe lackof formal control over theareacut per yearmaking

(2.4)
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it difficult to ensure that the forest moves toward a regulated condition. In addition, growth
information on unmanaged stands are often difficult to obtain. Because of the disadvantages
presented by each of these two approaches, forest management specialists have also used
somecombinations ofboth.
In forest management, there has been an important evolution in the scope and meaning of
sustainability. At first, sustainable forest management basically meant continued supply of
timber products from the forest. Such a perception of sustainable forest management is now
highly criticized by natural resources scholars operating in a context characterized by a
greater national and international concern for long-term environmental quality. The FAO
(1993a) illustrates this change stating that "The sustainable management of forests for the
production of wood is based on the deceptively simple principle... harvest the wood at an
annual rate no greater than the forest in question can grow it." Gregersen and Lundgren
(1990)proposed adefinition of sustainabledevelopment asapplied tothefieldof forestry that
represents a contemporary approach to the problem of sustainable forest management. They
see it as "... development involving changes in the production and/or distribution of desired
goods and services from forests and from trees which result, for a given target population in
an increase in welfare that can be sustained over time." However, one may argue that the
targetdoesnotneedtobe asingle specific population component (targetpopulation),butcan
bethesocietyasawhole;eachcomponent of which hasaninterest in specific forest products.
Nowadays, the orientation is more toward a multipurpose management of a forest so that its
capacity to provide goods and services is not diminished. Particularly suitable for a tropical
moist forest is the objective of providing timber on a sustainable basis while continuing to
providefuelwood, food andothergoods and services for those livingin and around the forest
(FAO, 1993a). The International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO), which focuses
primarily on tropical forests and which is trying toensure that all timber traded from tropical
countries is harvested in sustainably managed forests by the year 2000, defines sustainable
management of tropical forests as "theprocess of managingpermanent forest land to achieve
one or more clearly specified objectives of management with regard to the production of a
continuous flow of desired forest products and services without undue reduction of its
inherent values and future productivity and without undue undesirable effects on the physical
andsocialenvironment" (ITTO,1992).
Gregersen et al. (1993) identified the following four major operational implications that the
conceptof sustainabledevelopment hasonforestry projects:
• Avoid damage to critical natural capital and be wary of starting processes that are
irreversible;
• Where theresource can be maintained, limit exploitation to sustainable levels;where it is
to be run down (e.g. to release land for agriculture), set aside and invest enough of the
proceeds to produce a permanent income stream or alternative sources of forest products
for those whodepend upon them;
• Where possible, put economic values of social environmental costs and benefits so that
theyaretaken intoaccount indecisions;and
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• Ensure to the fullest extent possible that impacts normally treated as externalities are
internalized within the design of the project (e.g.by including compensatory measures
wherenecessary).
Thus, in addition to addressing current and future human needs, the concept of sustainable
forest management includes not only timber production but that of all other goods and
services expected from a forest by different people utilizing it. This will sometimes bring
forest managers and forest policy makers to face interests. But,as theFAO(1993b) puts it
"accepting the fact that most of these interests are legitimate is an essential first step if
progressistobemadeinreducingtoday'srateofforest loss."
To make the notion of sustainability more practical, less confusing and less abstract, ll'l'O
(1992), a leading organization committed to sustainable utilization of tropical forests, has
proposed criteria for the measurement of sustainable tropical forest management at national
aswellasatmanagement unitlevels.Atthenational levelthecriteriaproposedare:
• theforest resourcebase;
• thecontinuityofflow offorest products;
• thelevelofenvironmental control;
• socio-economic effects offorest product harvesting;
• institutional frameworks.
Tomeasuresustainability attheleveloftheforest management unittheproposedcriteriaare:
• resource security (oneexample of indicators given is among other things theexistenceof
amanagementplan);
• planningandadjustment toexperience;
• thecontinuity oftimber production (examples ofindicators given include:thepresenceof
clear official harvesting rules, the number of trees and/or volume of timber per hectare
harvested,andprovision formonitoringtheresidual growing stock after logging);
• theconservation offlora andfauna;
• anacceptable levelofenvironmental impact;
• socio-economic benefits (including the number of people employed and the nature and
extentofbenefits from forestry activities).
These criteria areconsidered asrelevant inthis study andwill bekept in mind in addition to
unhampered useofforest resources.
2.2Thesustainablemanagementoftropical forests:issuesandopportunities
2.2.1Theoccurrence oftropicalforests
Theworld's tropical forests wereestimated tocoveratotal land areaofabout 1,756.3million
hain 1990 (Nyyssonen, 1993),decreasing from theestimated 1,910.4million haestimatedin
1980.This represents alossof 15.4million haperyear(anaveragedeforestation of0.8%per
annum).Themain cause for such a phenomenon was found to be theexpansion of agricul-
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ture. For example shifting cultivation was estimated by FAO (FAO/UNEP.1981) to be
responsible for about 70% of deforestation in Africa. However, commercial logging is also
one of the important causes of deforestation, especially as shifting cultivators use logging
roads to ever more deeply penetrate the forests. But a more global cause that gives various
incentivesfor deforestation ispoverty (Nemetzetal, 1992).
In Cameroon, the annual rate of deforestation was estimated by FAO (1993b) to be about
0.6%; which corresponds to 122,000 hectares per year. In addition, the estimated loss in
biodiversityconcerns about2%of thetotal numberof specieseach year.
The passionate character of the debate over the magnitude of the loss of tropical forests
results partly from the fact that the shrinking of the tropical forests represents agreat loss for
the human kind because these forests are the richest and the most diverse forest ecosystems
on earth even though millions of species are still not described (Poore and Sayer, 1991).For
exampleinCameroon alone,about 297speciesof mammals have been identified. In addition,
there are 818 bird species and about 9000 plant species of which 156 are endemic (IUCN,
1992).
This means that a major objective in anycontemporary attempt to manage the tropical moist
forest nowadaysistheprotection of thebiological diversity (Pooreand Sayer, 1991).

2.2.2Somecharacteristicsofthetropical rainforests
a)Physicaland bio-ecological characteristics
Thephysical and bio-ecological characteristics of the African tropical rainforest environment
canbesummarized asfollows (Willan, 1989):
• tropical forests grow in awide rangeof climate types ranging from the equatorial rainfall
(over 1500mm/year)to the intertropical belt with one or two dry seasons. However, the
rainforest isencountered mainly intheequatorial climate;
• most soils in rainforests are rather nutrient-poor because there is a high potential for
leaching due to the heavy equatorial rainfall. Some authors (Hall, 1977) have signaled
somecorrelation between speciescomposition and soilparent material.
As described by Aubreville (1938), Eggeling (1947), Lanly (1966), Longman and Jenik
(1974), and Hall (1977), the features that are most relevant for the management of the
evergreen moist forest are:
• alargenumberof speciesperunitarea;
• a multi-layered and a multi-storied canopy. Each layer contains species of which the
height atmaturity islimitedaswell asspecies typical of thelayersabove;
• highlyfrequent buttresses;
• abundant herbaceous andwoodyclimbers,especially indisturbed forests;
• complex spatial pattern andspecies distribution.
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These characteristics suggest that the management of natural tropical forests will be more
complicated than it is thecase with other forest types. Because of the high level of diversity
involved, important aspects of forest management, such as the dynamics of forest stands, are
difficult tocomprehend.Forexample,intemperate zoneforestry, growth andyieldfigures are
usually developed for every tree species. Such an approach is often highly impractical in
tropical forestry because of the broad diversity of tree species. Instead, species are typically
grouped for growth and yield estimation. In addition, only a fraction of these species are
currently known to the forest products market. Thus, the commercial value of stands calculated on the basis of timber products derived from known species tends to be low as the
numberofharvestable treesperunit areaisrathersmall.
b)Socio-economic characteristics
The socio-economic context, both at the national and the local levels, is characterized by
poverty. As such, forest products are used to meet urgent needs, and forest management is
conducted primarilyonthebasisof short-term objectives. Willan (1989) described theusesof
forest productstowhich suchobjectives lead,
i)Atanational level forest products areusedas:
• ameansof substituting importsandsavingforeign currency,
• ameansofearningforeign currency,
• avehicletopromotedevelopment andraisenational income.
ii)Atthelocal level theforest isusedtoprovide:
• land onwhich togrow food andcashcrops,
• fuelwood, androundwood and sawnwood for building,
• non-wood forest productssuch asfood, rattan,medicine, vines,barks e t c . ;
• material for thelocalculture.
In addition to these uses, the forestry sector is also often seen as one of the most important
sources of income for the government budget. The pressure created on the tropical forest by
all these needs is often aggravated by increasing population figures, political instability and
thepoorquality ofrelated government institutions.
In the direct utilization of tropical moist forests there are three principal players which often
haveapparently conflicting interests (FAO,1993).
1. The government seeks to meet the people's needs in a general context characterized by:
worsening terms of trade (decreasing export prices and raising import costs); tremendous
debt burden; technical, financial and institutional shortcomings with respect to effective
forest management. In the role of defender of the public interest, the government is also
charged with the enforcement of laws governing forestry practices, often leading to
restricting theactivitiesof othersintheinterestof conservation.
2. Logging companies pursue profit by extracting timber. They supply forest products for
local, national and international markets where there is an increasing demand for forest
products. As has been done throughout history, they exploit a natural resource in the
interestof human development (Gregersen etal., 1990;FAO, 1993a).
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3. The local population relies on forest land for food production and cash crops.They also
use many wood and non-wood forest products for needs such as shelter, tools, medicine
and food.
The preceding paragraphs demonstrate that in tropical forest management conservation is as
important as production for the wellbeing of the people. Apparently, three p-words give the
bulk of management objectives in tropical forestry, Production and Protection for the
People.
c)Theinternational context.
In addition to the physical, ecological and socio-economic characteristics mentioned above,
the management of the tropical moist forest is also much influenced by the overall
international context. This international scene is characterized by legitimate concerns about
deforestation and itsnegativeconsequences onbiological diversity (Botkin and Talbot, 1992)
and theglobalecological environment (Woodwell, 1992)atonehand,and ahostile economic
environment for developingcountries (FAO, 1993c)attheother hand.
Concerns for the needs for abetterquality of theecological environment and the preservation
of biological diversity have led the donor community of developed countries, under pressure
from their public opinions, to link aid for development with national strategies for a
sustainable management of tropical forests (Poore, 1991). Unfortunately, these legitimate
concerns have sometimes been transformed to more emotional campaigns. Some ecologists
advocateshaveportrayed in a very simplistic andcounter-productive waythe "complex issue
offorest depletion asastruggle between thegoodforces of conservation andtheevil ofshortsighted greed and recklessness" (FAO, 1993). Hamilton (1990) has listed some misleading
expressions and statements often used about some issues in tropical forestry. Part of this has
resulted in suggestions of extreme measures such as boycott of tropical timber by many
organizations (Goodland, 1990) claiming to bedefenders of the ecological environment. The
opinion of many authors is that such measures may be of little help or even harmful in the
fight against deforestation. For example, Jagels (1990) thinks that the blame about
deforestation should not be put totally on the timber firms and Rowe et al. (1992) have
identified agricultural expansion as being the major direct cause of deforestation and
subsistence farmers in developing countries as being responsible for more than 60% of the
loss of tropical forest annually. Other causes include overgrazing, fuelwood gathering,
infrastructure and industrial development and obviously commercial logging. Hamilton
(1990)expressed theopinion that,pointing loggingasamajor causeof lossof tropical forests
"is not a general truth, moreover it diverts attention from the real causes and therefore from
thesolutions".
All this suggests that the fight against deforestation needs a rather global approach which
focuses not only on the utilization of the forest for timber production, but also on forest asa
landbasefor agricultural production and anyother form of forest utilization. Thebasic force
behind forest depletion is certainly the search by inhabitants and governments of developing
countries toimprove the living standards and this is done through the utilization of available
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natural resources which hasalwaysbeen thecasein anypart of the world.Thechallenge isto
shift from forest resources depletion to sustainable utilization, and this will require that the
interests of all actors interested in the management of tropical forests be taken into consideration.

2.2.3Themanagementoftropicalforests: technologies,problems,constraintsandprospects
a)Technologiesavailablefortropicalforest management
During thecourseof thiscentury,there havebeen numerousattempts with variable successto
developappropriatetechnologies for themanagement of both artificial plantations andnatural
tropical forests.
There have been many trials for artificial full forest plantations throughout the tropical zone
for many decades now. Some of the most successful are planted with tropical pine species
(CTFT, 1966), Eucalyptus (FAO, 1976) and some tropical hardwood species such as teak
(Mathur, 1973; deMaerschalk, 1973)andGmelinaarborea. Lesssuccessful results havebeen
obtained with other hardwood species, some of which are nonetheless still considered to be
promising. Some have even seen plantation forestry as the only realistic direction for
sustainable forest management inthetropics (Office ofTechnology Assessment, 1984).However important tropical forest plantations may be for supplying people with needed wood
products,they are less appropriate for the conservation of biological diversity (Leslie, 1987).
They do not provide the same products as the natural forests and thus cannot replace them.
Someforest economists valuetreeplantations overnatural forests (Richardson, 1970;Spears,
1979), basically because they do not recognize the value of external effects (e.g. watershed
protection, wildlife habitat, non-wood forest products, biological diversity) in their analyses.
Once the external effects are internalized, it becomes evident that "...the financial returns to
natural tropical forest management aremuch betterthan generallyrecognized" (Sedjo, 1992).
As a result of the research efforts enumerated above, the necessary minimum of knowledge
and techniques are available to commence sustainable forest management of artificial
plantations anywhere inthe world; although moreresearch isneeded both in general and ona
casebycasebasis.
As concerns the management of natural forests, the current state of technology is less
auspicious. Most research efforts in this field have concentrated on the development of
silvicultural techniques (Mergen and Vincent, 1987).The most promising techniques include:
in tropical Asia, the modified versions of the Malayan Uniform System (MUS) and the
Selective Management System (SMS) both developed in Malaysia (Hon Tat Tang, 1987);in
tropical Africa, the work done in Ghana since the 1950's and modified more recently
(Asabere, 1987) and the SODEFOR trials in Cote d'lvoire (Maitre, 1986); in tropical
America,theCELOS silvicultural systemdeveloped in Surinam (deGraaf, 1986).
These silvicultural systems are mostly based on operations such as inventory of standing
stock, selective logging, climber cutting and additional removal of the canopy. Sometimes
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inter-planting with commercial species is also undertaken. In fact, Schmidt (1987) identifies
five important factors to be taken into account in any natural tropical forest silvicultural
system,theseare:
a)presenceof adequatestockingof regeneration;
b)removalof thepartiallyharvested canopy;
c)absenceoftendinguntil regrowth haspassedtheephemeral climberstage;
d)maintenance of adequatenewcanopytoprevent thedevelopment ofclimbers;
e)linearsamplingtoassesstheregeneration status.
However, these factors are most relevant for monocyclic systems.For polycyclic systems the
most important factors include:
1)presenceof adequatenumbersofcroptrees;
2) partial removal of thecanopy tostimulate thegrowth of trees of commercial species while
maintainingtheecological functioning ofthe forest.
3) adequateopportunities for theestablishment ofregeneration of commercial species.
4) establishment of permanent sampleplotstomonitorthedevelopment of stands.
Although not enough, compared to the efforts given to the development of silvicultural
systems, some research effort has also been devoted to the improvement of logging
techniques and, as reported by Willan (1989) "a spectacular progress has been made this
centuryconcerningtheequipment and therange of saleable species.However, harvesting still
constitutes a severe economic constraint to the more efficient utilization of the forests
resources."Dykstra andHeinrich (1992)have stressed theimportance of improved harvesting
systems for the sustainability of tropical moist forest and have identified the work of Jonkers
(1987) andHendrison (1989) in Surinam asthe most promising in logging efficiency. Ingeneral,improved harvestingtechniques should bebasedonactivities such ascareful planningof
roadandskidtrail construction,pre-harvest cuttingofclimbers andpostharvest assessment.A
recent study by Barreto et al. (1998) in eastern Amazonia on the technical feasibility,
efficiency and profitability of "best" logging practices came to the conclusion that careful
planning of logging operations can reduce logging waste by up to 25% and increase the
present net value of timber extraction by38to45 %.Ascited byWillan (1989) the following
items have been identified by Catinot (1987) as important problems related to logging in
tropical forests: high rainfall, topography, soils, large size of trees, distances between the
forests and the markets, inadequate knowledge of the forest and the heterogeneous composition of the forest. Important progress has also been noted in the area of forest inventory
(Nyyssonen, 1993) where both computer techniques and satellite imagery are currently used
very efficiently.
More recently, non-timber forest products in relation to the management of tropical moist
forests have become a subject of great interest. Some studies have already been completed
(e.g. Okafor, 1977) while many more are underway. The general impression given by these
studies is that the integration of non-timber forest products in forest management should be
adopted on a case by case basis, meaning that each nation should investigate "the present
relation between resources and population, the present standard of living and the distribution
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of wealth, predictions about all these,and national social and economic objectives" (Pooreet
al.,1989).
Otherattemptstodevelopappropriate technologies for themanagement of tropical forests for
sustainability have been made in the areas of growth and yield prediction (Michael, 1987),
standmodeling (Vanclay, 1991;Noble, 1989),forest policy (Nemetzetal., 1992;Repettoand
Gillis, 1988)andforest economics (Leslie, 1987;Grut etal, 1990;Filius, 1998a).
b)Problemsandconstraints intropicalforest management
Despite theconsiderable efforts made todevelop appropriate technologies for the sustainable
management of tropical forests mentioned above, the results in the field have been rather
disappointing. Management plans are scarce and in the few cases where they exist, they are
often not implemented. Poore (1988)hasestimated that lessthan 1%of tropical moist forests
were under any kind of management regime. Fontaine (1986) also made the sad observation
stating that "... deforestation, degradation and mismanagement of tropical forests continue
whilesuccessful models of theintegrated sustainable development andconservation of humid
tropical forest remain desperately scarce."Authors such as King (1990) have not hesitated to
usetheword "failure" inthedescription of theprevailing situation intropical forestry.
Many analyses have also been made to identify the causes of this situation. Many authors
agree that there is still a lack of necessary technical and scientific knowledge due mainly to
the complexity of tropical rainforest ecosystems (Wyatt-Smith, 1987;Fontaine, 1986; King,
1990; Willan, 1989). As a result of such a complexity, the functioning of the tropical forest
ecosystem is difficult to understand. Significant gaps in relevant biological knowledge
include: insufficient understanding of mechanisms of secondary succession and formation of
the final stand after modification; and the relative stability of tropical moist forest
ecosystems; the silvics of important tree species; and damage from pest, diseases and animal
species. However, one of the most important telling omissions frequently identified as
limiting the progress in the management of moist tropical forests is the lack of growth and
yield data (Fontaine, 1986) or as King (1990) put it"... the absence of mensuration studies
capable of yielding information on the performance of different species under varying
ecological conditions."
In addition to obstacles in the biological fields, King (1990) went on to state that: "It is the
lack of application of socio-economic principles to tropical forest management that
constitutes the greatest weakness of tropical forestry, [because] very few foresters seem to
realize that production forestry is an economic activity that is conducted within biological
constraints and not vice versa."Forest management should be based on biological and socioeconomic research.Unfortunately, thegeneral impression isthat research efforts in biological
fields have outweighed efforts in socio-economic fields in the past. This should be corrected
for all the people involved in the utilization of tropical forest resources to have a more
positive stand toward sustainable forest management in the tropics. To that end, one must
keepinmindthat: "nothingwillbeachieved unlesspeople's legitimate rights andinterestsare
recognized" (FAO, 1993).Thepeopleinvolved hereinclude the local populations,thenational governments and loggers as mentioned before. Important problems remain dealing with
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methodologies tocombine available information from different fields inonecoherent strategy
to achieve optimal utilization and conservation of forest resources for a better planning
process.Alsowaystoassesstheevolution toward sustainability areneeded.
Briinig et al. (1989) came to the conclusion that, even when sufficient technical experience
and expertise as well as scientific knowledge might exist they are not applied; this is mainly
duetoexternal constraints (Fontaine, 1986)rather than internal biological ones.Briinigetal.
(1989) blamed the general institutional context surrounding the utilization of tropical forests
saying that "tropical forests are not being underused but misused...The utilization of tropical
rain forests as sources of timber and land is dominated by short-sighted exploitation
philosophies. Consequently, utilization is wasteful, destructive and unsustainable." Factors
external to the forest itself that contribute to the lack of appropriate management strategies
include inadequate legislation, unstable political environments, illegal clearing, lack of
trained manpower, concentration of market demand for timber on a few well known species
andhuman activities (suchasagriculture andgrazing).
c)Prospects
Although there are still many obstacles, the quantity and quality of technologies already
developed suggest that the management of tropical moist forest is now technically feasible
(Schmidt,1987).At least for some countries,financial analysis in some cases yield optimistic
results (Leslie, 1987; Sedjo, 1992). In the biological fields, even though more profound
understanding is needed, the results already available need mostly to be adapted to local
applications. Such an adaptation requires building networks between the research
organizations involved (Foelster et al., 1987; King, 1990). In addition, the international
community is increasing its commitment to search for solutions to problems related to the
management of tropical forests through organizations such as the Tropenbos Foundation,
ITTO, FAO etc. The once neglected disciplines in forestry research are receiving more
attention. New research efforts are more oriented towards science "that allows the
optimization of a number of products and not the maximization of one, that treats forests in
their social context and doesnot pretend that theyexist in a "people free" environment andit
requires management that can adapt quickly to changing social and economic conditions"
(Sayer, 1997).
The most important obstacles now appeared to be related to the institutional and socioeconomic environment. In this respect, some governments of developing countries appear to
be more seriously engaged in improving the context and are following the suggestions made
bytheTropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP)with theassistance of thedonor community.
2.3Decision-making inforest management
2.3.1Theimportance ofdecision-making inforestmanagement
Poore (1988) defined forest management as the taking of firm decisions about the future of
the forest, the implementation of these decisions, and the monitoring of this implementation.
Similarly, Duerr etal.(1979) emphasized that forest management is carried out by meansof
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decisions. The above-mentioned authors intended to show that decision-making is
characteristic offorest management likeinmanagement sciences applied toanyotherfield.In
fact, Davis and Johnson (1987) stated that: "Acentral role of the forest manager is decisionmaking, choosing among alternative courses of action." For them successful forest
management specialists identify relevant goals (or objectives), issues and resource limitations
of problems and come up with alternative solutions that are workable and beneficial. This
suggests that decision-making is the essence of forest management and thus, the process of
decision-making should be taken very seriously. In addition, the decisions taken must be
aimed at achieving well-defined objectives. Decisions made in forest management often
concern the distant future due to the time spans dealt with in forestry activities; especially
those related to forest regeneration. Therefore, they call for predicting the future and a plan
for each andeverydecision (Duerretal.,1979).Thisshows whyforest management relatesto
the concept of planning which can be defined in general as "a process of preparing a set of
decisions for action in future, directed at achieving goals by perfect means" (Dror, 1972).In
fact, for some forest management specialists forest management is almost a synonym for
forest planning (ONF, 1969). Typical decisions confronted in forest management include:
land allocation, production levels (including timber and non-timber forest products), cutting
cycleorrotation period,silvicultural operations.

2.3.2Theprocessofdecision-making inforestmanagement
TheFrench national Office of Forests defined managing aforest asdeciding on what todoin
it, based on what can bedone in it, and deducing what must be done in it (ONF, 1969).This
definition (even though tooshort tobecomplete) in awayoutlines the steps in theprocessof
decision-making inforest management, the stepsevoked here are:thedefinition of objectives
(what to achieve), the analysis of the current and potential situations of the forest (what can
be done) and the final decisions (what to do).If these steps are followed, one should end up
with a management plan. This also suggests that decision-making in forest management
should follow a well designed process combining identified objectives, information gathered
in thefieldand rational means toprocess available information. Jonsson (1982) gave an idea
about some of the information and processing tools needed by stating: "Forest inventory
methods, forecasting methods and optimization methods should be integrated into a
mensurational computational system with the purpose of creating among other things a basis
for formulating relevantgoals".
Li (1988) went a step further in trying to identify the elements to be included in a forest
management system for makingdesirabledecisions.Theseelementsinclude:
• datacollection for thedescription oftheforest state;
• prediction of future effects andtheirvaluation for agiven management program;
• development of different management programs;
• evaluation oftheeffects of themanagement programs;
• formulation of the management objectives and choice of theoptimal program according to
acertain decision procedure.
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This list may present some problems especially as it concerns the order in which these
elements are listed because one might argue that the formulation of management objectives
shouldcomeearlierinthechronosequence of activitiesto becarried out. However, it gives a
good idea of elements to be taken into account in the decision-making process in forest
management. The following steps can be identified in the basic process of planning and
decision-making (Hufschmidt etal.,1983):
1. Perception anddefinition of aproblem,needoropportunity;
2. Specifications of basicsocial objectives;
3. Development of associated planning guides and criteria including economic criteria:
specification of analysisconditions;
4. Basic physical, economic and social analyses and formulation of alternative plans (Plans
include implementation incentives, physical measures, and institutional arrangements.
Economic analyseswhich includecost-benefit analysis areimportant);
5. Review andevaluation of alternative plans and selection of apreferred plan for execution
(cost-benefit analysisplaysakeyrole);
6. Execution of theselected plan;monitoringofprogress andresultof execution;
7. Expostevaluation ofexecution of theplan (benefit costanalysisplaysakeyrole).
Ofcourse,itisveryimportant tohavefeedback between steps.Becausethedecisions madein
forest management are all oriented towards meeting the management objectives (Duerr etal.,
1979), the identification of problems and issues and the setting of these objectives are of
primary importance within the process of decision-making as a whole. As one might think,
the whole process would be easier tocarry out if there was only a single objective. This was
almost the case a few decades ago with timber production as the dominant objective.
Presently, this is seldom the case. In most cases, forest management tries to achieve a
multitude of objectives rendering the decision-making process complex and difficult.
However, forest management scholarshavetriedtodevelop approaches todecision-makingin
thecaseof multiple objectives.
There appear to be two extreme approaches to the search for solutions for multiple use
management of forestry resources (Gong, 1991).In the first approach, the so-called "primary
use management", the forest is divided and each subdivision is designated for a primary or
dominant use. Other uses then become secondary and the management decisions concern
mainly thedominant use.This approach can beof interest in some cases (Gregory, 1987),but
is generally criticized because most forest areas are suitable for several uses and some of
these uses are more or less compatible. By choosing a primary use, other uses are excluded
andthatmaybeproven tohavean important opportunity cost.
The second is the "complete combination management" according to which each and every
hectare of the forest is managed for the combination of products and services which would
maximize the forest owner's utility (Helliwell, 1987). Like primary use management, this
approach israrely adoptedfor it is verydifficult andcostly toimplement. Criticizing the idea,
Clawson (1974) once stated: "If by multiple use one means that every use should occur on
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every acre of forest every year (or every day), then it is absurd, it has never occurred and
nevercan."
Some intermediary approaches between these two extremes have been developed. Forest
managers recognize that the forest resource as a whole should be managed for timber and
non-timber benefits, butthat aspecific forest area maybe used for asingle primary useor for
several usesaccording toitscharacteristics (the suitability of the forest area for different uses
and the compatibility of these uses). Many theories have been developed to tackle the
problem of multiple uses in natural resources management (particularly in the field of
resource economics) these include: joint product theory (Gregory, 1955), input-output
analysis (Flick, 1974), cost-benefit analysis (Johansson and Lofgren, 1985), and multiattributedecision theory(Hyberg, 1987).

2.3.3DecisionSupportSystems(DSS)andforest resourcesmanagement
GeneralaspectsofDSS
The term "Decision Support System" originated in the planning process of industry and
commerce (Thieraf, 1982; Bennett, 1983). DSS "is contemporary jargon for an integrated
approach to the age-old problem of helping people make better decisions" (Stuth and Smith,
1993).DSSimprovesdecision-making byoffering amechanism for increasing the objectivity
of the process, especially where complex interactions are involved. The objectivity and thus
thequalityof thedecision depends onboth theavailable technology for computations andthe
methodology of the information-decision system (Kami, 1978).The termDSS hasbeen given
many definitions, one of the most representative ones is the one suggested by Bonczek etal.
(1981) who thought of DSS as being "an information processing system embedded within a
decision-making system. DSS may be a human information processor, a mechanical information processor, or a human/machine information processing system".The machine evoked
here is likely a computer. Covington et al. (1988) have also defined DSS as flexible, integrated software for accessing, retrieving and generating reports on database information plus
simulation and decision models for conducting further analysis including alternative testing,
sensitivity analysis and automated goal seeking. Computers have gained considerable
importanceinthisfieldfor thelasttwodecades;becauseof this, some authors haveseenDSS
mainly ascomputer based systems that help decision makers confront unstructured problems
through direct interaction with data and analysis models (Sprague and Carlson, 1982).
Although the computer plays an important role in DSS due to a more and more complex
definition ofproblems,itshouldnotbeseen asanobligatory partof aDSS.
Thecharacteristics of aDSS (SpragueandWatson 1986)are:
• Ittends tobe aimedat the less well-structured, under-specified problems that upper levels
managers typically face;
• It attempts to combine the use of models or analytical techniques with traditional data
accessandretrieval functions;
• It specifically focuses on features which make them easy to useby non-specialized people
inaninteractivemode;
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• Itemphasizes flexibility and adaptability toaccommodate changes in the environment and
thedecision-making approach oftheuser.
For Covington et al. (1988) it is important that a DSS provides decision makers with rapid
feedback on the consequences of management alternatives. A DSS has three main
components which are:adata base, amodel base and asoftware complex, linking the user
to the first two components (Sprague and Watson, 1986).The model base,consisting of one
or many models, is the part of the DSS where the information is processed, analyzed and
summarized.
TheuseofDSSinforest management
Asinothermanagement fields, DSS arebeingdeveloped for agriculture-related fields suchas
the management of livestock and grazing lands (Stuth and Lyons, 1993; Gillard and
Monypenny, 1988) or agricultural land (White, 1991).DSS are also used in the management
of forest resources (Covington etal., 1988).However, theexpression DSS isnot always used.
Many authors in forest management and forest planning prefer to use the terms MODEL
(even though theirtools include data bases and more than one model) orSYSTEM. Someof
these models are used tohelptheplanning process atthenational level (Seppala etal.,1983)
andsomeareusedtohelpmanagers atlower levels(management unit,concession,stand...).
The DSS used in forest management were first oriented toward timber harvesting and land
allocation in even-aged forests. Some examples of such models are: FORPLAN (Johnson et
al., 1986); TREES (Tedder et al., 1980) and MAXMILLION (Clutter et al., 1978). The
difference between even-aged stands and uneven-aged stands (Davis and Johnson, 1987) is
that in even-aged management, stands regenerate naturally or are planted at about the same
time (aboutthe same year).The stand then grows for anumber of years,is perhaps submitted
tosome silvicultural treatments along theway,and finally has all its stems removed in oneor
more regeneration cuts. Typical decisions needed in even-aged forest management concern:
the rotation age, the thinning regime, species for regeneration, site preparation and
regeneration, andothercultural treatments.
In uneven-aged management, however, stands have beginning nor end dates. Trees of many
different sizes and ages grow in close proximity and each may need a uniquely determined
time of harvest tocontribute the most to the owner's objective. Illustrations of the concept of
uneven-aged forest management is thefutaie jardinee (garden forests) originally found in
France and Switzerland. These areintensively managed forests in which management tries to
maintain a constant ratio between number of trees in any two successive size classes. Davis
andJohnson (1987) identified thefollowing seven elements as typical issues tobedecidedon
for uneven-aged forest management:
1. Cutting cycle: the number of years between two consecutive harvest entries on each
hectare.
2. Reserve growing stock level: the residual volume or basal area per hectare of the stand
immediately after harvest.
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3.Standstructure: thenumber of treesper hectarebyspecies and diameter that make upthe
reservegrowingstock.
4. Sustainability procedures: constraints established on harvesting and regeneration to
ensure maintenance of the stand structure, and thus perpetuation of the harvest over all future
cuttingcycles.
5.Otherculturaltreatments.
6. Species for regeneration: species and genetic stock selected for each stand type in the
forest.
7. Site preparation and regeneration method: combination of pre- and post-harvest
treatments scheduled toestablish thedesired species andcontrol theirearlygrowth.
To date, almost all the DSS developed for forest management purposes require first: a data
base made up of information about the current forest growing stock, growth and yield of
treated and/or untreated stands,costs and prices of forest products, and constraints from laws
and ecological guidelines. Second, a model base using some simulation and/or optimization
techniques to process these data, generate consequences of the choices, and choose the
optimal solution. Some of the most popular approaches in DSS building for uneven-aged
forest management arerepresented bythefollowing work:
Buongiorno and Michie (1980) developed a model (their terminology) which was to help
forest managers in determining the optimum harvest level, residual stock, diameter distribution and cutting cycle for uneven-aged forest management. Their approach used a matrix
model for growth prediction in undisturbed and in managed stands.Linear programming was
used asatechnique toselect thebest sustained yield management regime.Laterthis approach
was used to design a computer-based model called UNEVEN, for assisting decision-making
in the management of uneven-aged forests (Boothby and Buongiorno, 1985). Chang (1981)
proposed a model to find the optimal growing stock after harvesting and the optimal cutting
cycle using the forest value as a decision criterion. These two efforts were made with
inventory data from uneven-aged but single-species forests. Bare and Opalach (1987)
developed amodel for thedetermination of thediameter distribution and species composition
for mixed species forests using a single-tree growth model called PROGNOSIS and a
nonlinearprogramming algorithm for optimization.
Themodel baseofDSSinforest management
There are typically two model bases for DSS used in Forest Management: growth and yield
modelsandeconomic models.
a)Growthandyield models
Growth and yield models are usually presented either in tabular forms or as equations or
systemsof equations.The latteristheonemost used for DSS.Models presented as equations
or systems of equations can be placed in one of three groups (Clutter et al, 1983;Vanclay,
1994; Vanclay, 1995) depending on whether they allow prediction for whole stands, classes
oftreesorsingletrees.
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i) Whole stand models. These are models for which the basic units of modeling are stand
parameters.They model whole stands as portrayed by stand variables such as age,basal area
per hectare or yield per hectare. Whole stand models seem to have been the first model type
developed by foresters (Vuokila, 1965).They require relatively little information to simulate
the growth of a stand, but consequently give rather general information about future stands.
Many approaches have been developed over time but roughly these approaches can be
grouped in three; growth and yield tables, growth and yield equations and detailed whole
stand approaches. As Vanclay (1994) concludes: "whole stand models have been very useful
for modeling plantations, but they appear of limited utility for mixed forests where the
number of species and the potential for multi-modal size distributions creates difficulties in
characterizing the stand with few stand level variables."Therefore, whole stands approaches
are not usually retained for modeling growth and yield in tropical forests which are unevenagedandhavemixedcompositions.
ii) Size class models.They use classes of trees as basic units for modeling, values for stand
characteristics are rather obtained by summation of values estimated for different classes.
Vanclay(1994)distinguished threeprincipal approaches for sizeclassmodels:
- Standtablesapproaches.These include methods and techniques such as time of passage,
standtableprojection, smoothed stand tablemodels,empirical equations and process-oriented
standtablemodels.
- Transitionmatrices.They consist of summarizing growth characteristics summarized in a
matrix. This allows growth projections to be made by simple matrix multiplication. In
general, models based on transition matrices are subdivided in three: Markov chains, Leslie
andUshermatrices andtheirgeneralizations.
Markov chains constitute one type of stochastic process. The system being modeled has the
capabilityofmovingfrom onestatetoanotheroveracertain periodoftime.Ifitsomoveswe
say that a transition has occurred. At each state i, the system has a given probability P y to
another state./' and this probability is called the transition probability. In Markov chains, the
transitionsprobabilities dependonlyontheinitial stateandnoton anyprevious state (Markov
assumption) andtheprobabilities donotchangeovertime (stationary assumption).Appliedto
forestry, the Markov assumption means, that the probability for a tree to grow up to the next
diameter class depends only on the current class in which the tree is. On the other hand, the
stationary assumption meansthat treesof agiven sizeclass have aconstant probability todie,
stayinthe sameclass ormove uptothenext class (orclasses) within one growth period.The
Markov chain approach has been criticized for failing to take into account competition and
suppression (Binkley, 1980; Roberts and Hruska, 1986), but as Vanclay (1994) puts it,
"Provided that stand conditions remain within a narrow range similar to the development
data, ...predictions maybe satisfactory."
Leslie and Usher matrices are modifications of Markov chains. The use of such matrices to
model biological populations seems tohavebeen initiated byLewis (1942).However, amore
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importantcontribution cameafew yearslaterfrom Leslie(1945,1948)whousedthematrices
onanimal populations wheretheclassesrepresented ages.Usher (1966) appearstobethefirst
to use the approach for forest management purposes. The approach uses time interval and
class width in such a way that a tree cannot grow more than one class during the growth
period (Usherassumption) which avoidsbias(Vanclay, 1994).Furthermore,Markov matrices
contain only transition probabilities while in this approach, recruitment can be predicted by
employing non-zero values in the top line of the matrix. The recruitment varies according to
the presence of trees in various classes. Leslie and Usher matrices have been used more in
forest management applications than standard Markovchains.
Generalized matrices havebeen introduced byBuongiorno andMichie (1980).Becauseofthe
severe restrictions imposed in matrix approaches by the Markov assumption, they avoided it
and used only the stationary and Usher assumptions. Their matrix was presented as a bidiagonal matrix with probabilities of movement towhich a vector and a scalar were addedto
predict regeneration. A good description of the method is given by Buongiorno and Gilless
(1984).They first applied the approach using hardwoods data from the North-Central region
of the United States of America. Since then the approach has been used to evaluate many
management strategies related to uneven-aged forests both in the temperate zone (Lu and
Buongiorno, 1993; Buongiorno et al, 1994; Buongiorno et ah, 1995, Virgilietti and
Buongiorno, 1997) and in the tropical zone (Mendoza and Setyarso, 1986; Boscolo et al.,
1997).
An important point in transition matrix approaches is the estimation of the elements of the
growth matrix or transition probabilities. Michie and Buongiorno (1984) evaluated four
techniques to obtain estimates in a fixed coefficient model of a selection forest. Their
conclusions suggest that, if the data set allows, it is preferable to estimate transition
probabilities as simple proportions which yield unbiased estimates. Otherwise if the data set
is not large enough, Vanclay (1994), drawing from Lowell and Mitchell (1987) and Vanclay
(1991), suggests that "to estimate entries with greater precision and/or fewer data", logistic
regression can be used.The ingrowth equations were then obtained by ordinary least squares
methods.
Although criticized for therestrictions imposed byboth the Markov and Matrix assumptions,
the transition matrices approaches appear attractive because they are easy to implement on
computers, and produce good results in many cases (Vanclay, 1994). The generalized
approaches havebrought improvement byavoiding theMarkov assumption.
- Cohortmodels. In cohort models trees arenot necessarily grouped by size classes of equal
and predetermined size class amplitude. Instead many attributes, such as species, vigor or
commercial characteristics, can be used to group trees in cohorts. This avoids having empty
classes asit maybethecase with the sizeasused in stand tables and matrix models. Various
assumptions can then be made about the distribution of trees within a cohort. Some models
assume that all members of a cohort are identical. Some assume a uniform distribution, and
fit a distribution function across several cohorts (Vanclay, 1994). Cohort models have been
used to model forest growth in plantations (Alder, 1979) and mixed forest stands (Reed,
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1980;Preston and Vanclay, 1988;Vanclay, 1989). Cohort models have potentials for being
usedwidelyinmodeling mixedforests buttheirimplementation remainstedious.
iii) Individual tree models. Individual tree models simulate the growth of each individual
tree in diameter, height, and crown to decide whether the tree is likely to live or die; then
calculations are made to obtain volume and growth. By adding characteristics of individual
trees stand characteristics are estimated. "While detailed in their accounting and often using
elegant growth functions, individual tree models are logically straightforward...Only three
possibilities areconsidered for each tree:(1)itcan die,(2)itcanbecut, (3)itcan survive and
grow.When this sequence of choices is worked out for all sample trees representing a stand,
mortality,harvestgrowth,andtheresidual standstructure aresummarized from the individual
tree results"(Davis and Johnson, 1987).Individual tree models can be subdivided into three
categories (Vanclay, 1994): a) spatial models which simulate individual trees or their
components using spatial data indicating their position in the stand; b) non-spatial models
which also model individual trees, but which do not require any spatial data and; c) tree list
models which model small listsoftrees.
Individual tree models are logically capable of yielding the most interesting results.But they
are quite complicated and may require the recording of additional parameters during forest
inventory related to the position and the size of neighboring trees which makes them costly.
As Bruce and Wensel (1987) put it: "using a more complicated model than necessary often
hasatleast twocosts:greatercomputational expenseandalossinprecision ofestimates."
Data requirements for growth and yield modeling. The quality of the data is very
important for the determination of the type of the model to be built and its quality. Ideally,
modeling and the definition and collection of data should form an iterative process, starting
with model formulation. In theory, the type of the model that the biometrician has in mind
should orient towards data collection. In reality, this is seldom the case. Most modeling
efforts commence with any data available, and the modeling approach may be dictated by
limitations ofthedata.
In general, growth information can be obtained by stem analysis, but stem analysis does not
providereliablegrowth datafor manytreespeciesintropical forests, sodatamustbeobtained
from re-measurements on permanent sample plots (PSPs). Vanclay (1994) gives a detailed
account of data requirements for growth and yield modeling. His suggestions are synthesized
bythefollowing sixpoints:
1. Ensureconsistent standards,
2. sampleawiderangeof standandsiteconditions,
3. providebothpassivemonitoringandexperimental plots,
4. number,markandmapalltreesonallplots,
5. remeasure frequently enough to enable relocation of plots, but allow enough time for
growth toexceed measurement errors,and
6. checkthat measurementrecordsareunambiguous andsecure.
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Although he insists that it is better for model predictions to be interpolations than
extrapolations, Vanclay (1994) recognizes when modeling forest growth and yield in tropical
forests, "the greatest problem...is that the data necessary for growth model development are
notavailable"which inturn mayleadtoextrapolations from thefew existingdatasets.
b)Economic models
Most economic models dealing with sustainable forest management have tried todeterminea
target steady state which will fulfill a number of objectives. A steady state in this context
means a stand structure and composition to be left after each harvest as residual growing
stock. The steady state residual growing stock will grow so that at the end of every cutting
cycle, the same quantity and quality of timber products may be harvested. Theoretically, the
yield of forest products obtained after each cutting cycle is then equaled to the forest net
growth and can be continued in perpetuity, such a yield is often referred to as the sustained
yield (Davis and Johnson, 1987).A steady state with a sustained yield of timber products is
characteristic of afully regulated forest. For agiven forest stand, there aremany steady states
which can be found each with its structure and composition, each steady state should be
associated with a well defined set of harvesting rules in order to be perpetuated indefinitely.
Themost important of theserules arethe length of thecutting cycle and thecharacteristicsof
the reserve growing stock which are linked to the characteristics of harvests. Based on the
objectives of management, oneof these steady states will bepreferred over the others andthe
associated harvesting rules will be adopted. The model allows the determination of such a
desired (preferred) steadystatedependingonthespecification of management objectives.
The general solution seeking procedure consists of generating alternative steady states and
usingsomecriteria toselect thedesiredone.Most models have usedeconomic criteria for the
evaluation of alternative steady states and associated management strategies. It is done so
because, one of the most widely accepted and easy to evaluate goals is that of economic
efficiency, i.e. maximization of net revenue or benefit. Some of the criteria used for that
purpose are(DavisandJohnson, 1987):
i) The Present Net Worth (PNW) which is defined as the sum of discounted revenues less
thesumof discounted costsoveradefined planning period.Itsformula reads:

where: R,=revenue inyeart
C, = costinyeart
r - discount rate
n = numberof yearsintheplanning period
ii) The Benefits Costs Ratio (B/C) which indicates the amount of present value revenue per
unitofpresent valuecost.Itsformula is:
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BIC = ^

-

(2.6)
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iii) The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) which is a unique characteristic of a project and does
notrequireaguidingdiscount rateasdothepreceding criteria.
IRR=rwhenthefollowing equation issolvedforr:
(2 7)

IT^Y =STTTT
(l+r)

-
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The above listed criteria are mathematically interrelated. By definition, the IRR is that
discount ratethatmakesPNW=0andB/C=l. Onedrawback of thePNW andtheB/Cisthata
prior decision about the choice of the guiding interest rate must be pre-selected, and the
choiceof theseratesvariesfrom oneanalysttotheother.
iv) The Soil Expectation Value (SEV) or Land Expectation Value (LEV), also called the
Faustmann Criterion: it is defined as the present net worth of bare forest land for timber
production calculated over aperpetual series of timber crops grown on that land. Its formula
is:

5>,(i+or-'-£c,(i+')r-'
1=1

™-m
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where T= length of thecycle
The LEV is usually preferred over the PNW if the land is definitely oriented toward forestry
becauseittakesinto account not onlythefirst cycle,but also all the future cycles.Thus,there
is noproblem related to the time horizon and the cost of delaying subsequent cycles is taken
into account. It accounts for the opportunity costs of capital and land of choosing a given
management optionespecially asrotation andcuttingcyclesareconcerned.
This criterion has been most used for estimating optimal rotation for even-aged management
butthesameapproach hasbeen usedinthecaseof uneven-aged management.
Chang(1981)presented theForestValue(FV)defined bythefollowing formula:
,
FV =P{S-G)+

l

p\Q{t,G)-G\
„
e -1

where:5=initial stand volumeimmediately before harvest

(2.9)
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G= level of growing stock immediately after harvest
t=cuttingcycle
Q(t,G)= merchantable volume of an uneven-aged forest stand / years after acut with
aninitial growingstockofG
P=stumpageprice.
r=continuousdiscount rate
In such an approach, FVrepresents notonly the value of the forest land but also the valueof
the treescurrently growing that can be harvested. The optimal growing stock after harvest G
and thecutting cycle tcan then be found by using the derivatives of FV.The equations tobe
solved simultaneouslyare:
SFV

w°

(210)

and
SFV
=0
8t
Theinterest of theFVcomesfrom thefacts thatitcan beused toderivecriteria for optimality
aswell astoidentify factors thatinfluence it.
Theuseof FVis linked with afew problems,oneof these problems isthat thegrowing stock
level isthetotal volume perhectares tobe left after cutting irrespective of the stand structure
and thus gives no rule related to the structure to be taken into account during harvesting
operations. In addition it assumes that price is not related to tree sizes which is seldom the
case.
Estimation of the conversion period. In most cases the forest is not fully regulated and the
desireof sustainable forest management istoconvert thenon-regulated forest into aregulated
one. The time interval between the first management operations in the non-regulated forest
and the moment at which a fully regulated forest structure is reached can be called the
conversion period. The conversion period poses a number of questions which forest
management specialists should confront. Two of these questions to be addressed here are:
how long should or will be the conversion period given the defined management objectives?
What are the harvesting rules to adopt during the conversion period? The answers to these
questionswill bereferred toasconversion strategy.
Searching for the best conversion strategy has not received the same attention by theoretical
forest management analysts as the search for an optimal steady state especially as related to
uneven-aged forest management. An example of an investigation of the conversion is the
studybyAdams andEk (1974).Thetwoauthors made an investigation intothe determination
of optimal steady state structure and the optimal harvest schedule of a non-regulated stand to
a predetermined target structure. They used non-linear equations and their objective was to

(2.11)
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maximize the Net Present Value (NPV)of all transitional and subsequent equilibrium yields.
They found that lengthening the conversion period increased the NPV. Such a result is
possible certainly because by increasing the length of the conversion period, the constraints
are loosened. However, this may result in loosing the constraint of sustainability itself by
degrading theforest toomuch during theconversion period if there isnorule that insures that
thestructureconverges towardsthedesired steadystate.
Michie (1985) tried to determine both the optimal steady state and the optimal conversion
strategy using the land expectation value (LEV) as criterion. He found that the LEV is
dependent on both the initial stand conditions and the length of the conversion period. His
investigations led to the conclusion that, converting to an alternative distribution in one
harvest doubled the LEV and obtained a further increase in LEV with two harvests,
suggesting alsothat lengthening theconversion period mayincrease theLEV.Michie insisted
intheconclusion ofhisstudyonthedifficulty of solvingthemathematical program ifthreeor
more harvests are considered. He suggested from his finding that, "alternative steady state
distributionsaretendingtowardthesamestructureregardlessof theinitial stand structure."
Inanother study,Haight andGetz (1987)determined conversion with thetwoapproaches:the
fixed endpoint problem and the equilibrium endpoint problem. In their terminology, the
"fixed endpoint problems involve the determination of a target steady state and a transition
regime that reaches the target after a finite transition period." Therefore the problem
formulated as solved by Adams and Ek was a fixed endpoint problem. On the other hand,
equilibrium endpoint problems involve the determination of transition and steady state
harvests that do not require the achievement of a specific target stand structure. Michie's
investigation wasanequilibrium endpoint problem. Haight andGetz (1987) used anon-linear
dynamic optimization model to solve both the fixed endpoint and the equilibrium endpoint
problems. In their conclusions they reported that, for a given transition period length, the
solution of the equilibrium endpoint problem has a higher present value than the solution to
any fixed endpoint problem and that the costs of a terminal steady state constraint can be
large for short transition periods but the impacts decrease as the transition period lengthens.
Michie and Buongiorno (1984), and Buongiorno et al. (1995) have suggested a simpler
approach that consists of applying the new steady state harvest repeatedly over an indefinite
time period, then the desired steady state will be reached gradually. The rule in that case is:
compare the number of trees in the current stand with the desired number and harvest the
surplus. Such a solution is simple because it does not need non-linear investigation
techniques butitcan delayreachingthedesired steady state.However, it should be financially
interesting because studies cited previously tended toconclude that longerconversion periods
havehigherlevelsof economicreturn,becausethere arelessconstraints.
Mathematical programming inforest management
Mathematical programming involves the use of models to solve certain types of management
science problems. The mathematical expressions that comprise a particular model may be
linear or non-linear. If relationships in a mathematical model may be assumed to be known
with certainty, then themodel is said tobedeterministic. Ifthey are assumed to be subject to
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random variation, then the model is probabilistic (or stochastic) (Dykstra, 1984). In
mathematical programming, formalized sets of instructions are used to solve problems.
Mathematical programming problems usually involve a high level of computational burden.
Therefore, computers are often used to solve them; however this is not necessarily so. More
commonly, solutions for mathematical programming problems are obtained through the use
of numerical methods.The more powerful and efficient numerical methods arereferred to as
algorithmic. An algorithm is a set of logical and mathematical operations performed in a
specified sequence. Algorithms use trial-and-error approaches to search for "best" or
"optimal" solutions. The procedures start by selecting and specifying a so-calledoptimality
criterion. Beginning with an initial trial solution, the algorithm is used to find a new
improved solution. The sequence of operations leading to this new solution is called an
iteration. The algorithm continues to iterate until the specified optimality criterion is satisfied; then it stops. If an algorithm has been correctly designed and the mathematical
programming problem to which it is applied satisfies certain conditions, then the "best" trial
solution obtained during the execution of the algorithm will be the optimal solution and
usuallythefinal trial solution.
Many mathematical programming techniques have been used in forest management. These
techniques are either optimization techniques or simulation techniques. The main difference
between optimization techniques and simulation techniques is that: optimization techniques
choose the best of all the possible solutions to the problem defined, while simulation
techniqueschoosethebest solution from onlyasubsetofpossible solutions totheproblem.
The most used optimization techniques in natural resources management is certainly linear
programming (LP).Dykstra (1984)presented awiderangeof situations in which LPcould be
used or had been used to improve decision-making in forest management. The examples
presented include: timber harvest scheduling, veneer production, agroforestry, wildlife
management, land useplanning and soil loss.ForLPtobe used the most important condition
tobemetis that all mathematical expressions in theproblems must be linear (Dykstra, 1984;
Hillier andLieberman, 1989).In addition tothelinearityrequirement, further assumptionsof
linear programming include the divisibilityof decision variables which means that decision
variables can have any real value including both integers and fractions; non-negativity
variables and deterministic meaning that all the coefficients used are constant i.e. they are
known with certainty.However, asDykstra (1984)puts it "Inpractice,we seldom know these
values with certainty and they are commonly not fixed but subject to some kind of ...
fluctuation. To some extent, uncertainties and randomness can be dealt with by means of
sensitivityanalysis."
Other optimization techniques include: Dynamic Programming, Integer Programming, Goal
Programming and Multi-objective Programming. All these techniques assume that the
linearitycondition ismet;if itisnotthen itisbettertousenon-linear programming.
For simulations, one of the most used techniques in natural resources management isbinary
search. Thistechniquecanbeeasily usedifthereisonlyone variablewhich isofinterest.The
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procedure begins by setting a starting value for the variable of interest from which the
resulting consequences are simulated. If the objective is not satisfied, another value for the
variable is chosen according to a predefined rule, and this will be tried again. The
consequences are once more simulated and the objective checked etcetera. The procedure
stopswhenapredetermined level of theobjective is satisfied.
Theoretically, optimization techniques areoften preferred over simulation techniques because
the solution given to the formulated problem is the best of all possible solutions while with
simulation, only a subset of possible solutions, is examined implying that a better solution
maybeleft outofthat subset.However,thepreconditions required for theapplication of most
optimization techniques aredifficult tomeet.Thus,thechoice of an approach will dependon
the problem confronted and the assumptions that can be reasonably made given the prior
knowledgetheanalysthasabouttheproblem.

2.3.4Decision-making intropicalforestry
In tropical forestry, even-aged management applies to the management of tree plantations
whilenatural forests arecomparable touneven-aged forests with mixed species (Eba'a, 1989).
The advantages usually cited for even-aged management include: a better understanding of
management techniques (Kio and Ekwebelam, 1987); ease of management operations; and
greater financial returns. However, plantation forestry in the tropics is now limited only toa
few species for which silvicultural techniques are well known and many hardwood species
currently valued in international markets are not included. In addition, plantations simplify
the ecosystem and the results obtained are most of the time interesting only if wood
production is the single dominant objective. In plantations, biological diversity is lower and
theforest dwellers donotalwaysfindthewholerange of products they typically harvest from
natural forests. Natural forests, on the other hand, are more suitable for the supply of more
diversified products including timber, non-timber products, and supporting greater biological
diversity. If these effects are included in the analysis, natural forest may prove to offer better
economic returns than usually thought (Sedjo, 1992).However, uneven-aged management is
always moredifficult tocarry out. The interest in the current study is mainly concentrated on
natural forest management. Thus, the uneven-aged management decisions are the ones to be
considered; and more and more DSS methodologies are being developed for these
management strategies.
Most of the DSS were developed for temperate forests especially those of northern America
and Europe. However, these approaches have also started to be used in other parts of the
world (including thetropics).Forexample, Song (1993)hasreported that aDSS wasbuilt for
uneven-aged forest management in China usingamatrix approach for growth modeling anda
simulation technique for the search of the best solution for maximizing the net present value
of the timber harvests. Few attempts have been made to model decision-making for tropical
forest management. The most important efforts have concentrated on growth and yield
modeling.
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The best known models for the growth of natural tropical forests arefrom North Queensland
inAustralia whereVanclay (1989)reported thatHiggins (1977)built amatrix model basedon
transition probabilities for the management of mixed tropical forests of that country. Vanclay
(1989),usingdatafrom 250Permanent SamplingPlots(PSP)developedgrowth equations for
the same forest. These equations predicted diameter increments based on the tree diameter,
the stand basal area, the site quality and soil parent material as dependent variables. To deal
with theproblem of diversity, the species weredivided intofivegroups based on commercial
criteria and growth habits: a) commercial species which grow rapidly to a large size, b)
commercial species which grow slowly to a large size, c) commercial species which grow
rapidly to small size, d) commercial species which grow slowly to small size and, e) noncommercial species.Individual tree species wereassigned tooneof thesegroupsbasedonthe
prior knowledge the analyst has about each species. Two years later the same author
(Vanclay, 1991b)presented anew approach to species grouping based only on growth habits.
The231species studiedgave41groupsandtheequation format retained for modelinggrowth
wasthe following:
log(D/+a)= A +A£»+A l°g(£)+A log(D)5G+A log(BA)+&OBA

(2.12)

Where:DI=diameterincrement (cm/year)
D= diameter (cm)
SQ= sitequality
BA=basal area(m2/ha)
OBA=over-toppingbasal area(m2/ha)
A tofiiareregression coefficients
In tropical Africa, three countries along the western coast have made important progress in
thefield of growth and yield modeling,especially concerning theestablishment of Permanent
Sample Plots (PSPs) which would provide data for growth and yield modeling. One of them
is Ghana where a programme to establish PSP is reported to have been carried out between
1969 and 1980 (Alder, 1990). By 1980, 855 plots had been established, out of which 651
survived and were re-measured at least once by 1990. Each plot covered an area of 1 ha
within which 50 trees with known commercial value were followed. Data from these PSPs
were used to estimate the increments of each diameter class which in turn served in the
development of the transition matrix for growth and yield modeling. This led to the
development of yield tables and some prescription for managers whose dominant objective
waswoodproduction. Itwasconcluded that asustainable yieldfor redwood wouldbe around
2m3/ha/yrand acuttingcycleof about 25yearswasconsidered.
The second data set isfrom Cote d'lvoire, where aforest area of 400 ha was set aside for the
study in 1976(Mengin-Lecreulx, 1976).In this area 25PSPs of 16ha each were established,
and all trees of desirable species (73 species were considered) were identified and measured
every two years in the four most central ha of each plot. The less commercial species were
grouped and also measured. Plots also had some silvicultural treatments. Six years after the
establishment of the PSPs, the data were analyzed to build a growth model based on the
transition matrix approach. Commercial species were grouped in five categories based on
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assumptions regarding growth habits and on frequencies of occurrence. The average annual
volume increment was found to be about 0.4 m3/ha/yr in treated plots and 0.2 m3/yr/ha in
untreatedplots.
The third network of PSPs is found in Liberia (Parren and deGraaf, 1995) where 39plotsof
one hectare each were established starting from 1978. These plots were established in four
stations a few years after conventional logging operations. Silvicultural treatments were
conducted insomeof thestations.
Most of the analyses of data collected from the above mentioned African countries have
focused on estimating average diameter increments for different tree species.In general,only
afew attemptshavebeenmadetosuggestmanagement options.Thefew management options
proposed concentrate on ecological aspects and the sustainability of wood productions. No
economic information onwoodproducts wasutilized which maybe aserious omission when
trying to assist forest management. Indeed, as Gong (1990) puts it: "expectations on future
timber prices affect forest owner's current management decisions" and thus, these
expectations on future timber prices should be integrated in all forest resources management
models as is already the case in temperate forestry. Furthermore, multiple objective forest
management was not considered of interest in the analysis of PSP data from African
countries.

2.3.5Integration ofnon-timberaspectsinforest managementstrategies
The non-timber aspects include not only products and commodities but also conservation of
biological diversity and non-material advantages derived from the forests. Integrating these
aspects in forests resources management means that all of them are taken into account
simultaneously (Holtrop, 1988).
a)Biological diversityand conservation
Biological diversityisofinterest becausebyintegratingitintothemodel wetakeintoaccount
nature conservation concerns. Amodel that isconstrained to have acertain level of diversity
in the forest insures the protection of endangered species. In addition, ensuring biological
diversity indirectly guarantees the supply of local populations in NTFP because species that
produceotherproductsarepreserved.
Usually, three levels of biological diversity are distinguished: ecosystem diversity, species
diversity andgenetic diversity. Inthecurrent context, becausethe analysis isbeing conducted
at stand level, our interest is on species diversity and more precisely on plant species
diversity, which is illustrated by the number of tree species represented in the stand. It is
assumed that biological diversity at the other levels is also enhanced in the wake of species
diversity. Thehigher the number of species,the more diverse is the stand. Another important
notion used here is tree size diversity meaning the number of diameter classes represented in
the stand. If two stands arecompared on that basis the most diverse will be the one in which
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more diameter classes contain trees. Species and tree size diversity can be combined to look
for the stand where not only the most species arerepresented, but also trees arepresent in all
diameter classes.The lowest species-size diversity will be obtained where all the trees areof
the same species and belong to the same diameter class, while the highest species-size
diversity will be reached in stands where all the species are represented and for each species,
trees areevenly distributed over all diameter classes.Both aspects of diversity are important.
It is known that forests with trees of diverse age and species are not only more resistant to
natural hazards (Hunter, 1990) but they also provide a rich variety of habitats for wildlife
(MacArthur andMacArthur, 1961;Riceetal, 1984).
To integrate biological diversity in the model, aquantitative method should be usedto
express it. Many quantitative expressions have been developed in the course of this century
for species diversity. Magurran (1998) and Huston (1994) give a detailed account of these
expressions that are mostly composite statistics based on the number ofspecies and the
relative abundance. However, the most used of these statistics appears to be the Shannon
Index andtheSimpson Index (Huston, 1994).
TheShannon Index isexpressedas:
H

'=-l(Pj^Pj)

(2-13)

wherepjis theproportion of the total number of individuals composed of speciesj (or group
of species) in the sample.The Shannon Index is equal to zero when all trees are of the same
species.Similarly,theSimpson Index isexpressedas:
A =£/>, 2

(2.14)

The Simpson Index is rather seen as a dominance index. This has led to a new expression
derived from itandreferred toasSimpson's D.Itsformula is:
D= l - A

(2.15)

In an analysis of Ghana's forests, Hawthorne (1990) has also used anumber ofindices
including: aPioneer Index which reveals thebalanceof "regeneration guilds",aGenetic Heat
Index based mainly on the rarity value and an Economic Index based on the concentration of
common species threatened by exploitation. All these indices require some kind of prior
classification of species according either to ecological behavior or to the threats they are
subjected to. For this reason, itis difficult to use these indices inamodel that already
comprisesaclassification basedondifferent criteria likeinthiscase.
In aneffort tocombine economic efficiency and biological diversity concerns inone
optimization model, Buongiorno etal. (1994) used the Shannon Index and the Soil
Expectation Value as diversity and economic criteria respectively. Because the Shannon
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Index involves logarithms, they used nonlinear optimization techniques. An interesting
feature of their approach was that they took into account not only species diversity, but also
sizediversity.Oneoftheirmainconclusion wasthat: "...it istaken for granted that economic
goals are always in direct conflict with ecological concerns, the results also suggested that
lengthening the cutting cycle could increase tree size diversity and be economically
attractive". Their conclusions were criticized byOnal (1995) who stated that: "the results by
Buongiornoetal.arederived from impropermodels,namely nonlinear models with improper
convexity". Hewent ontowarn analysts whoaredealing with optimization that "...nonlinear
constraintscanbecritical even whenconvexityrequirements are satisfied."
But Buongiorno et al. (1995) suggested an alternative to the Shannon Index, which is the
minimum numberoftreesinanyspecies-sizeclass.Thisisexpressedas:
A^=min(3v)
In this way, if different stand structures are compared, the one with the largest number of
trees in the least represented species-size class would bethe most diverse. Of course,suchan
approach favors species and size classes which are the least represented in the stand but has
the advantage of being linear and easy to understand. It can be used in the design of a "safe
minimum standard of conservation" strategy which tends to minimize maximum possible
environmental losses (Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1968). In any case, it is advantageous to threatened
species.
b)Integrating wildlife inforest management
Examples of the integration of wildlife concerns along with timber production into forest
management are rather scarce, especially in the tropical region. Most strategies and
regulations havebeendeveloped andimplemented separately for either wildlife (Especiallyin
national parks and other wildlife reserves) or timber production. Attempts to derive optimal
strategies for integrated management of these resources are even more scarce. Where these
attempts have been made, decisions were based on spatial analysis of socio-economic, cultural and natural resource information. Caldecott (1988) presented some of the socioeconomic data needed about wildlife for sound hunting and wildlife management. These
include: hunting patterns (Techniques and fire power, special influences on hunting and
speciesaffected byhunting),wildlife trade,wildmeat inhuman nutrition, scaleof the wildlife
harvest and value of wildlife harvest. In addition, data on the resource should be gathered
including:
• estimation of animal populations andtrends,
• alarge-scale habitat andwildlife survey,
• behavioral andecological studiesof animal population and,
• effects of loggingonforest habitatsandwildlife communities,
Getting these data has not been an easy task. Winter (1984) identified some problems of
wildlife management peculiartothetropical forests.Theseinclude:
• seasonal effects,
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• complexity and high species diversity (It is generally recognized that the tropical
rainforest isthemostcomplex anddiverseof terrestrial ecosystems),
• insularnatureofrainforest (thestructure of therainforest isradicallydifferent from thatof
more open forests. Consequently much of the wildlife occurring in rainforest is restricted
to that habitat and does not extend beyond it. The knowledge of the minimum area of
rainforest required to support a species community becomes more critical than that of
open forests),
• importanceof zoo-geographical distribution patternsofspecies,
• assessment of theeffects of disturbance totherainforest and,
• traditional useof wildlife.
The lack of prior knowledge of all these elements makes it very difficult to use quantitative
techniques when designing integrated management strategies for both timber and wildlife
resources.
c)Integratinglocal useoftheforest
The involvement of local people in forest management implies that their needs and the ways
they utilize the forests should be integrated into the design and implementation of
management plans. An important part of the utilization of the forest by local populations is
the gathering and harvesting of plant products for food, shelter, fuel, medicine etcetera
(Botkin and Talbot, 1992). In general, the needs of the local populations are often
summarized by the umbrella term Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs). A definition of
NTFPs is proposed by Wickens (1991) as "...all the biological material (other than industrial
roundwood and derived sawn timber, wood chips, wood-based panels and pulp) that may be
extracted from natural ecosystems, managed plantations, etc., and be utilized within the
household, bemarketed,orhavesocial,cultural orreligious significance."
In order to make the integration effective and to combine harvesting and gathering of these
productswithtimberproduction, theplannerneedstolistthespeciesof interest inthearea for
both utilization patterns. Additional socio-economic information needed for these products
concern their trade, their role in human nutrition and welfare, as well as the trends of their
relative importance over time. In addition to socio-economic information, ecological
information is also needed todetermine the relationships of these species with the rest of the
plantcommunity aswell astheanimalcommunity andtheirbasicecological requirements.
The consideration of NTFP in management strategies is unavoidable for sustainable tropical
forest management because the utilization of the forest by the local population cannot be
overlooked. The main concern is however, about the development of appropriate
methodologies that takesinto account these products.Because of the large amount of specific
quantified information needed to incorporate these items in mathematically formulated
management models, it is at this moment impossible to use an endogenous formulation to
integrate them. However, with minimal data input, the continuous supply of these products
can beguaranteed bymeansofconstraints totimberharvesting andbypolicy formulation.
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2.4Conclusion:research orientation
The preceding literature survey has shown some gaps in the knowledge about uneven age
management systems in general and particularly as applied to tropical forests. In general,
models for optimal decision-making in uneven-aged forest management have been mostly
used outside the tropical region. Criteria for decision-making identified (Bare and Opalach,
1988)include: 1)theoptimal sustainable diameter distribution, 2)theoptimal species mix,3)
the optimal cutting cycle, 4) the optimal conversion strategy and length, and 5) the optimal
schedule of treatments for all stands to best meet forest level objectives and constraints.
Unfortunately, the various research projects undertaken have had an unbalanced attention of
these aspects even in temperate countries. For example, the question of optimal species mix
hasreceived lessattention than thedevelopment of silvicultural techniques.The development
of decision support tools has received even less attention. The lag in DSS development for
useintropical forest management seems tobetied totwomajor problems.The first isrelated
tothe fact that the few efforts made focused only on wood production without incorporating
financial data to asses at least the profitability of management operations. The second
problem isthat of the difficulty of modeling growth in diverse forests where little if anydata
are available. It is recommended to use data from PSPs (Vanclay et al., 1993) which
unfortunately arescarceorusuallynotoldenough ornotconsistently re-measured.
For the growing number of research projects that are now underway in tropical countries for
natural forest management, thefocus hasbeen mostly ondeveloping silvicultural systemsand
more recently predicting the growth and yield. Almost no attempt has been made to combine
results from growth and yield studies research in silviculture and economic data to derive
management strategies. Management criteria such as cutting cycles, appropriate forest
stocking levels and structure, and the need to incorporate silvicultural treatments have been
byand large based on the subjective experience of decision-makers or at best on fragmented
scientific knowledge in each sub-discipline. Forexample, in some cases, growth information
was used to deduct the cutting cycle as the time needed after logging to reach a given
diameter limit but the setting of such a limit has not been justified scientifically and
technically. The study presented here tries to narrow the gap in this area. In Cameroon
diameter limits are also used by the forestry administration to control logging activities; but
no scientific approach was used to set those limits.Furthermore, if there are more and more
claims asfor theneedfor management systems toprovidemultiple outputs,investigations are
not done on the possible co-existence of timber harvesting and production of other outputs
from theforest to meet theneed of the local population. Thestudy proposed here will makea
primaryattempttoidentify conditions for suchaco-existence.
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Chapter 3
Research objectives and conceptual approach

3.1Synopsisofresearch gaps
The presentation of the status of forest management in Cameroon done in chapter 1and the
review in chapter 2 lead to the observation that: some scientific and technical knowledge
exists even though it is not enough to feel secure about the success of sustainable forest
management in the tropical zone. This is especially true when uneven-aged forest
management is foreseen, which is the case in natural tropical forests. But even more lacking
are tools to support decision-making as applied to tropical forest management. Tools are
needed that can assist forest management by not only generating alternative management
options, but also allowing the analysis of different options to capture their consequences and
trade off between objectives. In other words, this research confronts the problem of how to
assist decision-making in tropical forest management using the best available scientific
information gathered indifferent disciplines.
3.2Research objectives
In Cameroon, like elsewhere, decision-making in forest management centres around a few
key management attributes especially when timber production is one of the objectives. These
attributes concern the steady state definition and the conversion strategy. These concepts are
thefocal decision itemsconsidered inthisresearch.

3.2.1 Generalobjective
The overall objective of the research proposed here is to design a system that can support
decision-making for themanagement ofnatural tropical forests.
The system should provide insights into the critical factors that affect the sustainability of
management strategies of the tropical moist forests of southern Cameroon. To obtain such
insights an adequate methodology is needed, which is capable of: (i) generating information
about short-term and long-term economic consequences of management options, and (ii)
providing information about the future structure of forest stands and of key forest products
utilised by both the local population and the industrial partner in the concession. The
emphasis of the research is on designing amethodological tool which may be used to helpin
decision-making and monitoring oftheforest that isbeingmanaged and might have potentials
for utilisation inothertropical countries.
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3.2.2 Specific objectives
Thespecific objectives tobereached bythisresearch arethe following:
1. To design a system for supporting decision-making with respect to the management of
tropical forests.
2. To assess the effects of different management options on the economic returns of the
loggingenterprise aswell asonthestructure oftheforest atsteadystate.
3. To provide insights into the trade offs between income generation through sustainable
timber harvesting and the use of the forest by the local population on the one hand, and
between income generation through sustainable timber production and nature
conservation ontheotherhand.
4. To derive recommendations for conversion of the current forest at the TCP research site
intoasteady state forest.
5. To evaluate and suggest adaptations of existing strategies aimed at sustainable
management ofthetropical moist forest of south Cameroon.
3.3Conceptual framework
Themain underlying assumptions of theresearch and thedevelopment of the methodology in
particular arethat:
a) The goal of sustainability in forest management can be attained only if ecological,
economic and sociological constraints are taken into account within any management
strategydeveloped and implemented.
b) There are ways to reconcile forest conservation (maintenance of forest cover and some
biological diversity) with some levels of both industrial timber harvesting and forest
utilization bythelocal population.
As evoked in sections 2.2.3 and 2.4, most research previously done for the development of
management options in tropical forestry have used growth and yield information and
silvicultural systems with little reference to socio-economic considerations. Even more scarce
are efforts to combine many of these aspects in one decision-making approach in order to
obtain simultaneous quantitative figures to support tropical forest management. Knowledge
about dynamics of treated or untreated forest stands has been used separately from socioeconomic information to support decision-making in forest management. Even though all
attempts are usually made to use the best available knowledge, using stand characteristics
separately from the socio-economic environment may lead to missing the interactions that
exist between bio-ecological aspects of forest management on one hand and the socioeconomic environment on the other. Such disintegrated approaches may lead to solutions
which arefar from optimal asit isknown that,byaggregating optimal solutions developed on
parts ofaproblem,onedoesnotnecessarily getanoptimal solution.
The idea in the development of the current system is to combine growth and yield modeling
with an economic analysis to design a tool that supports decision-making in forest
management and satisfies social needs and ecological constraints. It should, however, be
noted that the methodology developed here does not intend to include all possible details on
the social, economic, physical and ecological dimensions of the tropical forest environment.
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Anattempt ismadetotake intoconsideration thesefour broad aspects,but within each aspect
the levels of detail examined depend on available information and on the necessity to havea
usabletool.Thegeneralconceptual approach maybeillustrated byFigure3.1.
3.4Research questions
Thegeneralobjective oftheresearchpresented herecanbetranslated intothe following
overall question:
Can asystembedeveloped, which iscapableof supportingdecision-making for the
sustainablemanagement oftropical forests insouth Cameroon,takingintoaccountboth the
diversity offorest standcharacteristics andthecomplexity oftheexternal management
environment?
Tomeetthe stated specific objectives,thefollowing questionsneedtobe addressed:
a) Whatmethodological approaches can beused todesign asystem, which supports decisionmaking for the management of tropical forests of south Cameroon? What are the
components of such asystem andhowcantheyberelated?
b) What coefficients and parameters need to be included in a system which is designed to
support decision-making in south Cameroon and how can these coefficients and
parameters beestimated given thecurrent availability of information?
c) What outcomes does the system designed provide concerning optimal steady state forest
stand structure, harvest and financial returns of logging? How are these outcomes affected
bychanges inmanagement parameters and objectives?
d) How do the outcomes of the system developed compare with the structure of the current
forest at the Tropenbos Cameroon research site and which guidelines can be derived for
thesustainable management of this forest?
e) What insights can beobtained from the outcomes of the system developed concerning the
tradeoff between alternative management objectives?
f) What can be recommended for the improvement of forest management strategies in south
Cameroon onthebasisof theinsights obtained from thesystem designed?
Questions aandbrelatetospecific research objective 1,which deals with the development of
a system capable of supporting decision-making for the sustainable management of tropical
forest in south Cameroon. Questions c, d, e and f relate to specific objectives 2, 3, 4 and 5
respectively.
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3.5Theresearch process
The research is to develop a methodology, which is presented as a model. The idea is to
design a tool that uses numerical methods to seek for optimal solutions to a forest
management problem formulated in mathematical programming terms. To achieve this, a
logical iterative process is followed, which addresses research questions and objectives
systematically, but also interrelates different steps of research to constitute a coherent
approach. Thus, the model is framed on Operations Research procedures. Figure 3.2.
illustratesthemainphasesof theresearchprocess.

Figure3.2:Phases of theresearch process

Phase 1:Problem identification and definition
This phase consists of the identification and definition of the management problems to be
solved. The problem of the research has been stated in section 3.1. However, this problem
should be related to the objectives of management and the decisions which are to be
supported bythe model. In the case of this study, an important objective is sustained timber
production. The decisions addressed are classical for uneven-aged forest management and
include: a) the optimal sustainable diameter distribution, b) the optimal species mix, c) the
optimal cutting cycle,d) theallowable cut ande) the optimal conversion strategy. In addition
to sustained timber production, two other objectives are the sustained production of other
forest productsutilised bythelocal population andnatureconservation.
Phase2:Characterization of thesystem
Knowledge of the main components of the decision environment, their functioning and their
interactions is gathered. For the purpose of managing the tropical forests, these components

Researchobjectivesandconceptualapproach

relate to the characteristics of the forest ecosystem (growth and yield of forest stands, forest
composition andstocking level andbiodiversity),ortothemanagerial environment (forest
utilization bythelocalpopulation,industrial exploitation of timberandthe administrative and
legalsetup).
Phase3:Modeldesign andconception
In this phase, the model (an idealized representation of the system) is conceived and
mathematical techniques tobeused inthemodel arechosen andthechronological procedures
of themodel are determined.
Phase4:Estimation ofmodel parameters
Data are collected in the field and used to estimate the values of parameters and coefficients
needed for model specification. Forthedevelopment of the current model the data concerned
arethe result of periodic measurements on permanent sample plots, market prices for timber
products, logging costs, silvicultural costs, information about the utilization of the forest by
thelocalpopulation andecologicalconstraints.
Phase 5:Model runs and refinement
The parameters and coefficients developed are to be inserted into the theoretical model as
designed inphase 3andtest-runs areconducted in an iterative process todetermine how well
the model fits reality. Byconfronting the theoretical model with the observed reality, it also
becomes possible to refine and improve the predictive and explanatory attributes of the
model.
Phase6:Development of alternative solutions
Once the model isjudged satisfactory, data collected on forest stands are used with different
management assumptions andalternative management options are developed.
Phase7:Analysisandselection of alternatives
Theoptions developed arein the last stage analyzed anddiscussed, and the trade off between
management objectives areexamined inordertoassist intheselection of options which meet
theobjectives best.
3.6Synopsisoftheresearch methods
Phase 1was completed through a literature survey as shown in chapter 2 (Section 2.4), and
has led to the definition of objectives presented in section 3.2. Phases 2 and 3 address
research question a)and werealsoconducted through literature survey andcharacterization of
the management environment by descriptions. Phases 4 and 5 address research question b)
and are conducted by statistical analysis after acquisition of growth data. The statistical
analysismethods used includeclusteranalysisfor speciesaggregation, logistic regression for
theestimation of transition probabilities needed in growth and yield modeling and regression
analysis for the development of bole volume equations. In addition, the stumpage prices are
derived using the residual approach. Phase 6 relates to research question c) and involves
mathematical programming and implementation and running of the system with a computer.
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Finally research question d), e) and 0 are addressed in phases 6 and 7. It should be
emphasized that this process is iterative and although ordered, it is not completely
hierarchical Table 3.1 gives a summary of linkages between research objectives, questions,
processes and methods. The research methods are described in more detail in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
TROPFOMS:Architecture,procedures and theoretical approaches inthe
model

The previous chapters, and especially sections 2.4 and 3.1, have highlighted the need to
develop appropriate tools to assist decision making for the sustainable management of
tropical forests. The central idea of the research presented here is to design such a
methodological tool which can support decision making for the sustainable management of
natural tropical forests of south Cameroon using modeling techniques (See general objective
andspecific objective 1 insection 3.2).
In Cameroon, there is ageneral setting at the national level within which forest management
is conducted. This general setting includes aforestry law and azoning plan which define the
national approach for forest management (See section 1.1.3a) including the distinction
between different forest types according to their ownership and their leading management
objectives. Some forest types are: research forest for which the leading objective is scientific
research and development of technologies for sustainable forest management, protection
forests whose leading objective is nature conservation and production forests with income
generation through timber production as the main objective. The system designed in this
research focuses on the production forests. However, it should be noted that even though
income generation through timber production is the leading objective in production forests,
there are other objectives recognized by the general setting of forest management in
Cameroon as well as the wider international community. Therefore, the aspects related to
these other objectives are also recognized by the system designed in this research. More
specifically, two other objectives are taken into account. These are: nature conservation and
the improvement of living conditions of the local populations through the production of
NTFPs.
The system designed in this study is referred to with the acronym TROPFOMS (TROPical
FOrestManagement support System).
4.1Expected outputsfrom TROPFOMS
TROPFOMS focuses on the management of natural tropical forests which is an uneven-aged
forest (See section 2.3.3) where many trees of different species, size and age coexist in a
small tract of land (Buongiorno and Gilless, 1987). Therefore, the decisions to be addressed
by TROPFOMS are part of the typical decisions made in uneven-aged forest management
(Seesection2.3.3).
Given thatTROPFOMS focuses onproduction forests, oneaspect of sustainability inwhichit
has interest is the achievement of sustained yield of timber as a management guiding
principle. Sustained yield of timber in this context means aquantity of wood harvested atthe
end of each cutting cycle, which is equal to the net growth of the forest stand and can be
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continued in perpetuity. Such a sustained yield is produced from a theoretical fully regulated
forest, which in an uneven-aged management system is characterized by its structure, its
growing stock and related management rules.The structure is defined as the number of trees
per species and size class to be left after each harvest. The growing stock is the timber
resourceleft after harvesting.Itcanbeexpressed asavolumeornumberof treesperunit area.
When the forest is fully regulated, the growing stock becomes a steady state growing stock,
because it represents a theoretical equilibrium where the resource left after harvest produces
thesameyieldof woodfrom onecuttingcycletotheother.
To attain a steady state forest and maintain it, management should follow anumber of rules.
Twoofthemost important of theserules aretheperiodicity of harvests (cuttingcycle)andthe
amountoftimbertobetaken ateach harvestentry(DavisandJohnson, 1987).Although there
aremanymoreimportant decisionstobemade inforest management, with sustainable timber
production as a wish, decisions on the cutting cycle and the level of harvest are critical.
Inadequate choice of cutting cycle and level of harvest can lead either to depleting the
resource (cutting cycle too short or harvest too heavy) or under-supply of needed timber
products to the society (cutting cycle too long or harvest too light). A given forest stand has
many steady states,each with a defined set of characteristics, but only one can best meet the
objectives of management.Therefore, management shouldbeable toselect among alternative
steady statestheonethat satisfies itsobjectives best.
However, forests are almost never fully regulated, and the steady state is rather a target that
provides guidance for management operations inthe current forest. The desire of sustainable
forest management is to convert a non-regulated forest into a regulated one characterized by
itstarget steady state structure.Itisthen important todetermine thistarget structure.Thetime
interval between thefirst management operations inthenon-regulated forest andthe moment
at which a fully regulated forest structure is reached is called the conversion period. The
conversion period poses a number of questions which forest management planning should
confront. Twoof thesequestions are:how long should or will be theconversion period given
the defined management objectives? What are the harvesting rules to adopt during the
conversion period? The answers to these questions are often referred to as the conversion
strategy.
TROPFOMS intends tosupport forest management decisionsthat relate tothe characteristics
of the steady state. It is designed to assist decision making in defining the target steady state
growing stock and related management guidelines. However, it should also help in
investigating the conversion strategy since the forest is not fully regulated. More precisely,
TROPFOMS intends to support decision making for sustainable forest management by
providing outputs on the following points given a set of management objectives and
parameters:
1)The target steady state growing stock characteristics, mainly the structure in terms of
number of trees per size class to be found both before and after harvest and the
composition ofthestand,
2) Theappropriate cuttingcyclefor timber harvest,
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3) Theamountof woodtobeharvested attheend ofeachcuttingcycle,
4) The expected length of the conversion period and expected levels of harvest during that
period,
5) Themultipleuse of the forest through an analysis of thetrade-off between alternative land
use types and especially between timber production, nature conservation and forest
utilization bythe localpopulation and,
6) Consequences inchangesinmanagementparameters.
Thedesign ofTROPFOMS involvesdefining itsarchitecture, theprocedure of its functioning
andthetheoretical approaches tobeincluded init.
4.2Thearchitectureof TROPFOMS
Themodel architecture asunderstood inthis section consists of theexhibition of the different
components of themodel andthe linkages thatexist between thesecomponents.
TROPFOMS is designed based on the conceptual framework presented in section 3.3. In
Figure 3.1 it was shown that four main aspects should be taken into account under the
underlying assumptions to achieve sustainable forest management. These aspects are: forest
stand characteristics, market value of timber, social needs of the local population and
conservation requirement. Thesemain aspects serve asthebasisfor buildingTROPFOMS.
Thedefinitions of sustained yield and steady state given in section 4.1. show how critical the
knowledge of stand growth is for the definition of forest management guidelines. In fact the
idea istoharvest periodically the growth of aforest stand and leave aconstant growing stock
at steady state. The steady state growing stock constitutes a capital which grows for one
cutting cycle and the growth is harvested at the end of the cutting cycle. Therefore, asystem
such as TROPFOMS which intends to provide information about steady characteristics
growing stock, harvest level and cutting cycle must have an ability to estimate forest growth
and yield and make projections of future stand structure.For this purpose, agrowth andyield
module isincluded inTROPFOMS asshown inFigure 4.1.
The ability to estimate growth and yield would be enough if wood production was the
ultimate objective of forest management. It would be sufficient then to estimate the cutting
cycle which gives the highest Mean Annual Increment (MAI) in volume in the case of evenaged forest management or the highest Periodic Annual Increment (PAI) in the case of an
uneven-aged management system, and related growing stocks using theknowledge on growth
and yield (Leuschner, 1984). MAI is the total volume per unit area divided by the age of the
stand at the time of measurement, while PAI is the change in volume between two different
points in time divided by the number of years separating the two points in time. In unevenaged forest management it seems more reasonable to refer to the PAI because forest stands
havenobeginningorendintime.
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Constraints definition module

V
Growth and yield
module

> •

Mathematical Programming module

• <

Economic module

f
Management alternatives

Figure4.1: Maincomponents of TROPFOMS

However, the objective of management is not often wood production but income generation
through timber production. The PAIincrement does not necessarily consider the value of the
products harvested from theforest. Therefore, todefine atarget steady state,information from
the market of timber products should be incorporated in the decision support tool in addition
togrowth andyield information. Thisexplains whyoneof thecomponents of TROPFOMS is
aneconomicmodule,which provides market information inthesystem.
Income generation through sustainable timber production is a leading objective in production
forests,but itisnottheonlyone.Infact, traditionally, forest management hasconcentrated on
timber production and sustained yield of timber appeared to be the only concern. This has
changed andother non-timber aspects may be integrated inthe management alongside timber
production (See section 2.3.5). TROPFOMS recognized two other aspects: forest utilization
by the local populations and nature conservation. These aspects limit the leading role of
timberproduction andareincorporated intheconstraints definition module.
The growth and yield module, the economic module and the constraint definition module
bring information to the mathematical programming module which then processes it and
producestheexpected outputs asdescribed insection 4.1and shownbyFigure 4.1.
4.3Theprocedural designof TROPFOMS
The development of management options using the methodology of TROPFOMS involves
goingthrough theprocedures pictured inFigure4.2anddescribed bythefollowing steps:
Step 1: Derive the timber value with the economic module. The results of this module are
given intheformat of amonetary value of anaveragetree belonging toagiven diameterclass
andof agiven speciesgroup.
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Step 2: Use the growth and yield module to estimate for each species group and each diameter
class the up-growth1 and stability2 ratios as well as the in-growth into the smallest diameter
class for every species group.

Growth and yield
estimation

Constraints
definition

r

Stumpage price
estimation

"
Equation formulation
i'

First iteration
k=l
u
'a

1

</i

Equation
specification

c
«

o
§

3

''

N

LP procedue

|

o.
O

1

'

LP solution
00

.

i

'

Next iteration
(increment k)

Evaluation of
the solution
1

'

Final solution

!'
Simulation of the
inversion strategy

Figure 4.2:The architecture of TROPFOMS

Step3: The available information on resources limitations, existing regulations and local
utilization of forest products are used to define the constraints.

Number of trees that grow out of their initial diameter class between two successive measurements
on anetwork of PSPs.
2
The stability ratio is seen asthenumber of trees that stay alive but do not change diameter classes
between two successive measurements on anetwork ofPSPs.

J
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Step4: All the information developed in the previous steps is used to formulate the problem
within the mathematical module. However, due to growth period that resulted from PSP
mensuration campaigns, the cutting cycle is supposed to be a multiple of 5 years, thus the
cutting cycle is noted as 5k years (k is a constant). In a simulation loop, the mathematical
procedure first setsk=l. At theend of this step, the problem is entirely specified in algebraic
termsbutthecuttingcycleissupposed tobeequal to5years.
Step 5: The problem is solved within an optimization loop which uses Linear Programming
(LP). The solution is given as optimal forest structure, harvest strategy and a value for the
decision criterion. Itshould benotedthat theoptimization loops havetheirown imbedded set
of iterations which aredifferent from theone describe above.The problem becomes solvable
bytechniques only after the above step hasbeen completed, the objective and the constraints
thenbecome linear.
Step 6: The routine goes back to step 4, increments k by one and moves to step 5. A new
valueisfound forthedecision criterion.
Step 7: Different values of the decision criterion obtained by the steps above are compared
andthehighest oneisretained.
Step 8:Thesolution retained gives thecharacteristics of thedesired steady state includingthe
structure in terms of the number of trees per species and diameter class to be left after each
harvest.Theconversion strategyisestimated for thesolution retained.
4.4Thetheoretical approaches inTROPFOMS
4.4.1Theapproach ingrowthandyieldmodeling
TROPFOMS is designed for uneven-aged tropical natural forests where the decision to
harvest ismadeforeach individual treeorfor acategoryof trees butnotthe whole stand asis
the case with the even-aged management system. It is therefore better to adopt a modeling
approach that provides information with some details about distribution of trees in size
classes instead of general information about future stands asprovided bywhole stand models
(Vanclay, 1994). The approach adopted for TROPFOMS is a size class approach with the
diameter at breast height (DBH) as the size characteristic and an arrangement of growth
describingelementsinatransition matrix.
a) Thegrowth modelfor asingletreespecies
TROPFOMS uses the approach of transition matrices. The genesis of this approach is
presented in section 2.3.3.The model uses thefollowing theoretical reasoning that is inspired
bytheexampleof Buongiorno andGilless(1987).
Say trees in a forest stand are grouped in three diameter classes. At any given time t, three
variables can be defined as yi,t, yi.uy3,t,where yi,t is the number of live trees per hectare in
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diameter class iattimet.Agrowth model isthen asetof equations 4.1 that gives thestateof
thestand attime t+1, given thecurrent state.Thethreeequations inthe set for this simplified
caseare:
yu+e=alylJ+l,
yi,,+e =Kyi,, +<*&»
Inthis setof equations,a,istheestimated fraction of livetrees inventoried indiameterclassi
attime/that arestill alive and inthis samediameter class after 9 years.The fraction of trees
bjdenotes those which were in diameter class i at time t and are still alive after 9 years but
have grown up to the diameter class i+1; a, and &,are called transition probabilities (fc, is
often referred toasupgrowth),/,denotestheingrowth into thesmallest diameterclass after 9
years. The fraction of trees that died during the time interval 9 can be estimated as l-a\-b\.
Equation set4.1allowsustomakeaprojection of thestand structure after 9 years.
b)Modellingsteadystateandharvest
From such an approach, a steady state stand structure can beestimated. Bydefinition, steady
state means that the forest has reached an equilibrium and regardless of the time when the
stand is observed, it has always the same number of trees in each diameter class. The
distribution of trees indiameterclasses asobserved attime/isthesameattime t+9. Theset
ofequations4.1can therefore bewrittenas:

y2=bly,+a2y2
y3 =b2y2+a,y,
If the stand is left without harvesting, the equilibrium results from compensations between
ingrowth and mortality, and the set of equations 4.2 has a unique solution. Only knowledge
about growth isneededtodetermine thesteady state structure.
If the forest stand is managed for timber production, the achievement of sustained yield still
means that asteady state issearched in which theamountcut isequal tothe amountbywhich
thestandhasgrown sincethelasttimeitwascut.This should betruefor each diameterclass.
Let y{ bethenumberof treesindiameterclass ibefore harvest and h, thenumber oftreescut
inthesteady state.Then for the successive harvesting campaign, the following should betrue
inordertoachievesustained yield:
yu+i =yu =y>a n d K+\ = K =h> f o r ' =1'2-3
Theharvestscan beintroduced inequation set4.2 togiveequation set4.3as follows:

(4.2)
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yt =al(yl -h^ +I
v

2 =b](y,-hl) + a2(y2-h2)
y3=b2(yi-h2) + ai(y)-h3)

(4.3)

The system of equations 4.3 has three equations and six unknowns, thus there are many
solutions (or many steady states) and there is a need to select only one solution, which
requirestohaveadecision criterion. However, becausethenumberof treescut cannot exceed
whatisavailable,theonlymeaningful solutionsaretheoneswhere:
(4.4)

K < y,
c) Introducingthematrixnotation
Thenotation intheequation sets4.1 to4.4can become tedious tohandlewhen thenumberof
diameter classes increases and multiple species are introduced. Therefore it may seem better
to use a matrix notation for these systems of equations. To introduce such a notation, the
system ofequation 4.3canberewritten in such awaythat all the variablesare present ineach
equation.Thiswritesas follows:
v, =a,(v, - h x ) +0(y2 - h 2 ) +0(y, -h3) +1
y2=al(yl-hl)

+a2(y2-h2) +0{y}-h}) +0

yi=0(yl-h1)

+b2(y2-h2) +a3(y3-h}) +0

(4.3')

Thesystem ofequations4.3isequivalent inmatrix termsto(4.5):
a, 0 0
yt
yz = bt a2 0
_y3.
0 b2 a}

y>-h,
y2-h2
.>3-*3.

/
+ 0
0

(4.5)

Amorecompactnotation of4.5is:
K= GOY-H) +l
Where:Y= column vectorwith elements yt, beingthenumber of trees indiameterclass /just
before harvest,
G = squarematrix ofgrowthelements a, and bi defined asabove
H = column vectorofelements ft, defined asabove
/ =column vectorof ingrowth intothesmallestdiameterclass
d)Recognisingmultiplespecies
Until this point, the considered stand has only one tree species and three diameter classes.In
tropical natural forests this is not the case, there are many species as described in section
2.2.2.Therefore, modelling growth andyieldshould haveawaytoconsidermultiplespecies.

(4.6)
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Still asanexample, let usassume that thestand hasthree species (or species groups).Wecan
nowdefine threedifferent sub-setsofequations usingthematrix notation as follows:
Forspeciesgroup 1:

y„ -K

-K
.?31 -K.
y^\

"11
?31

0

V

+ 0
0

(4.7)

Forspeciesgroup2:
y.2-^2

V,2
,

) 22

"12

^32.

0

y 2 2 — n22

Jn'hn.

V

+ 0
0

•(4.8)

Andfor speciesgroup3:
y,3

«13

>23

= b»
0

?33.

0

0 " hn-Ki
0 \yn-hu

fl

23

b

K

fl

33.

b^-V

V

+ 0
0

(4.9)

Inthesetsof matrix equations4.7 to4.9thefollowing specifications apply:
ytj =numberof treesof speciesgroup,/diameterclass ibefore harvest
htj=numberof treesof species group; harvested indiameterclassi
atj= fraction of trees of species groupj and diameter class i which stays in the same
diameterclass after 0 years
btj= fraction of trees of species groupj and in diameter class *' which grows into the
next diameterclassafter 6 years
Ij- ingrowth intothesmallest diameterclassfor speciesgroupj
Thecompactmatrix notation for each speciesgroupis:
yj=GJ(YJ-HJ)

+IJ

where: Yj=column vectorwithelements ytj
Gj=squarematrix of growth elementsa0 and bit defined asabove
Hj=column vectorwithelements h-j
Ij=column vectorof ingrowth intothesmallestdiameterclass for speciesj

(4.10)
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Anextendedmatrix formulation canbewritten toincludethethreegroupsas:

V
n
A

o"> . " « . ' V
0 r2-#2 + *2
7
G,JU-"3. . 3 J

G, 0
= 0 G2
0 0

e,)Multiplegrowthperiods
Growth data are often collected with a periodicity of one to five years, while the cutting
cycles can encompass longer time periods, usually a few decades.The time interval between
two successive plot measurements is called a growth period. There is a need to model stand
growth for many periods.The estimation of the stand structure after two growth periods can
easilybefound inthefollowing way:
••G(Yl+e)+ I =G(GY, +I) + I = G2Y+GI+I

(4.11)

Equation 4.11can beusedfor makingprojections forkgrowth periodsas:
Y„u=GkY,+"%G*I

(4.12)

u=a

Atthesteadystate andwhen theharvestoccursevery k6 years,thefollowing will apply:
u=t-l

Y =Gk(Y-H)+

^GUI

(4.13)

4.4.2Theeconomicobjectivefunction
At the end of section 4.4.1b, the need for a decision criterion to select one solution among
many was pointed out. The objective function provides a criterion for selecting a solution.
TROPFOMS is designed to support decisions in the case of forests oriented towards
sustainable timber production for which economic returns constitute a high priority for
logging companies. Therefore, it is logical that one of the bases for evaluating alternative
management options be economical. More reasons for using an economic approach in the
formulation of objectives in natural resources management are given by FAO (1993) when
stating that: "The strength of economics whether conventional or based on such ideas of
sustainability, is that it provides a method for examining the range of costs and benefits
associated with thechoicesopen tothesociety.Costs andbenefits maybedistributed in space
or in time, and may be seen as differently by those with different perspectives (the state, the
private owner, the logger, the local communities, environmental groups, ...).Benefits maybe
obtained asmarketable goodsoraspublic services,oreven asother human values.Economic
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analysis permits an objective comparison of the overall costs and benefits from various view
points".
Oneof themost usedcriteria is theLand Expectation Value (LEV) (Chang, 1981) alsocalled
the Faustmann criterion from the name of the author who presented it first (Gregory, 1972).
Itsgeneral formula ispresented inchapter2(section 2.3.3).
Although the LEV has been most used for even-aged management, some authors have also
used it for uneven-age management. Buongiorno and Michie (1980), followed by Michie
(1985)forexample utilized thesamelineof reasoningwhen lookingfor thebest harvest strategy in uneven-aged forests and determining the stand structure. The importance of the
Faustmann criterion comes from the fact that it includes not only revenues but also the
opportunity costs of land and capital due to investments in the growing stock. The objective
function (calledZ)tobemaximized underacertain numberof constraintsis:

z=

PM'v*
5

^77y "~ P(/ ~" V)

(414)

where:P = vector of prices with elements representing the value of trees in each diameter
class
r=realrateofdiscount
k=numberof growth periodsbetween twocuttings
H =matrix with l's in diagonal elements corresponding to harvested classes and 0's
elsewhere
y = vector of the steady state diameter distribution resulting from thecutting strategy
defined byIT
6 = length of thegrowth periodinyears
In this equation, the first term on the right hand side is the present value of the harvest
occurring every k6 years and the second (which is subtracted from the first) is the
opportunity cost of capital of the residual stock left after harvest. This formulation of the
objective function relates to the economic stocking rule in uneven-aged forest management
first proposed by Duerr and Bond (1952) and reviewed later by authors such as Buongiorno
andTeeguarden (1973)andAdams(1976).
Within TROPFOMS,thedecision criterion iscalled thesustainable timber value (STV)andit
isformulated as:
STV

=

PH'-ZCl(l +rr"
(l+ r)* fl -1

(415)

WhereC,isthecost of silvicultural treatments per hectare at time t.Herewith it ispossible to
conduct silvicultural operations between twoharvests, such as thinning or climber cutting, to
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boost the growth or reduce logging damage. This criterion is used to choose among
alternative harvesting strategiesandforest structures.

4.4.3 Constraints
Constraints and the objective function are related. The manager is confronted with many
objectives. An objective can alternatively be formulated in the mathematical program in the
objective function or as aconstraint. The use of linear programming allows the definition of
only one management objective in the objective function. The other ones then have to be
formulated as constraints. In TROPFOMS, in addition to the economic efficiency concerns
there are two other major concerns, one is sustainability of timber production and the other
oneisbiological diversity.
a) The sustained yield constraints. These constraints state that harvests should be equal or
less than the growth from a certain steady state structure. There is a desired regulated steady
state to be found from which some growth is recorded during kd years (One cutting cycle).
Theharvest should then beequal tothegrowth after deduction of mortality. Since the growth
and yield module makes predictions based on the numbers of trees, these constraints reflect
also the fact that sustainability of timber production requires that the maximum number of
trees harvested will be at most equal to the in-growth into the smallest diameter class. The
sustained yieldconstraints areinfact introduced byequation4.13.
b) Diversity constraints. Two major concerns of sustainable forest management are nature
conservation and supply of non-timber forest products. Sustaining the highest level of
biological diversity contributes to the satisfaction of these concerns in asimultaneous way.It
enhances nature conservation by preserving a large number of species, but it also logically
ensures the supply of non-timber forest products to local populations because these products
arecollected from alargenumberof tree species whosecontinued existence isguaranteed ifa
high level of diversity is maintained. TROPFOMS tries to maintain both species and size
diversity. The model imposes constraints to maximize the number of trees in the least
represented diameter class and the least represented species group (See section 2.3.5, sub
section a),butallows alsotobemoreflexible byjust keepingtrackof thespeciesgroups.
c) Other constraints. These are mainly constraints limiting variables to positive values.
However, a number of management parameters can be introduced for analysis as it will be
doneinchapter7.

4.4.4Theconversion strategy
The sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.3 have presented the approach used in TROPFOMS to obtain the
expected outputs that relate to the steady state (section 4.1). There is a need to estimate the
conversion strategy of the current forest towards the steady state. The conversion strategy
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includes not only the conversion period (See section 2.3.3b) but also the cuts to be made
duringthatperiodandanestimation oftheexpectedrevenues.
The conversion strategy is basically derived from the comparison of the current forest stand
and the design of a harvest schedule and/or silvicultural prescription, which gradually leads
the stand to the target steady state structure. In principle, two possible situations can be
broughtupbytheinventoryofthecurrentforest. First,thecurrent forest mayhavemoretrees
than the target steady state structure in all size classes and for all species groups.Then, it is
easy to reach the steady state structure by harvesting and/or killing all trees in excess. The
steady state structure is reached immediately after removing trees. Second, some or all
species-size classes have lesstrees than the target structure, then it takes one or more cutting
cyclestoreach thetargetstructure.
4.5 Conclusiononthedesignof TROPFOMS
TROPFOMS is designed to support decision making in tropical forest management through
three different types of outputs as it can be seen in the list provided in section 4.1. The three
types of outputs are:the outputs which relatetothe steady state (Outputs 1,2, 3),one which
relates totheconversion period (Output 4)and theoneswhich result from sensitivity analysis
of boththesteadystateandtheconversion period(Outputs5and6).
The outputs concerning the steady state are obtained by solving the equations set 4.13 for Y
and H mainly on the basis of growth and yield information (Matrix G) and market
information (Price vector P). As for growth and yield information, the modeling approach in
section 4.4.1 shows that there is a need to have essentially the estimates of transition
probabilities and those of ingrowth. For the market information, it can be seen from section
4.4.2that themost important need istheestimateof timberprices represented bythevectorP
in equation 4.15.However, a value of the discount rate should also be adopted. The growth
matrix,theingrowthestimates andthepricevectorconstitutethebasiccoefficients neededby
TROPFOMS.
Concerning the conversion strategy, inventory data of the current forest stand constitute the
basic datainput needed. However, forest utilization patterns atthe local level and knowledge
ofotherpossiblemanagement objectives areneededtoformulate constraints.
Chapters 5 and 6 present the methods used to estimate the needed coefficients and
managementparametersandtheestimatesobtainedandusedinlaterchapters.
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Chapter 5
Research methods

At the end of the preceding chapter, the basic information needed for the implementation of
TROPFOMS was identified. This basic information has to include the growth matrix (called
G in chapter 4) and the vector of tree prices (called P in chapter 4). Stand growth data and
data from the market of timber products are used to estimate the matrix G and the vector P
that bothprovidethecoefficients for TROPFOMS.This chapter presents themethodsused to
estimatethesecoefficients. However, italsogivesabrief overview of theforest inventorythat
later allows the description of the conversion period and includes a short characterization of
the utilization of forest plant products by the local population. Finally, this chapter reviews
themathematical programming technique adoptedinTROPFOMS.
5.1 Methodsfortheestimation ofgrowthandyield parameters
The aim of the analysis is toestimate the transition probabilities and the ingrowth introduced
in section 4.4.1a. However, tropical forests are very heterogeneous as described in chapter 2
(Section 2.2.2a) and it is difficult to develop a model concerning growth and yield on the
basis of individual tree species. It appears necessary to aggregate first the individual tree
species in groups, and to estimate later the transition probabilities on the basis of this
grouping.
5.7.7 Speciesaggregation
Tropical forests are considered to be the most complex forest ecosystems on earth. Walter
(1979)noted that: "When considering different ecological types, it should beemphasized that
the greatest variety of plant forms is found in the tropical rain-forest". Describing the extent
and variation of tropical forests, Palmer and Synnott (1992) noted that, in comparison with
temperate forests, tropical forests often display complex structures, marked variations from
one hectare to the next, relatively unpredictable growth rates and besides they are unevenaged.
These attributes give tropical forests a special priority in all attempts to preserve biological
diversity at the global level, but it also makes the development of management strategies for
tropical forests difficult especially if sustainable timberproduction isoneof theobjectives.In
fact, tropical forests are both ecologically rich (large number of species per unit area) and
diverse.As aconsequence, the number of individuals for any species is often small (National
Research Council, 1982).This further complicates attempts to develop management methods
and techniques, especially models such as growth models based on statistical analysis of
sample data. Working with individual tree species becomes rather impractical not only
because it will require too many coefficients and/or functions, but alsobecause of the paucity
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of data for many species which may inhibit the development of reliable relationships
(Vanclay, 1991b).
Thesefacts haveencouraged forest management specialists togroup species based onmoreor
lessobjective criteria.Forexample,Vanclay (1991b) working on data from tropical forests of
North Queensland used a regression analysis to form 41 species groups out of the 237 tree
species based on diameter increment. But he avoided "imposing any limit on the number of
groups" which gives his work a high theoretical value. However, field implementation of
these resultsremains difficult; 41 groups still being difficult to handle.In Cameroon, species
are usually aggregated in three main groups, according to their current commercial status in
the market (commercial, potentially commercial and non-commercial). Such a grouping
certainly provides a practical tool when evaluating the current growing stock of forest
resources, however it is almost useless when making growth and yield projections because
species belonging to the same group do not necessarily have the same growth habits.
Therefore, it would be desirable having only a few groups, in order to decrease the
computation burden and tofacilitate the handling of the growth and yield model, and tohave
an aggregation that is based on an objective criterion allowing growth and yield prediction as
well asprediction of future stand structure andcomposition.
Thepurpose ofthisanalysis istocontribute tothesearch of methodstoform few groups from
the multitude of species found in tropical forests on the basis of growth habits. It contributes
totheachievement of research objective 1 (Section 3.2.2).
a)Principleofanalysis.
Cluster analysis is a method for detecting natural groupings in data. The analysis was mainly
concentrated on four variables: the average diameter increment (DI), the average dbh
recorded at the beginning of the growth period (d|), the commercial status (CS), and the
minimum diameter for felling (DME).
Diameter increment was chosen because it has almost always been considered as one of the
best variables when trying to model the growth of mixed tropical forest. For example, Alder
(1983), in areview of growth and yield of mixed tropical forests noted that: "Mixed tropical
forest growth information from permanent plots...has mostly been analyzed in terms of
individual tree increment". He went on to identify diameter increment as "a basis for species
grouping". In fact, Vanclay (1991b), in his important work on species grouping in tropical
forests based his analysis mainly on diameter increment, but he preferred to use regression
analysis rather than cluster analysis. Logically, if tree growth can be defined for forest
management purposes asachangein aselected tree attribute over some specified time (Davis
andJohnson, 1987),diameter increment -achange intree diameter overaspecified periodof
time-shouldnecessarily beoneof thebest variablestoportraytreegrowth.
In addition to diameter increment, which is a variable representing growth, it appeared
important to have at least an additional variable which characterizes the initial stand at the
beginning of the growth period. For this, the average DBH per species at the first round of
measurement was chosen. Many authors such as Rollet (1974) and Jonkers (1987), have
shown or used the relationship between average diameter of a species and the distribution of
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stems of the same species among sizeclasses in the stand. The average diameter can thus be
reasonably seen asastandcharacteristic.
As for the DME, it is the minimum diameter allowed for logging according to current
regulations. The DME varies by species. It was chosen because it gives an idea of the
maximum size that a tree of a given species can reach. The DME illustrates the idea that a
tree of agiven species at maturity will be largeror smaller than atree of another species also
at maturity. For example: say there two trees one of species A and the other of species B.
Suppose that a mature tree of species A can reach a maximum DBH of 150 cm on that site
whileamaturetreeof speciesBcanreach only90cm.Ifboth trees haveanequal actualDBH
of 85cm, one would expect their growth rate to be different because the tree of species B is
almost at the end of the growing phase of its life. Thus, theDME of species A will be larger
than theoneof species Band isdifferent from the actual mean DBH.This illustrates the fact
thattreesof thesamespeciesondifferent siteswithdifferent meanDBHcangrowat different
rates (allotherthingsbeingequal).
Each tree species j could thus form a single statistical case characterized by the average
diameter of the species at the beginning of the growth period dy, the average diameter
increment for that species Dlj, its commercial status CSjand DMEj.These statistical cases
whichcorrespondtospecies arethen aggregated.
These averages were simply computed as follows: let dUJ be the value of the DBH measured
for tree iof speciesj at the beginning of the growth period and d2ythe DBH recorded at the
end of the growth period for the same tree. Dlythe diameter increment for tree i could be
computedas:

DI0=d2iJ-dnj

(5.1)

dtj andDljwerefound as:

dtj=

L

D/, =^
Wheren,isthenumberof treesof species7.
Thefour values dXj, Dlj, CSj andDMEj areused ascoordinates tolocate each tree specieson
a four-dimensional plan. The principle of the clustering procedure consists of calculating the
distancefrom the location of arandomlychosen species tothelocation of itsnearest neighbor
(Newnham, 1991;Kent and Coker, 1992).The measures of distance used in thisstudy arethe

(5.2)

(5.3)
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Squared Euclidean distance and the Euclidean distance. The Squared Euclidean distanceis
the sum ofthe squared differences between the values ofthe clustering variables. If the
starting species isj and its neighbor speciesj+1, EJJ+l the Euclidean distance between the
twois:

£,,;+1=J(dj -d Jtl )2 +(DIj - DI.+1) 2 +(CSj- CSJ+l)2 +(DMEj - DMEj+{)2

(5.4)

Ejj+l can besquaredtoobtain theSquaredEuclidean distance.

Similarly the distance from j+1 toitsnearest neighbor can becalculated. If the nearest
neighbor ofj+1 is j , then apotential cluster has been formed. Otherwise, the aggregation
continues by choosing another species that is not in the previous cluster and then trying to
form anewcluster until alltreeshavebeen considered.
Some measure of the central location of each cluster can be calculated, and further, clusters
themselves maybeclustered. Oneof thecommonly used central points in the cluster analysis
is the center of gravity of the cluster also called the centroi'd (Eriksson, 1993). Say acluster
has m species, each speciesj is located on the plan by its coordinates dij and DIj, CSjand
DMEjthe centroi'd ofthe cluster noted Ccan also be characterized by coordinates d\c, Dlc,

d,r=-2d,j
m
1
DIc=—lDIj
m

(5.5)
(5.6)

CSCandDMEC defined as:
CSc=~YJCSj

(5.7)

DME=—YDMEi
m
'

(5.8)

The process yields ahierarchy ofcluster solutions, ranging from one overall cluster to as
many clusters as there are cases. A cluster at ahigher level can contain several lower-level
clusters, but within each level the clusters are disjoint. Depending on the objective ofthe
analysis (for example apredetermined number of groups), an appropriate level is chosenas
thefinalsolution.
The aggregation ofspecies was done using the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis procedure of
SPSS (SPSS Inc, 1993). The centroi'd clustering method was used based on Euclidean
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distances. The variables chosen were different in magnitude and ranges, for example DME
varies from 50to 100while thediameter increment varies mostly between zero andfive.For
that reason, all variables were standardized within the range of 0 to 1. A single solution of
fourclusterswasretained.
b)Thedataset
The data analyzed here were collected in Liberia, West Africa. Starting from 1978, several
pilot projects were installed in the country with the cooperation of German institutions, the
general objective beingtodetermine thesilvicultural potentials of logged-over forests (Parren
anddeGraaf, 1995).Within theframework of theseprojects, about 39one-hectare Permanent
Sample Plots (PSPs) were established in four stations: Cavalla (12 plots), Grebo (20 plots),
Gola (three plots) and Kpelle (four plots) with different specific research objectives. In
Grebo, the objective was to monitor the development of the stand after logging without any
treatment. At the three other stations, studies aimed at testing the effects of different
silvicultural treatments after logging.
Within each PSP,trees with adiameter at breast height (DBH) largerorequal to 10cm were
numbered and their species determined. For each numbered tree, measurements were taken
including: dbh,total height, bole height,crown diameter and exposure to light.Each tree was
also located on the map using rectangular coordinates. A total of more than 15,000 trees of
245specieswerethus monitored.
Because of variations among silvicultural treatments that were tried from one station to the
other, and due tothe inconsistency in re-measurement dates,only the 20plots of Grebo were
used.Theplotsof Grebo represent adata set of 7664re-measured trees.The analysis focused
mainly on species met in both Cameroon and Liberia. Annex 1gives a list of thetree species
concerned with theirscientific andpilotnames.All together,theseplotsprovided adata setof
3735 trees of 46 species re-measured five years apart (growth period). Annex 1 gives a
summaryofthedatasetusedfor species aggregation.
It shouldbenotedthat it would havebeen bettertoavoid usingdatafrom Liberiaoutof their
physical context and usedata collected in South Cameroon instead. Unfortunately, asit isthe
case in most tropical countries, a network of PSPs that could provide such data was not yet
established in Cameroon when this study was conducted. At least five years are needed to
obtain data on which such an analysis can beconducted. Thus, we used data from a different
tropical country of Africa to estimate the growth rates. However, even though the biophysical conditions arenot exactly the same,there is agreat similarly in species composition
betweentheforests inbothcountries.
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5.1.2Estimationofgrowthandyield
a)Principleofanalysis
The methods utilized here contribute to the achievement of research objective 1. As already
described in chapter 3 (Section 3.2.4: theoretical approaches in TROPFOMS), the matrix
approach was chosen to model growth and yield. The methods here are designed to estimate
coefficients of the growth matrix meaning the ingrowth into the smallest diameter class per
speciesgroupandthetransition probabilities (a{j and b:j).
Ingrowth equation is estimated by ordinary least square regression as a function of both the
basal areaof the standandthenumberof trees perspeciesgroupin the stand. The basal area
of the whole stand expresses the competition which occurs in the stand. As one can imagine,
a tree of a given size and a given species competes not only with trees of the same species,
butalsowithtreesof otherspecies.Iftheequation for ingrowth canbewritten as:
IJ,=P0+ftB,+PlNJI+PiN

(5.9)

Where:/y,=theingrowth
B,= thebasal areaatthebeginningof thegrowth period
Nj,=thenumberof treesof speciesgroup./inthestand
N= thetotal numberof treesintheplotand
Po> Pi, P2 and p 3 areregression coefficients
Piis expected to be negative, meaning that for a constant number of trees, ingrowth will be
smaller in stands where trees are larger since in such stands the canopy of the larger trees
tends tosuppressthegrowth of smaller ones.On theother hand, p 2 isexpected tobe positive
because at a constant basal area, stands with more trees per unit area are younger and the
ingrowth should be more active (Buongiorno and Gilless, 1987). In mixed stands, a larger
numberof stemsfor agiven speciesgroupshouldalsomean morechancefor seed production
andbetter regeneration.
Theprobabilities ay-the probability for atree of species group,/ and diameter ito stay alive
and inthe samediameter class after one growth period -and by-the probability for a treeof
species groupj and diameter / to move to the next diameter class after one growth period wereestimated usinglogisticregression.Thegeneral form of the logisticequation usedwas:
Pr(e)= ,^ l v
1+expX
where:Pr(e)= probability of theevent e.The event in this case is changing a diameter class
for agiven treeduringonegrowth period,inthereverseevent thetree isstayinginthe
samediameterclassduringonegrowth period.

(5.10)
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X= a function of the diameter class in which the tree was registered at the beginning
ofthegrowth period,thebasal areaofthestand andthenumberoftreesperha.
Mortalitywastaken intoaccountintheprocessusingestimatesfrom priorobservations.
The smallest diameter class of interest was 20 cm to 30 cm. The diameter classes were
defined asshown intable5.1.
Table5.1:Definition ofdiameterclasses
Diameterclass
1
2
3
4

Values(cm)
[10,20[
[20,30[
[30,40[
[40,50[

5

[50,60[

6
7
8
9
10

[60,70[
[70,80[
[80,90[
[90,100[
>100

b)Thedataset
The data set described in section 5.1.1 was used to estimate the transition probabilities. It
allowed for each individual tree to know whether it stayed in the samediameter class orgrew
upordied.
5.2Stumpage derivation
a)Principleofanalysis
Stumpage pricederivation wasdesigned tocontribute toresearch objective 1.Thepurposeof
the analysis is to estimate the value of a standing tree of a given species and of a given
diameter class based on market prices of timber products. The general principle for the
derivation of thestumpagepriceisthat stumpagepriceataspecific location willequal thelog
price at the mill minus the cost of availability (Gregory, 1972).The approach adopted is the
so-called residual approach for which the starting point for determining stumpage price is the
selling price of the product or products that are to be produced from the raw material. By
subtracting all costs from the product's sale price one derives a residual value. As industrial
logging is especially oriented towards the export market in Cameroon, the Free On Board
(FOB)price for logswasused inplaceof thepriceatthemill.
The first step of the derivation of the stumpage price was the estimation of FOB prices for
logs of each species group. This was done by gathering information from timber exporting
companies, the forestry administration and the Societe Generale de Surveillance (SGS). The
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price to be assigned to the unit volume of a log belonging to a given species group was
estimatedbyaveragingavailableFOBpricesof all speciesinthegroup.
Next the cost of availability is estimated. The costs of availability include different taxes,
transport costs (from the forest landing to the seaport log yard), all logging costs and all
overhead costs.Thesecosts areexpressed per unit volume of log (CFAFranc (FCFA)/ m3of
log)3.
Then the value of a unit volume of stumpage can be estimated. It can be anticipated that a
cubic meterof marketable logsrepresents more than onecubic meterof stumpage becauseof
loggingwaste.Thestumpagevalueisderivedas:
Pj=ccj(FOBj-ACJ)

(5.11)

Where:Pj =valuefor acubicmeterof stumpageof speciesgroup,/'
CCJ=commercialization coefficient for speciesgroupy
FOBj=FOBpricefor acubic meterof logofspeciesj and
ACj=costof availability for speciesgroup./'
The commercialization coefficient cc is the ratio of the volume of marketable logs over the
volume of stumpage as estimated before logging and during the forest inventory; cc can be
expressedas:
cc= ^-

(5.12)

where: Vj,=logvolumeand
Vs= stumpage volume
Thecommercialization coefficient ccshouldbelessthan 1.Theccisdeveloped bymeasuring
standing trees to estimate their stumpage volume (Vs) using mainly the DBH and bole
volume equations. DBH is measured directly in the field and the stumpage volume is found
usingpre-developedequationsof which theimplicit formula is:
Vs=f(DBH)
The trees are subsequently felled, limbed and then skidded to the forest landing. Once at the
forest landing, the trees are bucked which reduces them into marketable logs. Logs are then
measured to obtain the vL (the volume of individual logs obtained from bucking a given
tree). The vL for individual logs was estimated by subdividing the log into 2 m bolts4 and

3

1 Euro=656FCFA
" Aboltheremeansasubdivisionofabolemeasuring2metersoflength(SeealsoFonweban,1997)

(5.13)
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measuringsectional diameterswithacaliper.The volumesofboltswerenextcalculated using
Smalian's formula as:
vB=n(dh2 +ds2)L/S

(5.14)

vB =volumeof abolt inm3
dh=diameteratthelargeend ofthelog
ds=diameter atthesmall endofthelogand
L = lengthofthebolt (2m)
Bolt volumes are later summed to give the volume of the log v ,. The method has been
considered by many forest inventory specialists as one of the least biased, the most accurate
and the most precise (Cailliez, 1980; Parde and Bouchon, 1988; Fonweban, 1997). The
volumesofall individual logsbuckedfrom thesametree arefurther summed toobtain thelog
volumeof thecorresponding treeVL.
Finally,calculations canbemadetoestimatethevalueof atreeof agiven speciesj belonging
toagiven diameterclassi.Letpybethat value,itcan beestimatedas:
Pv=P,*v«
where:v,y =volumeof atreeof diameterclass iandof species group./.
Bole volume equations are developed for the estimation of volumes of standing trees (vy).
They predict stumpage volume based on one, two or more dependent variables (one, two or
moreentries).Usually singleentryequations usetheDBHasdependent variable whiledouble
entries equations use both the DBH and the bole length. In standard forest management,
singleentry equations with theDBHarepreferred becausethediameter isthe easiest variable
that can be recorded at low costs. This type of equation was chosen for the development of
bolevolumeequationsusedfor thedevelopment ofTROPFOMS.
The development of single entry equations required the DBH of anumber of trees measured
inthefield andthecorresponding volumeestimated asaccurately aspossible.Twotechniques
wereusedtoestimatethese variables,onewith standing treestheotherwith felled trees.
On standing trees, the DBH was taken with a diameter tape, then the bole was optically
sectioned in four bolts using the mirror relascope. The diameters at the small and large ends
of each of the bolts was alsoestimated optically as well as the lengths of the bolt in order to
usetheSmalian's formula (described above).
Of felled trees, theDBH was taken before felling. After felling, the same technique was used
toestimate the volume of individual logs above toobtain the volume of the tree.It should be
noted that, in both cases,only thetrunk was measured (up tothe first big branch). Aproblem

(5-15)
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then appeared to know whether or not the data collected on standing trees could be mixed
with data collected on felled trees. In other words, are the volumes estimated with one
technique different from the volumes estimated with the other? A test of hypotheses was
conducted (Paired t-test) with a number of trees on which the measurement was made with
the two techniques. Each of these trees was measured optically and a second round of
measurement was made after felling so that one could have for each tree: the DBH, the
volumeestimated with themirrorrelascopeandthevolumeestimated bydirect measurements
after felling. For each tree in the sample vR the volume estimated with the relascope was
recorded as well as vf the volume estimated after felling (Mfou'ou, 1996). The difference
DIFF=vs-vR wasalsocalculated.Thehypothesestestedwere:
Ho: DIFF =0, themean difference isnotsignificantly different from 0
Hi: DIFF *0, themeandifference issignificantly different from 0
Based on previous experiences found in the literature (Medeng, 1988;Nkie 1994, Mfou'ou,
1996) three different types of regression equations were tested for each species group.These
are:
V =ba+bt(DBH) (Linear)
V=b0+bl \n(DBH) (Logarithmic)

(5.16)
(5.17)

V =b0 +bl(DBH) +b2(DBH)2 (Quadratic)

(5.18)

V =b^DBH)"' (Power)

(5.19)

Where:V= averagetree volumefor agiven diameter
b0=aconstant
bn= regression coefficient
DBH=treediameteratbreast height
In =thenatural logbase
One of these types was selected, based on the coefficient of determination and the standard
error.
b)Dataset
Four types of data were needed for the analysis: prices and costs, data for the estimation of
the commercialization coefficients, data to test for differences between volume estimation
techniques anddatafor thedevelopment ofbole volumeequations:
- Prices and costs. The FOB prices collected for 30 species from Societe Generate de
Surveillance(SGS) are presented in table 5.2. SGS is a multinational inspection company
which monitors international timber trade in Cameroon. These are average prices from
Cameroon seaports and for all destinations. As for the costs, they were provided by the
records of the industrial logging company operating on the TCP research site. The records
allowed to have the total volume of logs produced per year, the yearly overhead costs
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including equipment, traveling, maintenance, insurance, personnel and taxes. Detailed costs
per cubic meter were available for inventory, felling, skidding, road construction, felling
taxes,concession fees,equipment,insurance and miscellaneous.
Table5.2:FOBprices(perm3)for logexportsfrom Cameroon in 1997(IFF= 100FCFA)
Species

Price(FF)

Species

Assamela
Bubinga
Doussie
Sapelli
Sipo
Acajou
Pachyloba
Ayous
Bibolo
Bosse
Framire
Iroko
Bete
Moabi
Movingui

262.3
232.3
280.0
193.3
193.6
145.7
175.0
120.8
115.0
133.0
103.3
158.7
153.3
151.5
129.0

Padouk
Teak
Aiele
Amouk
Andoung
Azobe
Bilinga
Fromager
Ekop
Eyong
Faro
Frake
Koto
Niove
Tali

Price(FF)
130.6
130.0
108.2
95.6
73.1
104.9
97.8
76.1
98.9
88.9
74.4
106.6
99.1
76.1
91.9

Source:SGSForestry(1997)

- Datafor the test ofthedifference between volume estimation techniques. A total of 27
trees were measured both standing (with the mirror relascope) and after felling following the
selection oftheloggingcompany.Table5.3givesmoredetailsonthetrees measured.
- Data for development of bole volume equations. These data were collected at the TCP
research site. In total, 500 trees of 32 species were measured, of which 103 were felled and
397werestanding.Annex4summarizes thedata set.
- Data for the development of commercialization coefficients. Data were collected in and
around theTropenbos Cameroon research site.Thecollection was done in collaboration with
the field crews of GWZ, the industrial logging company that was operating at the site. The
logging company selected the trees based on their market demand and current regulations,
they also used their logging equipment and technique on the trees on which measures were
taken. All groups of species were not equally represented in the data set, because of the
selection by the logging company and because the plot could not normally have the desired
species.Intotal 360treeswere monitored.
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Table5.3: Data usedfor thetestofdifference for volumeestimation techniques
Tree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

J4

V1,
14.532
10.270
12.940
11.840
33.130
14.076
17.636
9.956
8.858
15.550
16.070
8.610
36.100
11.443

V2f
14.580
10.010
12.600
12.040
33.440
13.490
17.500
10.007
9.196
14.642
15.280
8.620
37.174
11.238

DIFF3
-0.048
0.260
0.340
-0.200
-0.310
0.586
0.136
-0.051
-0.338
0.908
0.790
-0.010
-1.074
0.392

Tree
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Vs

Vf
7.933
12.809
8.574
11.443
9.390
14.030
14.095
14.657
13.708
8.134
18.490
20.990
14.630

DIFF
8.090
13.325
8.928
13.325
8.497
13.545
14.640
13.960
14.240
5.046
18.274
19.765
14.250

-0.157
-0.516
-0.354
-1.882
0.893
0.485
-0.545
0.697
-0.532
1.088
0.216
1.225
0.380

1

Volume(m)ofthe treemeasuredwhilestillstanding(withtherelascope)
Volume(m3)measuredafter felling (withtapeandcaliper)
3
Difference betweenthetwovolumes

2

5.3Analysisofinventory results
a)Principleof analysis201
The analysis of inventory results was made to achieve research objective 2.The purpose was
to have aquantitative assessment of forest stands in the TCP research site and to summarize
the current stocking so that it can be utilized to feed TROPFOMS. The inventory results
should be presented in terms of number of trees per species group and per diameter class for
everyforest typewithin theproduction forest of theTCPresearch site.
b)Thedataset
Duetofinancial limitations an inventoryof thewholeproduction forest at arate of about 1 %
as wished was not made. However, the inventory made for the establishment of PSPs in the
site could provide enough information to feed the model. The inventory concerned a forest
areaof about 165hadivided into 18plots of nine toten haeach (Bibani, 1996).Ineach plot,
all treesof 10centimeters onDBHormore wereidentified in botanical terms and theirDBH
recorded.
5.4Analysisofforestry sectororganization and regulations
a)Principleofanalysis
The analysis contributes to the achievement of research objective 3. The purpose was to
briefly describe the organization of the Cameroon forestry sector and highlight the existing
regulations that are designed to ensure the sustainable management of forest resources. This
should allow the evaluation of these strategies in the light of the results of the application of
TROPFOMS methodology ontheproduction forest oftheTCPresearch area.
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b)Information source
The main sources of information consisted of official documents of the forestry
administration of Cameroon. These included the Forestry Law (Government of Cameroon,
1994),The decree of application of the ForestryLaw (Government of Cameroon, 1995),The
forest policy statement (Government of Cameroon, 1993) and the Zoning Plan (Cote, 1993).
Additional information was obtained through personal communications with different people
interested inthemanagement ofCameroon forests.
5.5Forestutilization bylocal populations
a)Principleofanalysis
Theanalysiscontributes totheresearch objective 4.Itaimsatdetermining critical tree species
that are covered by industrial logging as well as the local populations. This will allow later
developingandexamining scenariosandoptionsontheutilization of thoseresources.
b)Datasource
A detailed inventory of names and functions of non-timber forest product species was
conducted in andaround theTCPresearch site(vanDijk, inpress).Theinventory resultsgive
a comprehensive list of plant species that are utilized by the local population and their
respectiverelativeimportance.
5.6Mathematical programming methods
The main need for a mathematical programming method in TROPFOMS is for optimization.
Theoptimization method adoptedislinearprogramming.
Linear programming appears to be one of the most widely used mathematical programming
method, and it has been the most broadly applied of all management sciences techniques in
natural resource management and related disciplines. Dykstra (1984) gives an account of
published applications of linearprogramming relating tonatural resources until the beginning
of the 1980s. Since then many more applications of these techniques have been made,
boosted bynewdevelopments incomputerscience.
Linear programming seems to have been developed by an American mathematician called
Dantzig (Winston, 1987; Dykstra, 1984). A typical linear programming problem can be
summarized bythefollowing threecharacteristics (Winston, 1987):
1. An attempt to maximize (or minimize) a linear function of the decision variables. The
function that istobemaximized orminimized iscalledtheobjective function.
2. The values of the decision variables must satisfy a set of constraints. Each constraint
shouldbealinearequation oralinearinequality.
3. Asignrestriction isassociated witheach variable
Thesecharacteristics of linearprogramming match ingeneral with apart of the problem tobe
solved with TROPFOMS asdescribed in sections4.4.2 and4.4.3.The decision variables here
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are theelements of the vectors Yj and Hi which define the composition and structure of the
forest stand and the harvest strategy respectively at steady state. The linear function to be
maximized is the objective function introduced in section 4.4.2 while the constraints are
presented insection 4.4.3.
Linearprogramming problems havemanysolutions which satisfy theequations, butonlyone
solution is optimal and provides the best satisfaction of the objective function. The simplex
algorithm that is described in all references on linear programming is an efficient way to
select the optimal solution among a host of solutions to a linear programming problem.
However, the use of linear programming implies that certain underlying assumptions are
satisfied. These assumptions are: linearity in objective function and constraints (included in
characteristics 1and 2above);divisibility that implies thateach decision variablecan assume
any real value including both integers and fractions; non negativity of decision variables
(characteristic 3 above) and; deterministic or certainty assumption that means that all
coefficients and parameters are known with certainty. Of all these assumptions, the certainty
assumption is the most difficult to satisfy in natural resources management. However, to
someextentuncertainties andrandomness can bedealtwith bymeansof sensitivityanalysis.
In addition to linear programming, TROPFOMS uses simulation. Simulation here consistsof
describing the real system (forest stand) in a simplified and abstract way by equations that
represent the behavior of the real system simulated. Simulation helps in making projections
and depicts long-term effects of a course of action. In TROPFOMS simulation is used for
checking alternative cuttingcycles andinthedescription oftheconversion period.
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Chapter 6
Parameters and coefficients usedin TROPFOMS

Chapter 5haspresented themethodsused for theestimation of thecoefficients tobe included
inTROPFOMS.Thecoefficients needed relate togrowth and yield,treeprices,the inventory
of the current forest at the TCP research site and the use of forest products by the local
populations as already identified in section 4.5. In this chapter, the results obtained from the
analysis are given. These results, however, do not include those of mathematical
programming which will beshown asoutcomes ofthemodel inchapter 7and8.
6.1Growthandyield coefficients
Themethods used for developing growth and yield coefficients werepresented in section5.1.
The basic aim is to obtain transition probabilities and ingrowth estimation. However, as
shown in section 5.1.1, there is a need to first aggregate tree species in groups and
subsequently developcoefficients for speciesgroups insteadof individual treespecies.

6.1.1Speciesgroups
The analysis yielded four species groups (or clusters) aspresented in table 6.1. These groups
were numbered automatically by the cluster procedure of SPSS. Annex 3 shows the SPSS
outputsonClustersMembership andDendrogram.
Group 1 contains four species that can be characterized as fast growing as their average
diameter increment isthehighest of thefour groups.Judgingfrom theirDME(80cm),which
is the second highest, it can be concluded that the species in this group can reach large sizes
andtheiraveragepriceindicatesthat theyarewell appreciated bythemarket. Infact, Ayousis
the most exported timber species from Cameroon (Eba'a, 1998b) and it is found in large
quantities in both primary and secondary forests. The average diameter of this group at first
mensuration is also the highest. This should result from the high diameter increment,
suggesting that these species are the first commercial species to take advantage of the light
influx that was increased by logging. The group is quite homogenous because, apart from
Ayous,the other three species are from the same botanical family; the Meliaceae, also called
mahogany family (Hawthorne, 1990) which includes many of Africa's most valuable timber
species,butthefamily isalsoquite diversified.
Group 2consists of 12species that appear tobe mostly comparatively small sized trees given
thattheyhavethelowestDME (allthe 12species haveaDMEof 50cm).Hawthorne qualifies
thebotanical family (Annonaceae) to which oneof the species (Odjobi) of this group belongs
as "small to medium-sized trees common in the lower stories of forest." This explains why
theaverage diameter at first mensuration is the lowest. Species of this group arealsotheleast
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demanded in the market and all these species are listed as "essences de promotion" by the
forestry administration in Cameroon which means that they are typical lesser known species
whosemarketingisbeingpromoted.
Group 3 has 22 species that generally grow to medium sizes. The DME varies between 50
and 60 cm (average 56.3 cm).This group is the most diversified and contains eight species
that are regularly commercialized and exported (Azobe, Bilinga, Koto, Frake, Faro, Aiele,
Kotibe and Tali) but they are classified by the Forestry administration as "essencesafaibles
valeurs",meaning that the market price is low.Thefairly high averagediameter (55.1cm)is
explained bythe fact that all mature trees of the group were not harvested during the logging
operations which occurred before because of their low market demand. In addition the
average diameter increment is also quite important and that alsocontributes to an increaseof
theaveragediameter afew years after logging.The market demand is low and species of this
groupareconsideredas"essencesdepromotion".
Group 4 consists of five species, three of which belong to the same botanical family
(Meliaceae) and are of the same genus (Entandrophragma). These are Kossipo, Sipo and
Sapelli.Thegroupisthusfairly homogenousandcontainsthemostvaluabletimberspeciesof
thedataset.Themarketdemandfor thesespecies ishigh and loggingcompanies harvestthem
systematically.The averagediameter of thegroup is low because these species were certainly
themain targetof the selective loggingthatoccurred inroughly 15years before the beginning
oftheexperiment.TheaverageDMEof thisgroupisthehighest. Infact, species of thisgroup
are typical shade-tolerant species that gradually grow into the main canopy and finally, they
become large emergent trees.Their life-spans are long (FAO, 1978).The diameter increment
is the lowest both because they are slow growing species and because in this particular case
theyarepartof theunderstorey,andthustheyreceivealimitedquantityof light.
Ingeneral,theanalysishasyieldedinteresting andplausibleresults.Thegrouping seemstobe
done in a logical way since each species has been assigned to a group which reflects its
commercial value and growth habit. Group 1 aggregates fast growing commercial timber
species of which thetreesgrow tomedium to large sizes.Group 2contains smaller treeswith
a low market demand. Group 3is amix of timber species some of which are well known by
themarketbut have low prices and somearestill beingpromoted, trees of this group grow to
small tomedium sizeswith fair growth rates.Finally, group4contains slow growing andthe
most valuable timber species whose trees have large sizes at maturity. Nevertheless,it should
benotedthatthenumberof groupswassetinasubjective manner.Theintent wastokeepthe
number of groups manageable andtoavoidtoomanygroups with only afew trees pergroup,
which would havemadestatistical analysis less meaningful.
6.1.2Transitionprobabilityestimates
The transition probabilities a,y and by (See section 4.4.Id) were estimated as indicated in
section 5.1.2, the upgrowth probabilities were estimated by logistic regression analysis. The
form of thelogisticfunction consideredwas:
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1
l+e

(6.1)

-fWi.BA.NT)

P(g)=probability of agrowth event
BA= basal areaofthestandinm2/ha
NT=numberoftreesperha
D\- centerofthediameterclass(m)
e = baseofthenatural logarithm
Table6.1:Speciesgroups

Species

Average DBH
(cm)
Average
increment (cm)
Average DME
(cm)
Average price
(FCFA/m3)

Group 1
Acajou, Ayous,
Bibolo,
Tiama

Group2
Adjouaba, Afane,
Andock, Babang,
Essia,Kiasose,
Kumbi, Nomatui,Ngobisolbo,
Odjobi, Tola

Group 3
Aiele,Azobe,
Bilinga, Bongo,
BongoH,
Dabema,Ezang,
Faro,Frake,
Fromager,Ilomba,
Kibekoko,Kotibe,
Koto,Landa,
Mubala, Mutondo,
Oboto, Parkia,
Rikio,Sougue,
Tali
55.1

Group4
Assameia,Ebene,
Kossipo,
Sapeili, Sipo

56.3

20.4

21.1

3.3

1.1

2.46

0.9

80

50

56.3

88

127,880

49,660

74,130

202,440

Note:Increment wasobserved overafive-year growth period
To estimate the coefficients of the equation, a dichotomous variable was defined in such a
way that it took the value 1if the tree considered grew up to the next diameter class during
the growth period and the value 0 if it stayed in the sameclass.The above regression model
was estimated, with a variable selection procedure using forward stepwise techniques. The
results (Seeannex 7)showed that for theavailable datathebasal areaand the number of trees
were not significant for predicting the upgrowth probabilities. This may result from the fact
that the range of variation in basal area was not wide enough. About 80% of the plots have
their basal area between 20 and 26 m2/ha. It is common toreduce the basal area of standsby
10 m2/ha or more in tropical forest silviculture to obtain the needed growth response (de
Graaf et al, 1998).It should be recalled that the plots that provided these figures were only
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selectively logged without further silvicultural treatment. Table 6.2 gives the different
coefficients for significant variables (Significance level:0.05).
Table6.2:Coefficients for theestimation of upgrowth with logisticregression analysis.
Species
Group
1
2
3
4

Constant

Diameterclass
center(m)

Squarediameterclass
center(m)

-1.8497
(0.0903)
-2.3089
(0.2030)
-4.3875
(0.8060)
-3.2181
(0.3478)

8.0583
(2.1255)
8.0671
(1.1180)
14.4358
(2.5854)
5.3605
(1.0119)

-6.9702
(1.6763)
-7.2771
(1.0611)
-12.1631
(1.9022)
not significant

Note:standarderrorinparenthesis
Upgrowth probabilities estimated from the logistic regression equations are given in Table
6.3. Except for Group 4, L>2 was a significant variable, which means that the upgrowth
probability has a parabolic evolution. The upgrowth probability increases up to a certain
diameterclassandthen startstodecrease.
Table6.3:Upgrowth probabilitiesperspeciesgroupanddiameterclass
Dclass
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Clcenter
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.55
0.65
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.25

Group1
0.31
0.43
0.53
0.59
0.62
0.61
0.57
0.49
0.38
0.00

Group2
0.14
0.22
0.29
0.34
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.00

Group3
0.08
0.20
0.36
0.52
0.62
0.67
0.68
0.64
0.55
0.0

Group4
0.08
0.13
0.21
0.31
0.43
0.57
0.69
0.78
0.87
0.00

Note: Dclass=conventionaldiameterclassnumber
Clcenter=valueofthediameterclasscenterinmeters
Difficulties arose with species group4because trees largerthan class 7 were not met.This is
certainly due to the fact that this group contains the most valuable species that are
systematically harvested byloggingcompanies.The areain which thePSPs arelocatedwhich
provided thedata wasexploited about 15yearsbefore datacollection. All mature trees of that
group were then harvested and the growth has not been fast enough to have trees in classes
above class 7 during the first round of measurements. Therefore, the probabilities in classes
greaterthan7areextrapolations usingthelogisticregression equation of that group.Thismay
explain whygroup4wastheonlyonefor which the upgrowth probability wasnot sensitiveto
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D]. In fact, it is possible that group 4 being constituted by species of big but slow growing
trees (See section 6.1.1), the diameter class at which the upgrowth probabilities reach the
maximum ishigherthan 7.Therefore, thedata analyzed included onlydiameterclasses where
the upgrowth still increases which led to a positive linear relationship. In addition, the
upgrowth probabilities of class 10 were put at zero given that class 10 is the highest class
considered.
Another problem was the one of estimating mortality. Mortality data were so sporadic that
statistical modeling became meaningless especially when the few available data had to be
distributed among species groups and diameter classes. For this reason of insufficient
mortality data, it appeared better to use figures found in the literature referring to African
tropical forests. Experience gathered in West Africa (Alder, 1990; Alder, 1995; MenginLecreulx, 1990)ledtoanestimate of mortality of 2%perannum on average if all tree species
and all diameter classes are taken into account. The mortality rate for a five year growth
periodcan then simplybeestimated bycompounding:
m5=l-(l-m,)5

(6.2)

where:ms = mortalityratefor afive yeargrowth period
mi = annual mortalityrate
Such an estimation method yields an average mortality rate of 9.6% for a growth period of
fiveyears.This mortalityisincorporated inthegrowth moduleof TROPFOMS by subtracting
one tenth of it from the non-growth probabilities a. The respective values of the non-growth
probabilities arecalculated asinequation 6.3.Theresultsobtained areshown intable6.4.
(6.3)

1-^-0.1
Table6.4:Transition probabilities usedinTROPFOMS
Dclass
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Clcenter
(m)
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.55
0.65
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.25

a.l

b.l

a.2

b.2

a.3

b.3

a.4

b.4

0.59
0.47
0.37
0.31
0.28
0.29
0.33
0.41
0.62
0.90

0.31
0.43
0.53
0.59
0.62
0.61
0.57
0.49
0.38
0.00

0.76
0.68
0.61
0.56
0.55
0.56
0.61
0.68
0.75
0.90

0.14
0.22
0.29
0.34
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.00

0.82
0.70
0.54
0.38
0.28
0.23
0.22
0.26
0.35
0.90

0.08
0.20
0.36
0.52
0.62
0.67
0.68
0.64
0.55
0.00

0.82
0.77
0.69
0.59
0.47
0.33
0.21
0.11
0.03
0.90

0.08
0.13
0.21
0.31
0.43
0.57
0.69
0.79
0.87
0.00

Note: a.y=columnofnon-growthprobabilitiesforspeciesgroup./
b.j=columnofupgrowthprobabilitiesforspeciesgroup./
Dclass=conventionaldiameterclassnumber
Clcenter=centerofthediameterclass
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6.1.3 Ingrowth

equations

Multiple regression analysis was conducted as described in section 5.1.2 (Equation 5.9).
Annex 6 gives a summary of plot data on ingrowth and number of trees per species group.
The analysis produced the following regression equations for the four groups while their
statistics aregiven in table6.5.
Table 6.5: Statistics fortheingrowth equations
Species
groups
I

Constant
-3.7878
-3.7878
(2.6608)
-26.5236
(44.4394)
28.2032
(22.4508)
-0.2777
(4.1912)

BA
0.0719
0.0719
(0.0975)
2.2253
(1.7018)
-0.1955
(0.8651)
0.1400
(0.1646)
0.1646)

NJ
0.0147
0.0147
(0.0358)
0.2232
(0.1394)
0.1295
(0.1874)
0.0467
(0.0235)
(0.0235)

N

R1

SE

I

0.0047
0.0047
0.9728
06
(0.0067)0.2009
0.0913
17.5762
28.6
(0.1033) 0.1946
0.0102
8.9683
9.9
(0.0479) 0.0740
0.0467
1.7093
1.3
(0.0236) 0.2484
(0.0236)

Note: I= average ingrowth
BA=basal areaof thestand inm2/ha
Nj=numberoftreesof speciesgroup./perha
N=total numberoftreesperha
R2=coefficient ofdetermination of the model
SE=standard error of themodel
1= average ingrowth for thespecies group
The statistics shown in table 6.5 indicate that the relationships between the ingrowth and the
stand variables studied are weak. All coefficients of determination (R2) are below 0.3 while in
general if the relationships were good, the R 2 would be expected to be greater than 0.5.
However, many previous studies such as the ones by Michie and Buongiorno (1980),
Solomon et al. (1986), Lu and Buongiorno (1993) and Buongiorno et al. (1995) have yielded
similar coefficients of deteimination although working with data from more homogenous
forests. In addition, the standard errors are large compared to the averages shown in table 6.4.
Thus these regression equations appeared unreliable. To select between the three variables
that one may be more appropriate, a backward elimination procedure (SPSS Inc., 1993) was
conducted, but it resulted in the elimination of all the three variables for all the four groups.
Moreover, signs of coefficients are not consistent. For example, for group 1, 2, and 3 the
coefficients for the basal area are negative which appears normal because a high basal area
means more competition and therefore less ingrowth but the coefficient for group 4 is positive
which contradicts the expectations even though the group consists of slow growing shade
tolerant species. The regression statistics suggest that little would be lost by modeling
ingrowth as a constant. To that end the average ingrowth per species group (table 6.5) can be
used. It is suggested that some other important variables (for example the site quality) may
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influence ingrowth morethan the available variables.Unfortunately, noinformation hadbeen
gathered onsuch avariable.
6.2Stumpageprices
6.2.1 FOB pricesperspeciesgroup
Table 6.6 summarizes the FOB prices per species group that resulted from the survey of
prices as described in section 4.3.1. The prices from logging companies and the Cameroon
government were collected in CFA Francs (FCFA), which is the regional currency used in
Cameroon, while SGS Forestry provided its information in French Francs (FF). As already
observed, the mostexpensive timber species are in group 4 followed bygroup land the least
expensive areingroup2.
Table6.6:AverageFOBunitpricesfordifferent timberspeciesgroups (1997)
Speciesgroup

AveragePrice(FCFA/m)

1
2
3
4

127,880
49,660
74,130
202,440

a) Test of data homogeneity. Bole volume equations are needed for the estimation of the
stumpage volume. One of the first problems met when trying to specify these equations was
to decide whether or not data gathered from measurements on standing trees could be mixed
with datacollected of felled trees without severerisk.Todecideon that,atest wasconducted
asdescribed in section 4.3.1. On 27 trees of different species (the number was dependent on
the choice of the logging company which felled trees to meet the market demand) measures
were taken both before felling and after felling. The volume was estimated optically before
felling and by hand measurement after felling. Annex 8 shows the data used to test the
homogeneity of measurements.Thepairedt-test gavetheresultsshown intable6.7.
Table 6.7. Results of thepaired t-test on differences between measurements on standing and
felled trees
Mean

Variable
Felled volume
Standing volume
Difference (m3)
DF1: 26

14.3876
14.4474
-0.0598
Corr2: 0.994

-r

Degreesof freedom
Correlation coefficient
3
Observedt-value
4
Tabulatedt-value
2

Standard deviation
of mean
6.819
6.697
0.720
t-value3: -0.43

Standard error
of mean
1.312
1.289
0.139
2-tail sig4:0.67
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These results indicate that there is a strong correlation between measurements made on
standing trees with optical tools and measurement made on felled trees with hand
instruments, the correlation coefficient equals to 0.994. Furthermore, the t-value as observed
(-0.43) is far below the tabulated t-value (0.67) at the 0.95% confidence level, meaning that
there is insufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis Ho; measurements made on standing
trees are equivalent to measurements made on felled trees. Data from the two types of
measurements tendtodiffer littleandcan therefore bemixed safely for subsequent analyses.
b) Development of bole volume equations. As indicated in chapter 4, four types of
regression modelswere fitted for each speciesgroup,andonewaschosen on thebasisofboth
the coefficient of determination (R2) and the standard error. The four regression models
chosen were the linear, the logarithmic, the quadratic and the power. Annex 5 presents
extracts of the SPSS outputs of the analysis for each species group while table 6.8 gives the
coefficients of determination and standard errors of regression models for different species
groups.
The highest coefficients of determination for the four species groups are obtained with the
powercurveregression model. Similarly,the lowest standard errors result from the sametype
of regression model. Thus the bole volume equations retained for the four groups are the
powerequations.The coefficients of determination arequite high, as they are above 90% for
three groups and 88.6% for the lowest. The lowest value corresponds to species group 3
which maybeexplained bythefact thatthegroupisthemost heterogeneous (Section 5.1).
Table 6.8: Coefficients of determination (R ) and standard errors (E) of different equation
models anddifferent speciesgroups
Model
Method
Power
Linear
Logarithmic
Quadratic

Species group
1
R2
E
0.932
0.267
0.896
1.442
0.811
1.948
0.915
1.320

Species group
2
R2
E
0.910 0.255
0.864 0.936
0.744
1.283
0.898 0.813

Species group
3
E
tf
0.886
0.413
0.816
2.768
0.680
3.653
0.842
2.572

Species group
4
E
If
0.946
0.326
0.911
3.338
0.708
6.067
0.944
2.671

Thefour retained bole volumeequationsare:
Group 1: V = 9.89l(DBH)2241
Group 2: V = 8.872(DS//)

2270

(6.4)
(6.5)

2196

(6.6)

2 264

(6.7)

Group 3: V = 8.683(Dfi//)

Group4: V = 9576(DBH) •
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Table6.9:Average stem volume(m )perdiameterclassfor different species groups
Diameter
(cm)
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100
>100

Class center
(m)
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.55
0.65
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.25

Stem volume
group 1
0.139
0.439
0.935
1.644
2.581
3.757
5.182
6.865
8.814
16.330

Stem volume
group 2
0.120
0.381
0.819
1.448
2.284
3.337
4.618
6.135
7.897
14.723

Stem volume
group 3
0.135
0.414
0.866
1.504
2.336
3.372
4.616
6.077
7.758
14.174

Stem volume
group4
0.131
0.415
0.889
1.571
2.474
3.611
4.993
6.628
8.526
15.870

Note: The last diameter class is wider than other diameter classes and most trees have their DBH
between 1 and 1.5 m(although a few treesarebigger).For thisreason thecenter waschosen tobe
1.25 m.
These results permit theestimation of average stumpage volumes for different species groups
and different diameter classes. The average volume is found by applying the bole volume
equations to the center of the diameter class. Table 6.9 shows the estimates of stumpage
volumes for each diameter class and each species group. As expected, there are some
differences in stem volumes between species at the same diameter class resulting from
differences intapers.Group 1 hasthehighest volumeinanydiameterclass.
6.2.3Commercializationcoefficients
Thecommercialization coefficients wereestimated asindicated insection 5.2a (Equation
5.12).Intotal,360trees wereusedfor theanalysisandall speciesgroupswerenotequally
represented.Table6.10 summarizes thedistribution oftrees amongspeciesgroups.As
alreadymentioned insection 5.2b,thesetreeswereharvested bytheindustrial logging
companyduringthetimeofdatacollection ofthispartof thestudy.Itcan beseenthat,
speciesgroup3hadthebiggest numberof trees.Thiscertainlyresultsfrom thefact that this
groupalsoincludesthelargestnumberof speciesthatareregularlydemanded bythemarket.
Group3isfollowed bygroup 1 and4whichcontain asmallernumberof speciesthangroup2
(theleastrepresented).Groups 1 and4consist alsoof speciesof highmarket demand andare
therefore attractivetologgers.
Table 6.10:Distribution of treesamongspeciesgroups
Group 1
Group2
Group3
Group4
Total

66
36
194
64
360
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The monitoring of harvested trees gave the results presented in table 6.11. This table reports
on volume losses at different logging stages both in absolute and relative terms for each
species group. The most important losses occur in the forest at the felling site. The
percentages given in the last column are thecommercialization coefficients. The two highest
coefficients arerespectively for group 4 and 1,which can beexplained by the fact that these
speciesgroupshaveahighmarket demandand loggerstrytominimize wasteonthem during
Table 6.11: Volumelossesatdifferent stagesof loggingandcommercialization coefficients
foreach speciesgroup
Species Stumpagevolume Abandonedonthe Abandonedonthe Commerciallogs
Group
site
forestlanding
3
m
%
m5
m3
%
m>
%
1030.52
708.47
1
100
245.30
23.80
76.75
7.45
2
293.85
100
37.06
182.36
12.61
74.43
25.33
2814.04
100
3
682.17
24.24
469.67
16.69
1662.20
4
1127.08
100
27.45
2.43
188.20
911.43
16.70
Total
5265.49
100
3464.46
991.98
18.83
809.05
1537
Note:cc=commercialization coefficient

cc(%)
68.75
62.06
59.07
80.87
65.80

logging operations. In addition, these species groups have higher DMEs (Table 6.1)
suggesting that there isapositiverelationship between thediameter of trees harvested andthe
commercialization coefficient. In other words, the larger is the harvested tree, the smaller is
the relative waste and the higher is the commercialization coefficient. This positive
relationship has already been demonstrated by some authors in past studies (CTFT, 1972;
Fournier-Djimbi andFouquet, 1998).The smallest coefficient corresponds to species group 3
which may result from both the heterogeneity of species in this group and their low market
value.
6.2.4Costsofavailability
The average costs paid by the logging company for the production of 25,000 m3 of logs are
presented in table 6.12. The company has three main types of profit bearing activities:
logging,thesawmill andtrade(dealing).Thecolumn labeled: 'Logging' givescoststhatare
Table6.12:Average loggingcostsinthousandFCFA

Operationalcosts
Transport
Maintenance
Insurance
Personnel
Taxes
Bankfeesandinterests
Total

Logging
156,636.804
781,063.691
147,567.387
28,479.689
138,852.688
45,730.014
595,372.952

GeneralManagement
87,554.389
307,202.808
128,217.486
21,382.115
158,462.190
267,984.429
84,782.835
1055,586.252
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directly related to logging operations, while the column labeled: 'General Management'
reports on overhead costs for the whole enterprise. Aproblem is the allocation of these costs
to the three main activities. The total logging costs are estimated by adding one third of the
general management costs todirect logging costs.Thegeneral management costs are divided
by three because the company has three main activities. The total costs are therefore
947,235,036 FCFA, which corresponds to 37,890 FCFA/m3. The available information did
not allow to differentiate the costs between diameter classes. Therefore, the costs per cubic
meterinthissection areassumed tobethesamefor alldiameterclasses.
6.2.5Stumpageprice
Theprices perm3of stumpage for each species group were estimated asexplained in section
5.2a (Equation 5.11)andtheresults arepresented intable6.13.
Table6.13:Stumpageprice(1000FCFA/m3)perspeciesgroup
Group
1
2
3
4

FOBprice

Commercialization
coefficient
0.6875
0.6206
0.5907
0.8087

\TT3
49.7
74.1
202.4

Stumpageprice
61.87
7.30
21.41
133.07

Similarly, the prices per tree were computed based on equation 5.15 and the average stem
volumes per species group and per diameter class given intable 6.10. The resulting estimates
aregiven intable6.14.
Table6.14:Treeprices(1000FCFA/tree)perspeciesgroupanddiameterclass
Diameter class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Group 1
8.60
27.16
57.85
101.71
159.68
232.44
320.60
424.72
545.31
1010.30

Group 2
0.88
2.78
5.98
10.58
16.68
24.37
33.73
44.81
57.68
107.54

Group 3
2.89
8.86
18.54
32.20
50.01
72.18
98.82
130.09
166.08
303.42

Group 4
17.43
55.23
118.30
209.06
329.22
480.52
664.43
882.00
1134.57
2111.85
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6.3Forest inventory

The inventory was conducted for silvicultural purposes in an experiment within the TCP
research area. In total, 18plots covering about nine ha each were inventoried which adds up
to about 162 ha (Bibani, 1996). In each plot all trees with a DBH of 10 cm or more were
identified and theirDBH recorded. The area had not been logged before, but signs of human
disturbance were present. The results of the inventory are summarized in table 6.15. On
average, one ha contained 467 trees representing 291.5 m3 of raw bole volume which is
equivalent to0.62 m3 pertree.The twomost demanded species groups bythe timber product
market (groups 1and 4) account only for about 3% both in terms of number of trees and
volumewhile the least demanded group alone (group2)hasabout 58%of the stems and 41%
of the volume.This fact illustrates how selectively logging still is practiced in tropical Africa
in general and in Cameroon more specifically. Figure 6.1 illustrates the current structure of
the forest as a distribution of trees per diameter classes. For all species groups the figures
resemble the theoretical negative exponential distribution typical of uneven-aged forests
(Davis and Johnson, 1987). Bibani (1996) working with the same set of data obtained less
regular distributions by using individual tree species. The similarity with the theoretical
distribution observed when species are grouped suggests that management systems based on
speciesgroups mayreduceworriesabout regeneration andfuture harvests.
Table 6.15Summaryof forest inventoryresults intheTropenbos Cameroon research site
Diameter
class
No center
1 0.15
2 0.25
3 0.35
4 0.45
5 0.55
6 0.65
7 0.75
8 0.85
9 0.95
10 1.25
Total

Group1

Group2

Trees/ha
3.1
1.2
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
5.2

Volume Trees/ha
0.3
171.1
0.3
51.4
0.2
24.4
0.1
9.6
0.4
4.2
0.3
2.9
0.4
2.4
0.6
0.8
0.0
0.6
0.0
2.6
2.7
270.0

Group 3
Volume
9.1
10.8
12.7
9.9
7.4
8.0
9.8
4.6
4.6
42.1
119.0

Trees/ha
107.8
36.3
13.0
7.2
5.6
3.7
2.0
1.1
1.1
4.4
182.2

Group 4
Volume
14.5
15.0
11.3
10.8
13.1
12.5
9.2
6.7
8.5
62.4
164.0

Trees/ha Volume
0.9
6.7
0.6
1.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.6
0.1
5.8
93

Note:Volumeinm/ha
6.4Forest utilization bythelocal population
To sortoutforest product utilization bythe local population in theTCPresearch area, astudy
wasconducted byaTCPresearcher (van Dijk, 1994).Thestudy included three Bantu villages
and one Bakola (Pygmies) settlement. It dealt not only with tree species, but also with other
plant species and animal species. Many tree species were identified as used by the local
populations either on the basis of observed frequency of utilization or on the basis of
statements bythe local populations.Thedifference between frequency of useand statement
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allowed toidentify the tree species which are important for both the local population and the
logging company in the area. These species are seen as critical for forest management
strategies. Table 6.16 gives a list of critical tree species and their corresponding groups.The
numberof critical treespeciesindifferent groups decreases gradually from species group 3to
4 and to 1,which relates mainly to the number of species contained in each of these groups
(Section 6.1.1). None of thecritical species is in group 2,which can be explained bythe fact
thattreespeciesof thisgrouparetheleast demanded inthetimbermarket.
Bymatchingthesedata withtheabove described forest inventory results,it wasfound thaton
average, there are about 31 trees per hectare of interest to the local population which
represents 6.7% of the total number of trees per ha. It is not clear whether all trees of these
species areactually used bythepopulation or whether they useonly afew of them which are
closetothevillage,for example.
Table 6.16: Important tree species used by the local population as well as the logging
companyattheTCPresearch site
Pilotname
Acajou
Bibolo
Angongui
Aiele
Movingui
Eyong
Tali
Bongo
Bilinga
Dabema

Group
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Pilotname
Padouk
Azobe
Bahia
Niove
Bilinga
Sapelli
Bubinga
Iroko
Moabi

Group
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

Source:adapted from vanDijk (1994)

6.5 Conclusion onthecoefficients usedby TROPFOMS
The previous sections of this chapter have presented the results obtained in each step of the
estimation of coefficients for TROPFOMS.The main figures to be used in the next chapters
are those shown in tables 6.1, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.14 for the production of steady state related
outputs, while the numbers in table 6.15 will be used for the simulation of the conversion
period.Table 6.16 andrelated commentscontain the figures used toincorporate the objective
of improving livingconditions for thelocal populations.
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OutcomesofTROPFOMS for thesteady state forest

Thegeneral objective of this research aspresented inchapter 2is todesign a system that can
support decision-making for the management of natural tropical forests. The system designed
intends to provide information on key forest management parameters, the impact of different
management objectives on these parameters and the economic consequences of chosen
management options. The management parameters of interest are the cutting cycle of the
timber harvest and the structure of forest stands at steady state, but also characteristics of the
conversion period.Thischapter focuses onthesteadystate.Thesteady state inthiscase refers
to afully regulated forest stand capable of yielding the same harvest of the forest product of
interest (timber for example) at the end of every cycle. Such a fully regulated forest is
characterized by a stable stand structure (steady state structure) in terms of distribution of
trees per species and size classes which guarantees enough growth to obtain a stable harvest
at the end of each cutting cycle. The three most important characteristics of the steady state
forest are then: the cutting cycle, the structure of forest stands and the expected harvest. The
interest of these parameters is that they have a synthetic attribute, meaning that a change in
oneof them can betranslated in achange intheextent towhich theforest under management
iscapableof meeting multiple objectives.
The main forest management objectives considered are: the generation of income through
industrial timber production, the improvement of living conditions for local populations
through non-timber forest products andnatureconservation. Thesystem designed should help
in assessing the trade off between these objectives. The key point in the design of such a
system isthe development of the methodology tobeused bythe system when performing the
needed analysis.This isrelatedtospecific research objective 1 of thecurrent research.
The chapters 4 to 6 present the design of the system that was given the acronym of
TROPFOMS (TROPical FOrest Management support System). After presenting the
conceptual framework, that identifies factors contributing to the sustainability of forest
management strategies, these chapters present TROPFOMS including its main components,
its procedural design, the theoretical approaches used in it and the scientific methods used to
develop itscoefficients and parameters (description of thedata set and principles of analysis).
The current chapter shows different outcomes of running the system with acomputer. These
outcomes are obtained based on the growth coefficients and stumpage prices developed
according to the methods described in chapter 5 and whose resulting values are given in
chapter 6. The outcomes relate to the steady state characteristics mentioned in specific
research objectives two and three and in the analysis of critical factors that affect the
management of natural forest in south Cameroon.
The outcomes produced and analyzed in the current chapter concern the three management
objectives stated above. However, all three objectives do not come to expression in the
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objective function of TROPFOMS that uses linear programming techniques in its
optimization routine; linear programming accepts only one management objective in the
objective function3. The management objective that is expressed in the objective function is
income generation through sustainable timber production. Sustained timber production is
viewed as the need to maximize financial returns from timber harvesting for an infinite
number of cutting cycles. The quantitative measure of sustained timber production is the
sustained timber value(Chapter 5).Natureconservation isexpressed asthe need to maximize
species and tree size diversity (See also section 2.3.5a. and 5.3.3b). Forest utilization by the
local population is dealt with as a constraint to preserve a certain proportion of NTFPs (See
section 2.3.5c for a definition of NTFPs) producing trees, which has appeared to be the best
waytoinclude it given the nature of the information at hand. However, another implicit way
of consideringNTFPsisthrough conservation.Infact, it seems tobe areasonable assumption
tostate that thehigher thediversity of the forest is,the better is its ability toproduce NTFPs.
Thus,ahighlevelof speciesandsizediversityalsoyieldsahighlevel ofNTFPs.
TROPFOMS is to be run under different assumptions and each run results in a steady state
with arelated guidingcuttingcycle,stand structure tobe left after harvest for sustained yield,
thelevel of harvest tobeexpected once theforest isregulated, ameasureof diversity and the
levelof financialreturnsobtained.Comparisons between several runsprovideinformation for
trade off analysis. It should be emphasized that the characteristics obtained describe the
desired steady state which forest management maytarget for thefuture. Therefore the volume
and number of trees harvested should not be expected from the actual forest if the structure
and the composition are different from that in the steady state. Before the characteristics of
the steady state underdifferent management options can bepresented, it appears important to
recapitulatethebasicconstraints ofTROPFOMS.
7.1Recapitulation ofbasicconstraints specifications
This section refers the mathematical programming approaches already presented in section
5.6.Inaddition, thespecific values usedinsomeconstraints when running themodel with the
computeraregiven aswell asthereasons for choosing these values.Theconstraints specified
herewerebasicfor alltherunstoobtaincharacteristics of thesteadystates.
The first set of basic constraints relates to sustainability of the forest in the sense of its
continued existence and the continuity of the timber harvest at the level and periodicity
determined. This set of constraints is formulated as (See also section 4.4.1 for the details of
thisnotation):
te-i

Y = Gke{Y-H)+YlG"l

3

InGoalProgramming(GP),morethanonemanagementobjectivecanbeincludedintheobjective
function throughtheminimizationofdeviationsfromapriorspecified levelofachievementofthese
objectives.However,GPhasnotbeenusedherebecauseofthevariousdifficulties inherenttoit(See
Dykstra,1984).

(4.13)
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Y = column vectorof elementsyyrepresenting thenumber of treesbefore cutting in diameter
classiand species group/
H= matrix of harvestelementshy representing thenumberof trees tobeharvested attheend
ofeverycuttingcycleindiameterclass ifor speciesgroup./atthesteady state
k=numberof growth periodsinthecuttingcycle
G= growth matrix of transition probabilities
/ =column vectorof ingrowth
Equation 4.13 generates 40 constraints: one for each diameter class in every species group.It
expresses the fact that the harvest in each diameter class can not exceed growth in terms of
number of trees. Another constraint is introduced tokeep the cut less or equal to the number
of trees that entered the stand during acutting cycle of k growth periods. The formulation of
such aconstraintis:

5X<*/;

(7.D

Ij =averagenumberof ingrowth treesfor speciesgroup j
Equation 7.1generates asetof4constraints onefor each speciesgroup.
Preliminary phenological observations of tree species at the TCP research site (Bibani et al,
1998) have shown that many species do not fructify for DBH less than 30 cm. Given that
TROPFOMS examines sustainable management options based on natural regeneration, it
should therefore not be allowed to harvest trees which are smaller than 40 cm to allow each
tree to have some reproduction time before it is harvested. This corresponds to diameter
classes 1, 2 and 3. One of the easiest ways to incorporate such a regeneration concern is to
give no market values to trees smaller than 40 cm, but that does not guarantee that trees of
these diameter classes will not be cut. This will only further their priority in harvesting.
However, thisconstraint can alsobeexplicitly writtenas:

l£\=0

(7.2)

i=i y=i

Another constraint included in all runs is a resource limitation constraint. Because the data
did not allow us to establish a good relationship between growth and basal area, which was
expected to be a negative one, it seemed necessary to limit the basal area that a stand can
reach in order to reach an equilibrium at one point. The inventory results from undisturbed
forests in the research site and discussions with specialists in silviculture have led to set the
maximum basal area of a forest stand at 40 m/ha before harvest. In this constraint, average
basal areasfor each diameterclass areused(Table 7.1).Theconstraint isformulated as:

ESKy^40
bcii = averagebasal area(m2)ofdiameterclass *'

(7.3)
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Thelevelof40m2/haisconsideredtobeaclimax level andnotanoptimal one.Itrestrictsthe
model from growing trees without limit. Such a restriction is of special importance because
the data did not allow to establish a good relationship between stand density and growth.
Without this relationship, the model may grow trees limitlessly. However, the practice of
sustainable management imposes also other conditions related to the basal area to avoid
irreversible damageof the stand.Astudyof harvesting intensity inrelation with sustainability
conducted in Indonesia by Sist et al.(1998) emphasizes the need to restrict harvest intensity
toavoid irreversible ecological problems in the stand.The way this is done is by limiting the
proportion of the total basal area that can be removed at the end of each cutting cycle.
Equation 7.4formulates theconstraint related tosuch arestriction inbasal arearemoval.

£5>.*» <aSSte,(yv +\)
J

i

J

(7.4)

J

a =maximum proportion of thebasal areapermitted toberemoved
Table7.1:Basal areaof anindividual treeperdiameterclass
Diameterclass
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.
10
Diameter
0.150 0.250 0.350 0.450 0.550 0.650 0.750 0.850 0.950 1.250
classcenter(m)
ba(m2)
0.018 0.050 0.097 0.160 0.238 0.332 0.442 0.568 0.709 1.228
3.14*df
Note:ba =
+e;d,=centerofdiameterclassi;e= correctionforbias

There is abias when estimating the average basal areaof aclass by using the center valueof
the class. This bias comes from the fact that the basal area is a quadratic function of the
diameter. By using the center of the class the average basal area of the class is
underestimated. The correction term is e= -^w2 with w - the width of the class (Jansen,
1999).
7.2Steady statecharacteristicsundereconomic objective
One of the management objectives considered in this research is the generation of income
through timber production. This section shows the outcomes of running TROPFOMS with
such an objective and various management options in relation to specific research objective
two (Section 3.2.2). The outcomes consist of the characteristics of the desired target steady
state structure. But, before retaining one final target structure, the effects of management
factors onthesteadystatecharacteristics areexamined.
The objective function related to the economic objective is stated as to maximize the
Sustained Timber Value (STV), referring to the terminology defined in section 5.3.2. The
mathematical expression of thatobjective is(Seealsosection4.4.2):
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PH-YJC,(l +r)ke-'
^

'

P(Y-H)
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(4.15)

P =row vector with elements p y representing prices of trees in diameter class i and species
group;
C,=costsof silvicultural treatments conducted inyeart.
r =discount rate
In most runs the costs of silvicultural operations are considered equal to zero as there is
currently nopracticeof silviculture innatural forest management in Cameroon.The vectorof
prices P uses the figures presented in section 6.2.1 for tree prices per species and diameter
class. The growth period 9 is equal to five years. In linear format, equation 4.15 can be
writtenas:
STV

=( T T ^ l E E / ' A -Ic,a+r)*-'] + 25>A -E2>„y«

(7-5)

The optimization problem defined by equations 4.13,4.15 and 7.1 to 7.5 was solved using
AIMMS5(Paragon Decision Technology,Facultyversion).
A forest growing under a set of defined ecological conditions and with given biological
characteristics has many steady states whose characteristics vary with management
conditions. The management conditions include management options and management
parameters. Management options are based on the management objectives. Management
parameters, such as discount rate, market prices and harvesting techniques, are mostly
imposed by the technical and the socio-economic environment. Management options can be
included in a model with the help of constraints or in the objective function, while
management parameters may be defined as constraints or just as coefficients in a model.
Given a set of management options and parameters, one steady state will be preferred to the
others. This is the target steady state. Section 7.2.1 below analyses the impact of key
management parameters on the target steady state, while sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 show the
changes in the target steady state as result of some management options. All this relates to
steps6and7of theresearch process (Section4.3).
a) Impact ofthediscountrate
In section 6.2, the prices for trees to be used in equation 7.5 were given, but until now the
discount rate has not been chosen. The choice of the discount rate for project analysis is an
issue of continuing debate among economists. The debate is even more engaged when
analyzingprojects that arerelated withrenewableresources such asthetropical forest. Oneof
themost important features of thediscount rate isthat ittries tomeasure the time preference.
The assumption is thateconomic actors prefer toenjoy benefits of theiroperations as soon as
possible and delay the payment of the costs.Thus, a project that provides the same benefits
sooner is preferred to one that provides them later. Many authors in environmental
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economics, such asHueting (1991),haveopposed theideaof usingthesamediscount rate for
both commercial and environmental costs and benefits. Such an idea may go against the idea
of sustainability for which future benefits are seen as important as present ones. As
Markandyaand Pearce (1988) put it:"Oneimportant feature of the literature on environment,
natural resources and development is its requestioning of the fundamental argument for
discounting. This reanalysis arises partly because of the alleged discrimination of
conventional discount ratesagainsttheinterest of theenvironment andpartly becauseconcern
for natural environments is often associated with an ethical stance on intergene-rational
justice."However, Markandya and Pearce advocated for the policy of the World Bank to use
the same discount rate for environmental projects as for other projects and to impose policy
constraints for the conservation of the environment. According to these two authors, the
discount rate should be chosen between 8% and 12%when analyzing projects in developing
countries.
In a later, and more detailed analysis, the OCDE (1995) advocated to use a much lower
discount rate for environmental projects in developing countries. Their estimates are in the
range of 3% to 5%. Lescuyer (1998), using the approach put forth by OCDE obtained a
discount rateof 3.8%for Cameroon.
Table7.2:Impactof thecuttingcycleandthediscount rateonthesustainable timbervalue
(STV 1000FCFA) (maximum permitted basal arearemoval of 35%)

Cutting Cycle
(years)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

STV (1000FCFA)atdiscount rate
3%
55738.8*
35616.1
19243.9
14069.8
10759.2
6827.8
2954.7

5%

35628.4*
23327.7
12897.4
9236.9
7127.2
4305.8
1357.4

10%
20934.7*
14633.5
8606.5
6141.9
4955.9
2899.6
536.6

Note:(*)indicatesthehighestSTV
Inthisstudy,adiscount rateof 5%isadopted, which isintherangeof OCDEbut at theupper
end. However, before choosing a discount rate, an analysis was conducted to evaluate the
impact of the discount rate on the steady state characteristics of the forest. Results are shown
intable7.2.Three valueswerechosen for theanalysis,theborders of the interval proposedby
OCDE (3%and 5%) and 10% which is at the middle of the range of the World Bank. The
maximum basal arearemoval allowedwas35%ofthebasal area before harvesting.
From this table,it can beseen that the highest STV is found at acutting cycle of 10years for
all discount rates, making the choice of the discount rate in this respect less important.
Timber harvesting seems to be very attractive for financial returns, although the STV
decreases as the discount rate increases. Table 7.3 shows the stand structure before harvest
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and theexpected harvest for thecuttingcycleof 10years.It should be noted that of the 17.07
m3/ha harvested the species groups 1and 4, which are currently the most commercialized,
represent onlyabout 1.88 m3/ha which is far below thecurrent harvest of 6m3/ha at theTCP
research site (van der Hout and van Leersum, 1998). Therefore, if the stumpage price per
cubic meter is the same for every diameter class as computed in section 6.2.5 and used here,
TROPFOMS advisestohavefrequent butlightharvests.
Table7.3:Standstructure before harvestandharvest (trees/ha)for acuttingcycleof 10years
(discount rate5%) andamaximum permitted basal arearemoval of 35% (uncorrected
prices).
Diameterclass

Species group 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.46
0.86
0.58
0.41
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.49

1-3
4
5
6-10
Total
STV:35 620400FCFA
Treescut: 10.66trees/ha
Volume cut: 17.07 nrVha

0.00
0.41
0.18
0.00
0.59

Speciesgroup 3
Species group2
Standstructurebeforecut (trees/ha)
54.90
119.00
14.70
52.20
6.39
29.50
3.17
17.0
10.5
1.19
8.02
0.00
7.06
0.00
6.30
0.00
0.00
5.40
0.00
8.11
80.35
263.09
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
3.17
5.28
0.00
1.19
0.00
0.00
436
5.28
Pre-harvest basal area:40m2/ha
Post-harvest basal area:35.04m2/ha
Numberof treesafter cut: 347.41

Speciesgroup4
7.20
2.47
1.04
0.36
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.14
0.00
0.36
0.07
0.00
0.43

One implication of the harvest shown in table 7.3 is that, to obtain such a harvest every 10
years, some trees of species groups 2 and 3 should be removed even if they are not
commercialized. The removal of such trees will make space for more increment under the
assumptions of the model, thus silvicultural operations are needed. In any case, the prices
used (See section 6.2.5) assume that all trees cut are commercialized because they can
improve the profit margin. Such an assumption is certainly too optimistic. The resource
limitation constraint that restricts the basal area to less than 40 m2/ha is binding while the
limitation imposed to harvest nomore than 35%of the initial basal area is not. Furthermore,
itcan benoted that for species groups 1,3and4there arenotreesin diameterclasses6to 10
before harvest at steady state. Acutting cycle of 10years will have a serious impact on size
diversity.
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b)Recognition ofadiameterrelatedpricedifference
The prices of trees used until now are those calculated in chapter 6 (Section 6.2). The price
differences among trees of different size classes stem only from a difference in volume.This
source of difference is not enough and does not explain behaviors such as the one of the
logging company of the TCP research site. This logging company does not harvest Azobe
treesof lessthan 80cmeven though theregulations allow togodown to 60cm.On the other
hand, forestry officers in charge of the enforcement of logging regulations usually report
many infractions by loggingcompanies which tend to harvest smaller trees of species groups
1 and4at smallerDBHthan theofficial DME (Seealso section 5.2.2 and table 6.1).Thereal
stumpage prices have more sources of differences thanjust the volume per tree as estimated
insection 6.2.Unliketheresults shown intable6.14 inwhich trees in all diameterclassesand
all species groups have positive stumpage prices, there are diameter classes for which tree
pricesareequal tozeroornegativeandfor which loggingisnot profitable.
Therefore, there are other sources of price differences between trees of successive diameter
classes than just the differences in volume. These other sources of difference in stumpage
price were not quantified in this research due to the lack of information. The minimum
diameter for which logging operations become profitable depend on species groups, and it is
possible that the logging company's estimation is that harvesting trees of species group 3
becomesprofitable onlyarounddiameterclass8.
In addition to difference in volume, two more sources of price variation may be thought of.
Oneof these sources of pricedifference isrelated tologging waste.It isgenerally known that
the logging waste decreases as the diameter of the tree harvested increases, resulting in
different commercialization coefficients (See section 6.2.3) for different diameter classes
(CTFT, 1972;Fourier-Djimbi and Fouquet, 1998).Therefore, for species of low unit volume
price such as Azobe, the volume extracted from a small tree may be too small to offset the
costs of harvesting.Another source of variation relates tothedecrease of harvestingcosts per
unit volume as the diameter increases (FAO, 1977;FAO, 1992).This is due to the fact that
someloggingcosts remain constant pertreenomatterthe sizeof the trees.Examples of these
costs are the costs of prospecting and the cost for the felling crew to move from one tree to
thenext.
To correct stumpage prices estimated in section 6.2.5, two proportions can be defined. Let w
beaproportion bywhich thecommercialization coefficient decreases from onediameterclass
to the next smallest and c the proportion by which the logging costs increase following the
same gradient. New tree prices can be estimated by trying different values of w and c to
obtain a value 0 for trees of diameter class 7 in species group 3. The diameter classes for
which the tree prices start being equal to0 will be smaller for groups 1and 4 and higher for
group 2 which is even less valuable than species group 3. The proportions w and c can be
inserted in equation 5.11 to give equation 5.11', which expresses stumpage prices per cubic
meter at different diameter classes. Similarly, equation 5.12 which allows the estimation of
stumpage prices per tree will change to equation 5.12'. The two equations are (terminology
defined insection 5.2a):
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Such aresult isapproached when both wand c are0.3.Diameter class 10is considered tobe
thereference classfrom which thepricesoftheotherclassesarededucted.Table7.4givesthe
new tree prices corrected in this way. Some of the prices are negative which means that, if
trees of the corresponding diameter classes are harvested, the logging company will loose
moneybecausetherevenuesreceived from sellingwoodwill notcompensate loggingcosts.
Table7.4:Stumpage prices (1000FCFA)byspeciesgroupandsizeclasscorrected for
differences in loggingwasteandcostsbetween diameterclasses
Pricepercubic
meter
Price
per
tree
ubic
meter
Price
per
tree
Diameter Species
Species Species Species Species Species Species Species
class
group 1
group2 group3 group4 group 1 group2 group 3 group4
-9.82
^81
^51
AM
AM
A~05
-0.85
I
-7.60
-7.18
-9.28
-8.00
-4.97
-3.15
-3.54
-3.31
-2.06
-6.22
-9.61
-7.96
-2.35
-5.82
-7.87
-6.89
-2.09
2.92
-9.73
-7.56
1.86
-7.31
-14.09
-11.37
4
-4.45
5
8.39
20.77
-1.48
-9.49
-6.61
-3.82
-21.68
-15.43
6
-8.73
^.83
18.30
12.19
-29.12
-16.30
66.06
3.25
7
-7.15
-1.85
33.06
54.54
-33.01
-8.52
165.08
10.53
8
2.92
54.85
-26.82
17.76
363.51
21.51
-4.37
147.65
9
739.34
37.84
10.28
86.72
333.50
1.38
79.79
0.18
10
61.87
7.30
21.41
133.07
1010.31 107.54
303.42
2111.85

As expected, the prices per cubic meter increase with the diameter class. However, the price
per tree, which is obtained by multiplying the price per cubic meter by the average tree
volume of each diameter class (Table 6.10), decreases as the diameter increases for negative
values and increases with the diameter for positive values. The evolution of prices per tree
can be explained by the increase in tree volume that is faster than the increase in stumpage
value percubic meter.Thus, if the price per cubic meter is negative, harvesting will result in
more important financial losses as trees grow bigger. The result of the correction is that it
does only become useful to harvest trees in certain diameter classes, but also that the price
differences between consecutive diameter classes have increased, and that even higher
preference will be given to bigger trees. The effects on STV and optimal cutting cycle of
applying thecorrected prices incomparison totheinitial onesareshown intable7.5.
Table 7.5 shows that correcting stumpage prices results in lower values for the STV and the
optimal cutting cycle has shifted from 10 years to 25 years. The shift in the optimal cutting
cycle is due to the fact that by lengthening the cutting cycle, there is more chance to have a
larger number of big trees that have higher values. The increase in tree values because of
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lengthening of the cutting cycle from 10 to 25 years is obviously more important than the
increaseoftheopportunitycostof capital becauseof delayingtheharvest.
Table 7.5: Effects of corrected tree prices on the STV (1000 FCFA), discount rate 5%,
maximumpermitted basal areareduction of 35%
Cutting cycle
(years)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

STV initial prices
(1000FCFA)
35628.4*
23327.7
12897.4
9236.9
7127.2
4305.8
1357.4

STV corrected prices
(1000 FCFA)
3418.92
3611.04
3848.01
3919.05*
3856.10
3789.34
2928.96

Note:* indicateshighestSTV

Table7.6 showsthestand structure that isassociated withthenew optimal cutting cycleof25
years. The expected total timber cut is 137.03 m3/ha. It can be considered that this volume
consists of a non-commercial4 volume cut in diameter classes where the stumpage price is
negative and a commercial volume cut in classes with positive stumpage value. The noncommercial volume tobecut isequal to32.33m3/haor23.6%of thetotal volumecut.Ofthe
total commercial volume, the most commercialized species groups represent 14.52 m3/ha or
13.9 %. It should be observed that, although diameter classes 4 and 5 of species group 2 do
not contribute to the objective function in a positive way,the model still recommends tocut
trees in these classes.This can be explained bythe need to open the stand for an increase of
growth in subsequent cycles.The interest of removing trees in small diameter classes is that
the number of trees of higher diameter classes of the same species is at the same time
decreased for the future. Thus, there will be more room for growth of valuable species. It
appearsbettertosacrifice younger trees in theleast valuable speciesgrouptoallow growthin
the other groups.Thus, it can be said that silvicultural interventions are necessary at the end
of each cutting cycle to stimulate growth of remaining trees5. Except for species group 2,
timber harvest now concentrates on diameter class 10only.The analyses in the next sections
will use only corrected prices and a discount rate of 5%. The cut recommended represents
12.4 m2/ha of the basal area, which is 31%of the total basal area before harvest. Thus, the
constraints ontheproportion of basal areaallowedfor reduction isnotbinding.

4

Thedistinction betweencommercialandnon-commercial volumesisnotstraightforwardbecause
timberfromclasseswithpositivevaluesmaynotbesoldalthoughsellingwillallowtocoverallthe
costsofharvesting.
5
Thesesilvicultural interventionsareentailwithcosts.Thenegativepricesofremovingsometrees
canbeconsideredassilviculturalcosts.
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Table7.6:Stand structure before harvest and harvest for acutting cycleof 25years (discount
rateof 5%,maximum permitted basal areareduction of 35%,corrected prices)
Diameter class

Species group1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.46
0.86
0.59
0.46
0.36
0.32
0.29
0.28
0.36
0.57
5.55

1-3
0.00
4
0.00
5
0.00
6-9
0.00
10
0.57
0.57
Total
STV: 3,919,050 FCFA
Treescut: 28.76 trees/ha
Volume cut: 137.03 m3/ha
Commercial volume cut: 104.70
nrVha

Speciesgroup 2
Speci esgroup 3
Standstructurebeforecut (trees/ha)
54.90
119.10
15.00
25.10
29.40
6.25
18.30
3.70
11.20
2.75
2.17
6.19
4.50
1.93
1.68
4.25
3.80
1.68
3.31
3.82
251.15
93.88
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
18.30
0.00
3.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.31
3.82
24.04
3.82
Pre-harvest basal area:40 m/ha
Post-harvest basal area: 27.6 m2/ha
Number of treesafter harvest
335.52 trees/ha
Commercial harvest: 7.03 trees/ha

Speciesgroup4
7.22
2.51
1.07
0.55
0.31
0.21
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.33
12.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.33

c)Changingtheresidualbasalarea
As mentioned in section a, the analysis until now has been conducted with the restriction to
avoid a reduction of more than 35% of the total pre-harvest basal area. In many tropical
forestry situations, the basal area has been reduced at higher and/or lower levels either by
logging (Sist etal., 1998)orsilvicultural treatments or acombination of both (Jonkers, 1987;
de Graaf etal., 1998).However, it has been avoided in most cases to reduce the initial basal
area by more than 50%.For that reason, it is of interest to study the effects of changing the
maximum level of reduction in basal areaon the structure of thegrowing stock aswell asthe
harvest policy. In the following sections, two additional levels of reduction constraints are
modeled, these are25% and50%.
Table 7.7 shows the results of constraining the basal area removal to the level of 25%of the
basal area before harvest. Unlike the results shown in table 7.6 the constraint on basal area
reduction has become binding, which means that the growth characteristics of the species
groups which constitute thestandcan recover from heavier basal areareduction.Toadjust for
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the constraint level of 25%the model has to increase the cut of marketable trees in group 3
andthecutof small treesingroup2compared tothesituation of table7.6.
Table7.7:Stand structurebefore harvestand harvest for acuttingcycleof 25years (discount
rate5%,maximum permitted basal areareduction of 25%,corrected prices)
Diameterclass

Speciesgroup1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.46
0.86
0.59
0.46
0.36
0.32
0.29
0.28
0.36
0.57
5.55

1-3
4
5
6-9
10
Total

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
0.57

STV:3,335,590FCFA
Treescut:29.57trees/ha
Volumecut:106.7 nrVha
Commercialvolumecut:66.6nvVha

Speciesgroup2

Speciesgroup3

Speciesgroup4

Standstructurebeforecut (trees/ha)
119.10
52.80
52.10
14.00
29.40
3.80
18.30
3.43
11.02
2.55
5.56
2.01
3.49
1.79
3.26
1.55
2.97
1.56
4.50
3.54
249.70
87.03
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
18.30
0.00
6.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.54
25.13
3.54

7.22
2.51
1.07
0.55
0.31
0.21
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.33
12.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
033

Pre-harvestbasalarea: 40m/ha
Post-harvestbasalarea:30nvVha
Numberoftreesaftercut:325.25trees/ha
Commercialharvest:4.44trees/ha

Themodel soavoids anyharvestreduction inthe most valuable groups (1and4),butcan not
avoid a lower STV because of the higher cost of the cut of small trees of group 2 and less
marketabletreesof group3.
When the permitted basal area reduction is increased to 50%, the model gives exactly the
sameoutcomes asin table7.6,reinforcing the idea that it is not necessary toreduce thebasal
area before harvest by more than 31%because the forest cannot recover such a removal
within 25yearsandthussuchaharvestcannotbe sustained.
d)Includingloggingdamageonresidualstand
Until now the model has included only growth and mortality for stand structure projections.
In a production forest where logging occurs with heavy equipment, an important factor that
affects the number of trees in a stand is the damage inflicted upon the residual stand by
loggingoperations.AttheTCPresearch siteastudyconducted on logging damageshowsthat
on average 1.8 trees are destroyed per hectare logged (van Leersum, 1998) for a harvesting
intensity of about 10m3/ha.This figure corresponds to0.18 trees per m3 harvested. Logging
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damage can be recognized in this model by includinganew column vector D with elements
dij representing the number of trees damaged in diameter class ifor species group j . Sucha
vectorcan beincluded inequation 4.13togiveequation 7.6 as follows:
k9-\

Y=Gke{Y-H-D)+YlG"I

(7.6)

Because the damaged trees donot contribute tothe objective function butrather tendto
reduce it, the model may set the number of these trees equal to zero for all diameter classes
and allspecies groups if there isnoconstraint. Anadditional constraint which binds the
system torecognizethedamageshouldbeincluded. Suchaconstraint can bewrittenas:

dy =numberof damagedtreesofdiameterclass iandspeciesgroup,/
Vy= volumeof atreeindiameterclass ;' andof speciesgroupy
S = numberof treesdamaged perunit volume harvested
Another tendency expected from anoptimization technique in this situation istoinclude
damage on only the species group that contributes less tothe objective function, meaning
species group with lowest stumpageprices.In reality, trees of all species groups are damaged
by logging operations irrespective oftheir commercial value. However, itappears logicalto
assume that the number oftrees damaged ineach species group isafunction ofthe total
number oftrees of that species group inthestand. The formulation ofa constraint that
includes thisfunction isdifficult because itrequiresthat variables be used asdenominatorsin
proportions, thus making the constraint non-linear. To overcome that, itis possible to rather
use theingrowth becauseit obviously has astrong link with the number of trees found in the
stand for each group. Let ki be the ratio ofthe average ingrowth ofspecies groupj to the
total ingrowth, equation 7.8 formulated below divides the damage on residual stand between
all the species groups proportionally tothe ingrowth. Itisalso logical toassume that the
damage to smaller trees is more substantial than to bigger trees (Jonkers, 1987).This factis
recognized by setting damage to treesofagiven diameter class atmost as important as the
damagetotheprecedingdiameterclass (Equation 7.9).

SX^xsx
dv2dlM)J
The result ofincluding modifications related to the logging damage on the residual stand in
the model fordifferent cutting cycles is shown in tables 7.8and 7.9. Including logging
damage results in lengthening thecutting cycle from 25to30years. Compared to the
previousoptimal cutting cycleof 25years with the samepermitted basal area removal of 35%

(7.8)
(7.9)
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(Table 7.6), the STV has decreased by about 14%due to logging damage. Table 7.9 shows
thestructureof the pre-harvest stand which isassociated which the 30-yearcutting cycle.The
30-year cutting cycle appears to be the one which is to be chosen for timber production
because ignoring logging damage is unrealistic. Lengthening of the cutting cycle is profitable
because also young trees with a high commercial value are damaged. This means that a
damaged standneeds moretimetoproducethesamevalueasalessdamaged stand.Table 7.9
shows,however,that adeviation offiveyearsfrom theoptimumcuttingcycledoesnothavea
substantial influence onSTV.
Table7.8:CuttingcycleandtheSTV (1000FCFA)at5%discount rateandmaximum
permitted basal areareduction of 35%,withcorrected prices andloggingdamage
Cuttingcycle(years)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
Note:* indicatesthehighestSTV

STV(1000FCFA)
2952.50
3155.02
3314.76
3335.59
*3360.39
3296.56
3202.72

e) Incorporatingcostsofmanagement planning
In the previous sections, the analysis has recognized only the costs related to logging
operations. However, there are costs such as management planning costs or the costs of
silvicultural interventions, which can be included in forest management practices especially
as it relates with the quest of sustainability. In Africa, silvicultural interventions have been
confined to research situations and costs and gains of such interventions are still unknown.
For these reasons, silvicultural costs - except those resulting from the cut of trees with a
negativestumpageprice-andgainsarenotincorporated inthecurrent analysis.
However, management planning is now widely accepted as a requirement for sustainability.
For example, the criteria and indicators for sustainable forest management of 11TO consider
the existence of a forest management plan as one of the key indicators of sustainable forest
management practices(ITTO, 1998).
Similarly,theForest Stewardship Council (FSC),which hasdeveloped criteria and indicators
for forest certification, aswell asthe African Timber Organization (ATO)in its setof criteria
andindicators for sustainable forest management, haveincluded aforest management plan as
a criterion oran indicator of sustainable forest management. In Cameroon, apanel of experts
who conducted the CIFOR test of criteria and indicators for sustainable forest management
also identified the forest management plan as a criterion for sustainable forest management
(Prabhu et al., 1998). The current forestry law in Cameroon makes it mandatory to draw a
management plan for every forest concession. The plan should be written twice, at the
beginning of the cycle and in the middle. The costs of drawing a management plan in the
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Cameroon context wereestimated recentlytoamount to2,800CFA/ha(Durrieu deMadronet
al., 1998).For a cutting cycle of 30 years, these costs will be due at year 0 and at year 15.
Thiscanbeincluded intheobjective function shown inequation 4.15 with tgiven the value0
and15.
Table 7.9: Steady state stand structure before harvest and harvest for a cutting cycle of 30
years (discount rate of 5%, maximum permitted basal area reduction of 35% with corrected
pricesandloggingdamage)
Diameter class

Speciesgroup1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.43
0.80
0.51
0.37
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.30
0.53
4.98

1
2
3
4
Total

0.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.62

1-3
4
5-9
10
Total

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.53
0.53

STV:3,360,390FCFA
Treescut: 11.42trees/ha
Volumecut: 117 m3/ha
Commercialvolume: 111.5 m3/ha

Species group 2
Species group 3
Stand structurebefore cut(trees/ha}
117.50
50.60
49.70
12.62
26.55
5.33
3.04
15.92
10.21
2.23
6.80
1.78
5.49
1.54
5.19
1.42
4.63
1.39
3.21
3.58
245.20
83.53
Damage(trees/ha)
7.28
10.10
7.28
0.00
7.28
0.00
7.28
0.00
29.12
10.10
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.21
3.58
7.01
3.58

Species group4
6.64
2.14
0.87
0.45
0.26
0.17
0.12
0.09
0.07
0.30
11.11
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
132
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
030

Pre-harvestbasalarea:40m/ha
Post-harvestbasalarea:27.44m2/ha
Numberoftreesafter cut:292.17trees/ha
Commercialharvest:7.62trees/ha

Incorporating the costs of management planning in the analysis resulted in a decline of the
STV from 3,360,390 FCFA to 3,355,014 FCFA which represents a decline of 0.16%.
However, including these costs into the model has not led to achange in the cutting cycle or
the stand structure. This is certainly because the costs of management planning are relatively
small.
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7.3Constraining TROPFOMSforalternativeforest management objectives
The outcomes shown in the preceding section relate to one management objective which is
the economic efficiency in industrial timber production. The constraints are formulated to
achieve sustained yield of timber production and to recognize technical limitations. In this
section,constraints areformulated toincludetheothermanagement objectives, that arenature
conservation andimprovement of livingconditionsfor thelocal population.

7.3.1 Includingconstraintsfor species-sizediversity
Inproduction forests, income generation through sustained timber production is an important
objective.However, intheframework of multipleobjectives, an additional concern maybeto
include nature conservation. As already discussed in section 2.3.5a, two aspects of biological
diversity areconsidered in thisresearch: speciesdiversity and sizediversity. Species diversity
refers here to the number of species groups represented in the steady state growing stock
while size diversity relates to the number of trees in each diameter class of each species
group.
One way to measure diversity in both senses is the smallest number of trees left in each
species-sizeclassin the steady stategrowing stock.Forexample, for the steady state growing
stock of table 7.7 the smallest number of trees in any species-size class is0.09 before harvest
whileintable7.9thisnumberis0.07.Letthesmallest numberof treesinthe least represented
species-size class be called \i. In all the steady state optimal solutions provided by
TROPFOMS until now the highest value of \i is 0.01. The value 0.01 means that all the
species-size classes will only be represented with one tree within an area of 100 hectares.A
constraint can be included to look for a solution where all the species-size classes are
represented with at least onetreewithin anareaof 10hectares (n =0.1)or within an areaof1
hectare(/i=1)after harvest. Such aconstraint issimplyformulated as:
y.-h^H
H takes the value of 0.1or 1asneeded. The outcomes of running TROPFOMS after setting
H=0.01,0.05,0.1alternatively areshownintable7.10.
It appears to be impossible to have a steady state with all species groups represented in all
diameter classes after harvest in an area of 10ha. However it is possible to arrive at such a
representation starting from an area of 50 ha. The 30-year cutting cycle is still the best one,
but the STV has decreased from 3,360,390 FCFA in table 7.9 to 3,335,970 FCFA and
3,238,270 FCFA for the levels of diversity of 0.01 and 0.05 respectively. The relative
decreases are 0.7% and 3.6% for both levels. These results could already be foreseen from
those of table 7.9, because before harvest all size classes had at least 0.07 trees. By only
reducingtheharvestinclass 10for different groupstherequired resultscan beobtained easily

(7.10)
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for the levels of 0.01and0.07, but not for 0.1. Table 7.11shows the structure of the stand at
30yearsundertheconstraint of 0.05 treestobeleft atleastineach size-speciesclass.
Table7.10:Effect ofthediversityconstraint onthecuttingcycleandtheSTV (discountrate
of 5%,maximumpermittedbasal areareduction of 35%,corrected prices,damage
included)
Cuttingcycle (years)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

^=0.01

H=0.05

Ai=0.1

2935.42
3136.16
3295.53
3313.76
3335.97*
3323.30
2679.33

STV/ha(1000FCFA)
2867.00
3059.00
3218.58
3226.43
3238.27*
3180.24
2577.07

Infeasible
Infeasible
Infeasible
Infeasible
Infeasible
Infeasible
Infeasible

Note:*denoteshighestSTV
Table7.11:Steady state stand structurebefore harvestandcutfor acuttingcycleof30years
(discountrate 5%,maximumpermitted basal areareduction of 35%, minimal 0.05
treesperspecies-sizeclass,correctedprices,damageincluded).
Diameter class

Species group 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.43
0.80
0.51
0.37
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.30
0.56
5.01

1-3
4
5-9
10
Total

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.51
0.51

STV:3,311,140FCFA
Treesharvested: 11.31 trees/ha
Volumecut: 116 mVha
Commercialvolumecut:109.77

Speciesgroup 2
Species group3
Speciesgroup4
Standstructure beforeharvest (trees/ha)
117.50
50.60
6.63
2.14
49.70
12.61
26.53
5.32
0.86
15.89
3.03
0.45
10.17
2.23
0.26
6.75
1.77
0.17
5.44
1.54
0.12
5.14
1.42
0.09
4.59
1.39
0.07
3.20
3.61
0.34
244.91
83.52
11.13
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.56
0.30
3.15
6.95
3.56
030

Pre-harvestbasalarea:40m /ha
Post-harvestbasalarea:27.71 m2/ha
Numberoftreesafter harvest:295.04trees/ha
Commercialharvest:7.52trees/ha
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7.3.2Restrictions relatedtothelocalpopulation
As mentioned in the introductory statement of this chapter, one management objective often
associated with tropical forest management istheimprovement of the livingconditions of the
population living nearby the forest being managed. One aspect of this management objective
is to guarantee the continued supply of non-timber forests products (NTFPs) for the
population. A special interest is devoted to tree species that are of interest for both the local
populations andtheloggingcompany.Management maywish tobeensured that thesespecies
arenot used only for logging but that enough stems are maintained for the supply of NTFPs.
Such aconcern can lead toabanof acertain proportion of trees of thesespeciesfrom logging
activities. Let zt be the proportion of critical trees of a given species that management
intends tocut. All the trees of these species represent aproportion r of a species group; T.
is a proportion of r . • For each diameter class eligible for cutting a new harvest amounthy
canbedefined as:

^(l-^-rv*^

(7.11)

Table7.12:Steady state stand structure before harvestand harvestfor acuttingcycleof30
years(discount rate 5%,maximum permitted basal areareduction of 35%,corrected
prices,loggingdamageincluded andaban on loggingof all NTFPtrees)
Diameter class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Species group1
1.43
0.80
0.51
0.37
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.30
0.53
4.98

0.00
1-3
0.00
4
0.00
5-9
0.50
10
0.50
Total
STV: 3,200,560 FCFA
Treescut: 10.92trees/ha
Volume cut: 110 m3/ha
Commercial volumecut: 104.5
nrVha

Speciesgroup2
Species group 3 Species group4
Standstructure beforeharvest (trees/ha)
117.50
50.60
6.64
49.70
12.62
2.14
5.33
0.87
26.55
15.92
3.04
0.45
10.21
2.23
0.26
6.80
1.78
0.17
5.49
1.54
0.12
5.19
1.42
0.09
1.39
4.63
0.07
3.21
3.58
0.30
83.53
11.11
245.20
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.34
2.99
0.29
6.79
334
0.29
Pre-harvest basal area:40m2/ha
Post-harvest basa area: 28.06m2/ha
Number of treesafter cut: 292.67 trees/ha
Commercial harvest: 7.12 trees/ha
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The STV based on hu, can now be calculated and the result of a run with these additional
constraints gives the new cutting strategy and the 57Yassociated with it. In section 6.4, the
results of the forest inventory arepresented, and for all species groups r = 6.7%.The model
can be run for different values of T,. In this case T, is assigned two successive arbitrary
values,0%meaningthat all thetreesshouldbeexempted from loggingand 50%meaningthat
half of theNTFPtreescan beharvested.
The decision to preserve all trees of NTFP species from timber harvesting and to maintain
them for the sole production of NTFPs leads toadecrease in the STV from 3,360,390 FCFA
in table 7.9 to3,135,244 FCFA, which in relative terms represents a decline of 6.7%. On the
other hand, arestriction toharvest only 50%of NTFP trees leads to a decrease in STV from
3,360,390 FCFA to 3,243,112 FCFA or 3.5% in relative terms. The associated steady state
stand structures aregiven intables7.12 and7.13.
Table7.13:Steadystatestandstructure before harvestandharvest for acuttingcycleof30
years(discount rate5%,maximum permitted basal areareduction of 35%, corrected
prices loggingdamageincluded andaharvesting limitof 50%onNTFPtrees)
Diameter class

Speciesgroup1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

1.43
0.80
0.51
0.37
0.29
0.27
0.25
0.23
0.30
0.53
4.98

1
2
3
4
Total

0.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.62

4
5-9
10
Total

0.00
0.00
0.52
0.52

STV:3,313,760FCFA
Treescut: 11.17 trees/ha
Volumecut: 113 mVha
Commercialvolumecut: 107.5 m3/ha

Species group 2
Species group3
Standstructurebeforecut (trees/ha)
117.50
50.60
49.70
12.62
5.33
26.55
15.92
3.04
10.21
2.23
6.80
1.78
1.54
5.49
5.19
1.42
1.39
4.63
3.21
3.58
245.20
83.53
Damage(trees/ha)
7.28
10.10
0.00
7.28
7.28
0.00
0.00
7.28
29.12
10.10
Cut(trees/ha)
0.00
3.80
0.00
0.00
3.09
3.46
6.89
3.46

Pre-harvestbasalarea:40m/ha
Post-harvestbasalarea:27.75 m2/ha
Numberoftreesaftercut:292.42trees/ha
Commercialharvest:7.37trees/ha

Speciesgroup4
6.64
2.14
0.87
0.45
0.26
0.17
0.12
0.09
0.07
0.30
11.11
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
132
0.00
0.00
0.30
030
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7.4Conclusionsonthesteady statecharacteristics
Onespecific objective of thisresearch istoassesstheeffects of different management options
on the financial returns of the logging enterprise as well as the structure of the forest. This
objective has been addressed in section 7.2 and 7.3 above. In this section, the intention is to
putemphasisonthemanagement options selected byTROPFOMS andtocompare them with
results obtained elsewhere. Further discussion of these results is done in chapter 9. In
addition, this section addresses the relationships between alternative management objectives
accordingtoresearch objective3.

7.4.1 Conclusionsonthesteadystatecharacteristicswithalternativemanagementobjectives
The outcomes presented in section 7.2 show that the cutting cycle to retain is 30 years if the
objective ofmanagement isthemaximization of financial returnsfrom timber harvesting.The
related steady state structure is the one of table 7.9. Although a further discussion of the
results is done later in chapter 9 which is devoted to reflections, it can already be said that
such a cutting cycle is within the wide range of those already proposed in many cases for
tropical forests. In fact, a variety of cutting cycles has been used or suggested in the
management of tropical forests rangingfrom 15yearsto80years.
In Cameroon, suggestions have been done to adopt a minimum cutting cycle of 25 years
(MfNEF, 1997)or 30years (ONADEF, 1998).The values already used in some management
plans undergoing implementation include 20 years in the So'o Lala (Mbolo, 1996),30 years
in the South Bakundu and 40 years in the Lokoundje Nyong (Poulin Theriault Inc., 1998)
production forests. In somecases,thecutting cycles wereestimated bysimulations of growth
asthetimeneeded toreconstitute theinitial forests andtoallow the harvest of aconstant crop
overthecycles.
Elsewhere in Africa, simulations have been made for cutting cycles of 40 and 80 years in
Uganda (Neil, 1981).Ghana adopted acutting cycle of 25 years during the 1950s and 1960s,
in the 1970s it was reduced to 15years and it is now up to 40 years (Neil, 1981;Nolan and
Ghartey, 1992).Theefforts did not include targeting adifferent and better structure for forest
stands as is the case with TROPFOMS. In other cases the choices were more based on
literatureandexpertjudgment.
On other tropical continents, examples of adopted cutting cycles used for production forest
are 35 years in Indonesia (Sist et al., 1998),40 years in Trinidad (Bell, 1972; Dawkins and
Philip, 1998)and25yearsinBrazil (deCamino, 1998).
Thecuttingcyclealonedoesnotsaymuch about thesustainability of amanagement option.It
should be combined with the level of harvest and harvest regulations to be able to take into
account amorecomplete arrayof aspects.The target steady state stand structure proposed by
TROPFOMS for this objective istheoneof table 7.9. Itinvolves acut of 11.42trees/ha once
the forest will be fully regulated. However, not all trees of all species groups are
commercialized (See section 6.1.1 for the description of species groups and their respective
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commercial status). The most commercialized species under current market conditions are
those of group 1 and 4, of which the cut amounts to 0.83 trees /ha. Therefore, it can be
anticipated that onlypart of the 11.42trees will becut through logging, the remaining should
beeliminated bysilviculturetomakemorespacefor growth.
Thetreestobecutrepresent a volumeof 117m3/haor amean annual increment of 3.9m3/ha
and a reduction of a basal area of 12.54 m2/ha which accounts both for tree removal and
logging damage. These harvest statistics may seem high at first view as compared to some
values observed in tropical forests. In fact, Bedel et al. (1998) have reported volume
increments of 0.9 m3/ha/year in control plots in the M'Baiki forest in the Central African
Republic.These increments moved upto2m3/ha/yearafter logging and 2.8 m3/ha/yearwhen
both logging and thinning took place. Logging involved a harvest of 4 trees/ha and the
combination of both logging and thinning removed 8.8 m2/ha. Comparable increments have
been observed in Cote d'lvoire namely 2.9 m3/ha/year in the Irobo Forest Reserve 12 years
after thinning attheintensityof6m2/ha(Durrieu deMadron etal.,1998).
However, much depends on the number of species concerned. The studies of the Central
African Republic and Cote d'lvoire concentrated on the currently commercialized species
only. Experiences gathered in other tropical countries show higher figures as a greater
proportion of the species is harvested. For example in Brazil, it is estimated that a volume
increment of 5.2 m3/ha/year for commercial species will be reached once the forest will be
fully regulated (de Camino, 1998). Such a forest may be reached after 75 to 100 years from
now.In Nigeria,Lowe (1997) reported mean annual increments ranging from 5to6m /hain
natural forests in which logging had occurred ten years ago but no silvicultural treatments
werecarried out.Trees of all species from five centimeters and up were taken into account in
the study in Nigerian forests. De Graaf et al. (in press) have observed a periodic volume
increment of 14 m3/ha/year for all species five years after silvicultural treatments had been
conducted in Suriname. During the next five years this increment decreased to 6m3/ha/year,
leadingtoanaverageof about 10m3/ha/yearfor theperiodof 10yearsafter thetreatments.
The valueof 117m3/haexpected in the model outcomes of table 7.9 can be separated intwo:
the currently most commercialized species and those which are commercialized less
regularly. Such a separation gives a volume of 13.41 m3/ha for the most commercialized
species groups (1 and 4) and 103.59 m3/hafor the remaining species.Therefore thePAI (See
section 4.2for definition) is0.45 m3/ha/yearfor themostcommercialized species and3.45 for
the others. All this shows that, although the growth data used by TROPFOMS had some
imperfections, the outcomes of TROPFOMS fit with other observations throughout the
tropical region. Harvests, in numbers of trees, have in some cases been more important as is
the case in some regions of Indonesia where harvest amounts up to 17 trees/ha (Sist et al.,
1998), but it is not sure whether such a harvest leads towards sustainability especially if the
forest is still initsconversion phase.
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As for the harvest regulations, the outcomes suggest that the harvest should concentrate on
thebigtrees.Theoutcomes shown intable 7.9 restrict cut mostly todiameterclass 10,except
for species group 2for which it is advised to harvest trees in a smaller diameter but only to
allow space for growing as the trees removed there have no commercial value. This means
that current diameter limits used inCameroon should be raised for species groups 1,3and4.
Such a raise is rather conservative but may improve the value of the target structure to be
reached.Thestructureofthesteady stateforest isshowninFigure 7.1.From thisFigureitcan
be seen that the diameter class distribution of all species has in general a reverse J shape.
Such aforest isoften referred toasawell-balanced forests. The shapeof thecurves in Figure
7.1 contribute to the opinion that the outcome of TROPFOMS leads forest management
towards sustainability. Thecurves tend toraise again towards the end because diameter class
10 is an open class. Similar shapes have been encountered in other cases of uneven-aged
forest management (Buongiornoetal.,1995).
Thecombination oftheobjectives natureconservation through species-size diversity uptothe
level of full representation of all diameter classes within 50 ha has not changed the cutting
cycle,nordidtheinclusion of arestriction withrespect toharvestingofNTFPs.
7.4.2Trade offbetween managementobjectives
An important objective of this research is to assess the trade off between timber production
and other management objectives (specific research objective three mentioned in chapter 3)
which inthiscasearemainlybiological diversityandtheproduction of NTFPs.Table 7.14
Table7.14:Characteristics of steady stateforest associatedwithalternative management
options.

Cuttingcycle (years)
Number of trees/ha
after harvest
Cut (trees/ ha)
Nminbefore harvest
Nmjnafter harvest
STV(IOOOFCFA)

Management objectives
SY
SY+
C100
30.00
30.00
292.17
293.14
11.42
0.07
0
3360.39

11.39
0.07
0.01
3335.97

SY+
C50
30.00
295.04

SY+
NTFP50
30.00
292.42

SY+
NTFPIOO
30.00
292.70

11.31
0.07
0.05
3238.27

11.17
0.07
0
3243.11

10.92
0.07
0
3135.24

Note: SY=sustainedyield(Table7.9),
SY+C100=sustainedyieldandaminimumof0.01 treesleft ineachdiameterclassandfor
allspeciesgroupsaftercutting,
SY+C50=sustained yield andaminimumof0.05trees left ineach diameterclass andfor
allspeciesgroupsafter cutting(Table7.11)
SY+NTFP50=sustainedyieldandloggingbanon50%oftheNTFPtrees(Table7.13)
SY+NTFPIOO=sustainedyieldandaloggingbanonallNTFPtrees(Table7.12)
Nmin=minimumnumberoftreesinanyspecies-sizeclass
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recapitulates steady state characteristics associated with different management options. In
general,theobjectives aremoreor lesscompatible for the analyzed levels.Thedeviationsof
the STV are less than 10%.The most important deviation comes from banning logging of all
NTFP trees which reduces the STV by 6.7%. It should be observed that this proportion is
equal to the proportion of NTFP trees inventoried in the forest. Therefore, one would expect
thatforests thataremorerich inNTFPtreeswill haveahigherreduction inlogging benefits.
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Chapter 8
TheoutcomesofTROPFOMS for theconversion ofthe Tropenbos
Cameroon research site

In thepreceding chapter, the effect of management options on the steady state characteristics
of the forest were presented and the trade off between alternative forest management
objectives were discussed in accordance with research objectives two and three. It should be
emphasized that the characteristics of the forest stands mentioned in chapter 7 constitute a
target which would be achieved once the forest is fully regulated. The harvest, the stand
structure andtherevenues shown therecannotbeobtained now,but arepossible inthe future,
providedthattheforest undergoesconversion anditsstructure isprogressively transformed.
This chapter addresses research objective 4 and studies the conversion of the forest at the
Tropenbos Cameroon research site.Itdealswiththemanagement options of thecurrent forest
which can lead to approaching the steady state ascharacterized in chapter 7. Insights intothe
conversion period are very important because the target steady state is an ideal situation
whichcanhardly bereached, butthisstategivesdirection tomanagement practices duringthe
conversion period, that is,thepresent andnear future.
Thequestions of interest in this chapter are: what actions are needed to convert a stand, how
long should the conversion period be and what financial returns can be expected from the
forest during conversion? These questions have been addressed for the cutting cycle of 30
years with the steady state structure of table 7.9, which was found to be optimal for timber
production. In general, the design of aconversion strategy requires acomparison between the
current stand structure and the target steady state structure. If the current structure has more
trees in anygiven species-size class,then the target structure can be achieved immediatelyby
removing all trees in excess by harvest and/or silvicultural operations. Otherwise the
conversion takes the time necessary to guide the forest towards the target structure by
harvesting and/or silvicultural operations. It should be noted that no attempt was made to
search for optimal characteristics of the conversion period. This was adopted to avoid
problems related with the linearity assumption of LP as mentioned in section 2.3.3. The
approach adopted consists of applying the new harvest rules defined with the desired steady
state repeatedly over an indefinite time period and approaching the desired steady state
gradually.
8.1Management actionsduring theconversion period
Table 8.1 provides a comparison between characteristics of the current average stand, and
characteristics of thesteady state stand before andafter harvest.Thetable shows that witha
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basal area of 33.98 m2/ha, the actual stand has not reached the maximum basal area before
harvest (40 m2/ha). Instead, it is at an intermediary state between the level to be left after
harvest at steady state (27.44 m2/ha) and the level before harvest. However, the number of
trees in the current forest (466.70 trees/ha) is greater than the one desired at steady state
before harvest (344.82 trees/ha), which means that on average trees are smaller in the current
forest than theywouldbeinthedesired steady statestand.
Acomparison of characteristics of different species groups also shows important differences.
Concerning the basal area, the current values are inferior to those of the steady state before
harvest except for group 3. However, things are considerably different for the number of
trees: all groups in the current stand have more trees than in the target steady state structure
except for group 4, the most valuable. It can also be remarked that groups 1 and 4 have
particularly low numbersof trees indiameter class 10,perhapsduetopast timber exploitation
which focused especially onthesetwogroups.
Figure 8.1 shows acomparison between the current stand structure and the structure targeted
at steady state after harvest and logging damage. It should be noted that the steady state
distribution shown inFigure 8.1concernsthesamestandasinFigure 7.1.However,theshape
of the curves are modified by the inclusion of the effects of harvest and damage. Harvest,
which is affecting the largest diameter class has given a downward trend to the curve at the
rightend,whiledamagehasbrought modifications mostlyattheleft endof thecurve.
The general course of action to be taken in the current forest is to bring the stocking of the
current stand down to the level of a steady state stand after harvest if possible. This means
removing trees in diameter classes where thecurve of the current stand is above thecurveof
the steady state. However, trees cannot be added in diameter classes for which the curve of
the current stand is below the one of the steady state.This can only be done by regeneration
andgrowth inthecourseoftime.Usingthisapproach itisapparent thatfor all speciesgroups,
there are trees in excess in diameter classes 1 and 2. This suggests that trees should be
removed in smaller diameter classes for all species groups. However, species group 3 is the
one which presents the most important excess in small trees. Table 8.2 gives a detailed
numerical account of the numbers of trees to be removed in each diameter class at the
beginning of the conversion period. It shows that if therule is followed rigorously about 200
trees/ha should be removed at the beginning of the conversion period representing a basal
areaof 17m2/ha.However, onlyamaximum of7.1trees/ha inclass 10will beconsidered for
logging. The remaining will be removed either by logging damage or by silvicultural
operations. Moreover, if the commercial interest is mostly on species group 1and 4 as it is
currently,only0.1trees/ha mayberemoved bylogging.
8.2Simulationsofthedurationoftheconversion period
The simulations done here aim at making projections of the evolution of the current forest
stand in the future. This allows monitoring the successive changes in the structure of the
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Table 8.2:Numbers of trees tobecut per species group and diameter class at the beginning
oftheconversion period
Diameter class
Species group 1
1
2.29
2
0.40
3
0.00
4
0.00
5
0.00
6
0.00
7
0.00
8
0.00
9
0.00
10
0.00
Total
2.69
Trees tobecut: 199.79 trees/ha

Speciesgroup 2
60.88
8.98
5.13
4.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.6
82.35
Basal area tobecut

Species group 3
67.3
23.98
7.67
4.16
3.37
1.92
0.46
0.00
0.00
4.40
113.26
17m2/ha

Species group4
1.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.10
1.49

forest standundermanagement from onecuttingcycletothenext one,until it issimilartothe
desired target structure. The general approach for the simulation of the conversion period
explained in the introductory remarks of this chapter is followed. The structure of the forest
30yearslaterisfound bycomputingequation 8.1

';.30

G%,0 +

£c,

(8.1)

Where:
Yj,3o =column vector of the number of trees of species groupj expected 30 years from the
beginningof theconversion period
Yj0 =a column vector of the number of trees left for species groupj after harvest, damage
andtreatment atthebeginningoftheconversion period6
G =thegrowth matrix
Ij=theaverageingrowth for speciesgroup,/'
Similarly, the structure of the stand can be projected for 60, 90, 120 years as shown in
equation 8.2.
';.309

'j, (30^-30)

•ZG%

6
Thevectorof stand structureatthebeginningoftheconversion period isestimated bysubtracting
from thecurrent average stand at theTCPresearch site all trees inexcess tothe steady statestand
structure. The steady state stand structure is the one shown in tables 7.9 and 8.1 in which cutand
damagearesubtracted.

(8.2)

120

Chapter8

Where:q=apositiveintegerdesignatingthenumberofcuttingcyclesfor which the projected
standstructure isestimated.
Tables 8.3 to 8.7 show the evolution of simulated stand characteristics after 30, 60, 90, 120
and 150years.The assumption is that trees are removed as indicated in table 8.2. Therefore,
the stand had 266.91 trees/ha and about 17 m2/ha after cutting trees at the beginning. Thirty
years later, the stand has gained 12.22 m2/ha of basal area and 64.42 trees/ha (Table 8.3).
Given that harvest will be concentrated on diameter class 10 only, the maximum harvest of
timber hasdecreased from 7.1trees/ha at year0to4.1trees/ha. However, the harvest in most
valuable species groups (1and4) hasgone upfrom 0.1 trees atthe beginning to0.36 trees/ha
at year 30.From year 30toyear60,the basal area before harvest has again increased by 3.39
m2/ha from 29.22 m2/ha to 32.61 m2/ha (Table 8.4). During the three cutting cycles from 60
years to 150 years the increase of the basal area before harvest changes positively by 2.49
m/ha, 1.03 m/haand0.30m /harespectively.Thesenumbersandacloserlookatchangesin
distribution of trees in the diameter classes reveal that the conversion to the steady state
structure will take 120 years during which the changes will be made in the forest. The basal
areawill changefrom 17m2/hain year0to36.13m2/ha in year 120.After 120years,species
group 1, which is the fastest growing (See section 6.1.1), will have reached the steady state
structure while the other groups will still be approaching that state.Thecut will then be 6.12
trees/hawhich isstill far from 11.42atsteady state,however, the harvest of the most valuable
species will already be 0.76 trees/ha which is closer to 0.83 trees/ha as expected at steady
statefor thesespeciesgroups.
The preceding observations show that a complete conversion may take many more cutting
cycles. However, the most important part of it is done during the first 120 years. After 120
years the structure of the stand converges gradually and almost asymptotically towards the
steady state. The analysis of the conversion period done later will focus on these first 120
years.
8.3Revenuesexpected duringtheconversion period
Thecalculations of the revenues during theconversion period will include the first 120years
and the estimation will be done using the Net Present Value (NPV).The difference between
the STV used in the preceding chapter and the NPV is that, the STV estimates the value ofa
land devoted to a certain type of forest production indefinitely, while the NPV estimates the
valueof forest management for afinite timehorizon. Inthecase of this study, the steady state
supposes an equilibrium over an infinite number of cutting cycles while the conversion is
supposed to take a certain number of cutting cycles. The formula of the NPV is shown in
equation 8.3.
NPV = y
—- Y
'-—
^ ( l +r)' ^ ( l +r)'
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Table 8.8: Expected cut (number of trees and volume per ha) and associated values (1000
FCFA)duringtheconversion period
Year

Species
group1

Species
group 2

0
30
60
90
120
Total

0.00
0.15
0.32
0.50
0.53
1.50

2.60
0.63
1.25
2.06
2.53
9.07

0
30
60
90
120
Total

0.00
2.45
5.23
8.17
8.65
24.50

38.27
9.27
18.40
30.32
37.24
133.51

0
30
60
90
120
Total

-3.69
148.88
324.90
504.48
537.55
1512.18

75.84
-195.19
-128.31
^1.74
9.12
-280.28

Species
group4

Species
group3

Total

Treescut per ha

0.10
0.21
0.14
0.18
0.23
0.86

7.10
4.10
4.55
5.57
6.12
27.44

1.59
3.33
2.22
2.86
3.65
13.65

102.21
59.13
66.09
81.45
89.65
398.56

213.65
449.07
299.82
378.99
479.78
1821.31

1283.45
1317.86
1328.99
1672.99
1856.97
7460.26

4.40
3.11
2.84
2.83
2.83
16.01
Volumecut(m 3/ha)
62.35
44.07
40.24
40.10
40.10
226.86
Value ofcut (1000 FCFAper ha)

997.65
915.10
832.58
831.26
830.52
4407.11

Thetermsoftheequations arethesameasdefined insection 4.4.2,however, //, indicatesthe
harvest expected at year t.Table 8.8 shows the expected harvests at different points in time.
All the harvests are done in diameter class 10 for all species, while table 8.9 gives the
maximum and minimum NPV.The minimum corresponds tothe case where only the species
groups 1 and 4 are commercialized and the maximum is when all the species groups are
commercialized.
The costs of management planning are those introduced in section 7.2.1 e. During the
conversion period, a total of 38.15 m3/ha to 398.56 m3/ha may be harvested depending on
whether the interest is only on the current most valuable species or on all species. It is more
likely to be between the two options. The volumes are estimated using the figures in Table
6.10 for individual trees. During that time, the expected total revenues will vary from
3,333,430 FCFA/ha to 7,460,270 FCFA/ha, and for a NPV between 395,650 FCFA/ha to
1,685,560FCFA/ha.
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Table8.9:Maximum andminimum NPV(1000FCFA)for adiscount rateof5%.

Year
0
30
60
90
120
Total

Minimum
value of
harvest
209.96
597.95
624.72
883.47
1017.33
3333.43

Maximum
value of
harvest
1283.45
1317.85
1328.99
1672.99
1856.99
7460.27

Costs of
management
Planning
28.00
28.00
28.00
28.00
28.00
140.00

Minimum
NPV
209.96
138.35
33.44
10.94
2.96
395.65

Maximum
NPV
1283.45
304.92
71.15
20.72
5.32
1685.56

8.4Conclusionontheconversionperiod
The simulations of the conversion period done in this chapter have been based on the
outcomespresented inchapter7andparticularly theonesin section 7.2 (Especially table7.9).
The main actions to be taken during the conversion consist of removing trees by timber
harvesting and silvicultural operations whenever there aretrees in excess as compared to the
steady state structure in Table 7.9. Timber harvesting for commercial purposes concerns
mainly trees of diameter class 10. However, logging damage is also accounted for in all
calculations of theconversion period. Figure 8.2 provides an illustrated comparison between
thesteadystateandthecurrentforest standandtheprojected stand structure 120yearslater.
When these actions are undertaken at the beginning of every cutting cycle, the conversion
period has shown to consist of two phases; one phase of 120 years during which there is
important progresstowardsthesteadystate,andasecondperiodnotdelimited herebut during
which the stand converges very slowly towards the steady state.At theend of the first phase,
thestandhasabasal areaofabout36m2/ha.
Timber harvesting is done at 30 years intervals during the conversion period. However, in
practice the amount harvested will depend on the market situation. It is possible to have a
NPVof morethan 396,000FCFA/hafor thefive cuttingcycles considered.
It should be emphasized that this course of action is not the only possibility, it is a strict
application of the outcomes in chapter 7.The forest manager can use the same methodology
butdecidetoorganizetheconversion with adifferent removal scheme.Forexample,onemay
think that 50%of the removal atthe beginning is high and hemayremove less,and the same
simulation can still bemade.
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Chapter 9
Reflections, conclusions and recommendations

The first four research objectives have been addressed in the preceding chapters. The current
chapter addressesthelast objective andreflects onthewholeresearch.
This studyistohelp identifying themost important elements neededfor the development ofa
tool to provide adequate technical and scientific support for decision-making in natural
tropical forest management. These elements concern the data needs, the methods for
analyzing the data, the equipment and the methodology for generating information about the
consequences of alternative management options.Inthischapter, keyelements that decideon
the quality of a system for supporting decision-making in tropical forest management are
highlighted. A critical review of TROPFOMS is In addition made in order to identify its
limitations.
9.1ThedesignofTROPFOMS anditsmathematical programming approaches
9.1.1 Reflections onthedesignofTROPFOMS
The ambition of this research is to put together a methodological tool that can assist forest
management decision-making within thecomplex ecological and socioeconomic environment
in which tropical forests are managed. This tool has been designed using available scientific
methods and techniques and information from many fields, and it is suggesting an approach
to combine these elements and procedures to process the information in order to obtain the
intended support. It uses quantitative information and provides quantitative guidance for
forest management atthestandlevel.
The importance of the issues addressed bythe output of TROPFOMS for forest management
is self-evident. These issues relate to the key management parameters listed in section 2.3.3.
However, there may be criticism about the level of analysis and the quantitative approach
adopted.
Infact, many aspects of forest management arequalitative and this particularly applies tothe
case of tropical forests. For example, cultural values of forests and forest use by the local
population are hard to quantify, and so are the political motivations of a government which
designs forest policy. However, the attractiveness of aquantitative analysis isthat itprovides
a common language for different stakeholders in forest management. Quantitative analytical
methods also allow the analysts to be more neutral in their analyses. After all, the primary
role of an analyst is to provide decision makers with a basis for their decisions, and it is the
task of decision makers to combine quantitative and qualitative information while making
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decisions. Thus, the quantitative support provided by TROPFOMS can be combined with
qualitative information tohelpin decision-making.
Similarly, concerning the level of analysis, stand level information does not constitute the
only source of information needed for forest management at the Forest Management Unit
(FMU) level. For example, more information on land utilization types, land suitability, land
ownership and public forest policy is needed for land use planning and zoning at the forest
level. However, stand level information should be incorporated in decision-making on a
forest use atthe FMU level. One of the interests of the design of TROPFOMS is that it puts
together many aspects at the stand level. The intention of this research is not to assist in
makingthecomplete rangeof decisionsrequired in tropical forest management, buttomakea
contribution totheinformation neededatstandlevel.

9.1.2Reflections onthemathematicalprogramming approachesofTROPFOMS
TROPFOMS includes Linear Programming (LP) as an optimization technique to obtain
steady state stand characteristics. In addition, numerical simulations are used to make
projections regarding the conversion period. LP is the most commonly used mathematical
programming technique. It is an efficient and proven way to obtain optimal solutions for
problems asdefined inthis study (Winston, 1987).The advantage of LPis that itcan be used
inawiderangeof situations anditslogicissimpletounderstand. However, themain problem
ofLPrestsonmeeting itsunderlyingassumptions (Seesection 5.3).
In this case, the non-negativity assumption poses no problem. However, the linearity
assumption makes itdifficult toinclude thecutting cycle as adecision variable.To overcome
such an obstacle, successive values of the cutting cycle were used in a step-wise simulation
approach that can lead to a sub-optimal solution concerning the cutting cycle. However, the
fact that thegrowth period (Seesection 4.4.le) isfive years longdoes not leave muchchoice,
onlycutting cycles that are multiples of five years could beexamined meaningfully. Another
point of concern is the available knowledge about the system to be modeled. The solutions
provided byLPare asgood asour knowledge of the system. Limitations in the knowledgeof
the system are further discussed in section 9.2. The information about the management
environmentcertainlyhasshortcomings,butitwasthebest available.Thepositive sideisthat
it makes clear what information is needed and determines which one is lacking (See section
9.2).

9.1.3Conclusion onthereflectionsaboutthedesignandthemathematicalprogramming
approachesofTROPFOMS
The design of TROPFOMS uses information about the management environment expressed
in quantitative terms and produces figures that can support forest management decisionmaking. The output of TROPFOMS has to be combined with other information at the forest
level to provide a morecomplete basis for decision-making. The mathematical programming
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techniques used are well proven techniques, nevertheless, the usefulness of the outcomes
dependsontheinputtothemodel.
To implement the methodology of TROPFOMS, good computing ability is needed,
particularly a mathematical programming package such as AIMMS which was used in this
study and a computer which has a sufficient capacity (24 to 32 megabytes (MB) of Random
AccessMemory(RAM)).
9.2Reflection onthedataneedsandmethodsofanalysis
Thequality of theoutcomeof TROPFOMS dependsmuch on thecoefficients and parameters
used.Thesecoefficients andparameters concern characteristics of forest stands,market prices
of timber products and the local use of forest products. The information that is necessary to
implement andrunTROPFOMSincludes:
• Adefinition of species groups based onboth thegrowth habits of different species andthe
marketpricesof timberproducts
• Transition probabilities which areestimated onthebasisof diameter increments of treesof
each species group.The diameter increments areobtained from periodic measurements of
alltreesinPSPs.In addition,anestimation of theingrowth intothesmallest diameterclass
isneededaswell asanestimation of mortality.
• The stumpage prices expressed per tree for each species group and diameter class. The
stumpageprices arederived onthebasis of market prices of logs (ortimber products),and
information on logging waste and logging costs. All information on logging is expressed
perspeciesgroupandsizeclassandpreferably inrelation tologgingintensity.
• Adiscountrate.
• Themaximum stocking achievableexpressed asthemaximum basal areaperhectarethata
stand can reach. This information may not be necessary if a significant relationship
between standgrowth andstanddensitycanbeestablished.
• Logging damage to the residual stand estimated as number of trees destroyed during
logging operations for different species groups and diameter classes. The damage to the
residual standshouldbeexpressed inrelation tologging intensity.
• Themaximum proportion of thebasal area whichcan beremoved from a stand by logging
andsilviculture.
• The list and use of tree species bythe local population with special emphasis on the ones
which arealsoharvested bylogging.
• Theproportion ofNTFPtreesthat management wishestopreserve.
• Theminimum numberof treesperspecies-size classthat management wishestopreserve.
Among all this information, the definition of species groups, the transition probabilities and
the stumpage prices are basic for any outcome. For that reason it appears to be important to
payspecial attention tothem.
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9.2.1 Methodsofanalysisanddataneedsforforest standscharacterization
Speciesgrouping.Natural tropical forest stands show agreat deal of heterogeneity duetothe
high species diversity as well as their size diversity. This heterogeneity is an interesting
feature for the multiplicity of uses that can be made of these forests, but it makes modeling
difficult. It is generally agreed that species should be grouped according to some criteria and
modeling and/or management would use species groups instead of individual tree species.
Species grouping is done in almost every forest management organization throughout the
tropical world.However, asinevitable astree species grouping maybefor forest management
purposes,itappearsworth noting thatpoolingtree species togroups,monitoring of speciesof
special interest for conservation or other purposes is disadvantaged. Therefore, if there are
tree species of special interest, forest management should record these during forest
inventories anddeal with theirspecial issuewhen designingoptions.
Two approaches have in the past been used to aggregate tree species: an approach based on
the commercial status of species, used mainly by forest management services and forest
managers and a second approach based on diameter increment. Different techniques have
been investigated by researchers (Meldthal et ah, 1985; Vanclay, 1991b; Atta-Boateng and
Moser, 1998). The choice of using just one variable as the basis is inconvenient for
projections needed in forest management planning.Onone hand, thechoice of using onlythe
commercial statusdoesnotallowtomakeprojections onfuture yields whileontheotherhand
a grouping based on the diameter increment solely makes it difficult to make projections on
values.
The approach used for grouping species within TROPFOMS bases species aggregation on
both thecommercial value andthediameter increment with astatistical method that is cluster
analysis. This approach has interesting potentials provided that reliable data are available.
However, a potential criticism against the species grouping made in this study is that the
method assigned a commercial timber value to all species within a group, which may be
different from market reality because all species arenotcurrentlycommercialized ataregular
basis, and thus the value projected may be inflated. But, it can also be argued that assigning
commercial values to all species is positive because given the changes in the market, species
not commercialized currently may have potentials to be better known in the future and
commercialized more regularly. When industrial logging started in Cameroon earlier this
century, the focus was only on Ebony (Diospyroscrassiflora)and now more than 50 tree
species areexported from thecountry.
Growth andyield module.The ability of making projections of future stand characteristics is
essential inall approaches of forest management planning for timber production. In temperate
forestry and especially for even-aged stands, models for predicting growth and yield exist
already for alongtime.However, uneven-aged stands are morecomplex and themodelingof
their growth and yield has developed more slowly. Nevertheless, techniques now exist and
recent developments have been substantial because of easy access to computers with a high
level of performance. Amongthemethods used in growth and yield modeling of uneven-aged
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forests is the transition matrix method. Initially it has been criticized for the assumptions it
includes, but it has gained more and more acceptance. The attractiveness of the transition
matrix approach lies in its simplicity and it has been subject to many improvements, which,
however, havedecreased itssimplicity asshown inchapter2.
One of the most important difficulties encountered in using transition matrices relates to the
lack of data for the estimation of transition probabilities. Working with data collected in
temperate forests for decades, most authors, such as Michie and Buongiorno (1984), have
preferred the use of simple proportions to estimate these probabilities. For the current
research such data could not be obtained due to the lack of PSPs. In addition, simple
proportions are not very suitable because some species groups may have no trees or only a
few trees in some diameter classes, thus making proportions meaningless. It appears then
desirable to develop some function that can use available data to estimate the probabilities
needed. The logistic function wasusedfor thatpurpose in this study and it has shown aquite
interesting significance for some variables. But the analysis was not completely satisfactory
due to the quality of data, which limited the sensibility of the model to stand conditions.
Difficulties cameparticularly from thefailure toobtain significant effects of thebasal areaon
the ingrowth and the upgrowth probabilities. The basal area is considered an important
variable and this research does not intend to contradict that, but the lack of significance
encountered rather results from the quality of the available data. As mentioned in chapter 6,
the range of variation was possibly too small to capture the importance of the basal area.
Vanclay (1991b) alluded to such problems by regretting that: "Although experimental data
areextensively usedindeveloping plantation's growth models,itis morecommon todevelop
growth models for mixed forests solely from passive monitoring data." He later pointed out
that there is areal danger that attempts to describe the behavior of the stand as a function of
stand density may be confounded by other factors or fail. Another aspect of competition not
incorporated in this study, as in most studies of growth and yield for tropical forests, is
competition among different species groups. It is possible that different species groups
compete witheach otherinspecial waysthatneedtobe investigated.
Growth data. Modeling growth and yield requires a number of permanent sampling plots
where all trees are measured periodically and records are kept, so that the evolution of
individual trees may betraced over time.Amajor problem of this research wasthat there are
no such plots in Cameroon. The data used were collected in another African tropical country
(Liberia) and used in combination with information collected in Cameroon. This represents a
serious limitation in the use of the model for practical applications, but hardly affects the
theoretical analysis applied. Itcan bearguedthat,becausetheneededinformation ondiameter
increments is lacking in Cameroon, technical decisions are anyhow made at best on the basis
of comparison with data from countries with similar forests. For example, Durrieu-deMadron andForni (1997) used acombination of datafrom Cameroon and theCentral African
Republic to propose a methodology for determining the cutting cycle for forests in East
Cameroon. In the absence of information collected on the site, sound methodologies using
imported data arestill of interest.
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The number of plots needed should be a function of the heterogeneity of the forest. In any
case, it is advised to have more than 50 plots of one hectare per forest type (Synnott, 1979)
measured periodically every two to five years. In the case of this study, the periodicity was
right but only data from 20 plots where used and remeasured once with a five-year interval.
The small number of plots and the fact that only two separate measures were taken made the
datasetskinnyfor somespeciesgroupsanddiameterclasses,even after grouping.

9.2.2Methodsanddatafor thederivation ofstumpageprice
The residual approach which helped to derive the stumpageprice for this research is a rather
standard and widely used method for estimating such prices.The value of the raw material is
obtained with this method after subtracting all availability costs from the sale price of related
market products. The method is well accepted and does not present a source of problems in
this study. However, a few problems may be mentioned in relation to the data. The
application of the residual approach in this research can be criticized because the costs
incorporated in the analysis include taxes that are paid to the government. The incorporation
oftaxesascostsmeansthattheanalysisisdonefrom thestandpoint of theforest managerand
notthe society asawhole.Such acriticism may appearpertinent, but thedecisions supported
by TROPFOMS usually confront the management at the concession level. Therefore, the
primary users of the forests which are the local populations in and around the forest and the
industrial logger are the first concerned. It should be noted that expenditures for the
development of local infrastructure and fees due to local communities were not included. In
Cameroon, itisrequired bylaw that an agreement bereached between theconcessionaire and
thelocal populations about thecontribution oftheloggingcompanytothedevelopment ofthe
local infrastructure within the first three years of concession holding. These three years are
devoted tomanagement planning.In addition, for sales of standing volumes, 1 000 FCFA/m3
of timber harvested should be given directly to the local populations. Therefore, the analysis
is not done only for the logging company but for both the local population and the logging
company. In addition, logging taxes are low in Cameroon and are not expected to change a
greatdeal ofthesolutions obtained.
The salepriceschosen arethe FOBprices for logsasthese arethe best documented pricesin
Cameroon. The difficulty related with the data on prices is that they do not show variations
with the size of the log as some market realities suggest. Instead, only average prices were
obtained. To overcome this difficulty, theoretical assumptions were made in section 7.2.1b.
Nevertheless, there is a need for a stronger basis to portray the relationships between the log
sizeandprice.
The most important limitation comes from the logging costs. To improve the quality of the
outcomes, it is desirable to have information about the variation of logging costs with the
diameter of the trees being logged and with logging intensity. There are at least two reasons
why the stumpage value per unit volume is expected to be a function of the diameter. One
reason isthat, logging wastepercubic meter harvested tends to be higher for trees of smaller
diameters than for trees of large diameters. Therefore, the commercialization coefficient
which was defined in chapter 4 as the ratio of the marketable volume to the volume of
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stumpageestimated on standing trees during forest inventory before logging, will decrease as
the diameter increases (CTFT, 1972; Fourier-Djimbi and Fouquet, 1998). The other reason
stems from the fact that logging costs are higher for trees of smaller diameter than for the
onesof biggerdiameter whenexpressed perunit volume.Thisisbecause there aresome fixed
costs per tree harvested. Thus small trees with less volume have higher fixed costs per unit
volume. Some of such costs are thecosts of the times spent by a skidder or a felling crew to
walk from one tree after felling to the next. Unfortunately, the available data did not allow
differentiating between logging costs of trees of various size classes and different logging
intensities.
Another shortcoming from the data on logging costs results from the transitional phase in
which the logging industry in Cameroon was when the data was collected. The tax system
wasnot stable.Forexample,with theformer regulations,there wasafixed annual perhectare
tax for holding a logging concession granted for five years.This tax was not due for logging
companies that were granted one year "ventes de coupe". The new regulations made
provisions for thesametypeof taxesbutnew concessions werenot yetissued andonly"vente
de coupe" were granted to loggers with less taxes. For that reason, the logging costs in this
research may have been underestimated compared to the reality faced by the logger when
holdingconcessions,which arenowgranted for 15 years.

9.2.3Conclusion onthedataneedsandmethodsofanalysisforforest standcharacterization
The data used are the best currently available and the methods for their analysis seem
scientifically satisfactory. However, significant improvements of TROPFOMS outputscan be
obtained if the information included in the system is more specific to south Cameroon and
moreprecise.Specifically, there isaneed tohavegrowth data from PSPs established in south
Cameroon which include enough variation in basal area in order to improve the sensitivityof
the system to stand stocking level. The outcomes can further be improved if the stumpage
prices aredetermined more specifically not only by species group, but also by diameter class
and in relation tologging intensity. Such adetermination of stumpage price will require more
information about the relationships between logging waste and tree size on one hand, and
loggingcostsandtreesizeontheotherhand.
9.3Reflections ontheoutcomesof TROPFOMS
The system designed uses matrix algebra, linear programming and numerical simulations.
Theoutcomes relateboth tothe standcharacteristics at steady state andduring theconversion
period.
9.3.1Theoutcomesrelatedtothesteady state
The outcomes in chapter 7 suggest a steady state with a cutting cycle of 30 years for the
sustainable production of timber and a cut as high as 117 m3/ha or 11.42 trees/ha which
corresponds to aPAI (See section 4.2 for definition) of 3.9 m3/ha/year.Part of the discussion
about these figures was done in section 7.4.1. Such a harvest may seem too high when
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compared tothecurrent levels inCameroon where0.5 to 1tree/ha are harvested with 6to 10
m3/ha
/ha(Eba'a,
(Eba'a,1998b;
1998b;van
vander
derHout
Houtand
andvan
vanLeersum,
Leersum,1998).However, two points are worth
keepinginmindintheexamination ofthesenumbers.
The first one is that the harvest now is very selective and concerns species of group 1and 4
almost exclusively. Thus, if the market remains the same as now only about one to two
trees/ha would be harvested at steady state with a volume of 15 to 25 m3/ha. However,
because of the time span involved, the market is unlikely to stay the same. In fact, when
observing the changes that have occurred in the history of logging in Cameroon (Eba'a,
1998b) and other African countries, there is a tendency towards diversification of species
harvested. That tendency can be expected tocontinue either because of the exhaustion of the
most valuablespeciesand/orbetterknowledge of othertimber speciesresulting from ongoing
efforts for theirpromotion.Theoutcomesof the model aremaximums because all speciesare
includedintheestimationoftimbercuts.
The second point is that these values represent the expected harvest at steady state and not
what can be obtained now from the current forest. To obtain such a forest structure many
cuttingcyclesofconversion shouldfirstbecompleted.
Concerning the length of the cutting cycle, it falls within the range of values already
suggested for the management of tropical forests. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
inclusion of ingrowth estimations and transition probabilities that are more sensitive to basal
area may reduce this cutting cycle to a lower value.This is because there will be a tendency
that thegrowth ratedeclines with the length of thecutting cycle.This makes it less beneficial
to maintain the growing stock with a discount rate that will stay constant while the stand
growthdeclines.
The suggested cutting cycle of 30 years or shorter goes in an opposite direction of the recent
suggestions of cutting cycles for management of tropical forests in south Cameroon and
elsewhere inAfrica. Most of theexisting estimations arebased on professional judgment, but
moreandmoreestimations arebasedonscientific ortechnical arguments.Durrieu deMadron
and Forni (1997) suggested a cutting cycle of 30 years for primary forests in east Cameroon
and a longer harvesting periodicity for secondary forests. In the management plan of the
Lokoundje Nyong permanent forest in south Cameroon, the cutting cycle has estimated tobe
40 years (Poulin-Theriault Inc., 1998). In Ghana, the cutting cycle has shifted recently from
25yearsto40years(Nolan andGarthey, 1992).In all these and in manyothercases thebasic
reasoningistoestimate thetimeperiod that isnecessaryfor thecurrent forest torecover after
logging.Inotherwords,sayaforest standnow has Vm3/haof growing stock and aharvesting
occurs that takes away h m3/ha and leaves V0 m3/ha. The question tackled in these cases is
then: how many years of growth does it require to the reserve growing stock Va to be
increased byh and become equal to Vagain? Such an approach assumes that the stockingof
the forest at the beginning is the best capable of meeting management objectives. Thus,
knowledge of the current structure of the forest and the growth rhythm of different species
groups that constitute the stand is enough to simulate the time needed to make up for the
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harvest damage and reach the initial stocking. Durrieu de Madron and Forni (1997) give a
good illustration of such a line of thinking as they proposed the use of the "pourcentage de
reconstitution" (percentage of reconstitution) to estimate timber harvesting periodicity (or
cutting cycle).Their definition of the percentage of reconstitution isgiven byequation 9.1 as
follows.

[NJl-A)](l-a)T

%Re= 1 0 0 — -

—
NP

—

(9.1)

Where:
%Re = percentage of reconstitution of the number of stems that were above the DME at year
0,
N0=numberof treesinthethreeorfour diameterclassesimmediatelybelow theDME,
A=rateof loggingdamage,
a = mortalityrate,
T=timeneededfor atreeinagiven diameterclasstogrowuptothenextdiameterclass
NP- numberof mature (DBH > DME)treesinthestandatyear0.
To calculate Re with this formula, only inventory data and growth characteristics are needed.
For different values of multiples of T,it is possible to find out the time that is necessary to
have Re=100, which means the stand will have recovered from timber exploitation entirely.
However, based on a subjective professional judgment one can also desire to reconstitute a
proportion of theharvestdifferent from theinitial one.
The basic concern of the above mentioned approach is to determine the cutting cycle and the
harvesting rules in relation to some level of wood production. In fact, if data allow it would
be better to determine the number of years after logging for which the highest PAI is
obtained.
In contrast to the preceding line of thought, the reasoning in this research does not suppose
that the structure of theinitial forest istheonetomaintain,but it looks for the stand structure
that is best capable of meeting forest management objectives at any given cutting cycle.The
production of timber in a sustainable way per se is not seen as an objective here, but income
generation through sustainable timber production, nature conservation and improved living
conditions for the local populations through production of NTFP are the actual objectives.
Therefore, in addition to growth and inventory data, other aspects such as the characteristics
of the timber product market or the plant species utilized by the local population are
incorporated. This can result in a tendency to reduce the cutting cycle also because the
opportunity costsof both land andcapital aretaken intoaccount.
Another important point that may affect the outcomes for the steady state is the maximum
basal area set at40 m2/ha.Theconstraint was included to limit the growth since the expected
relationship between stand growth and stand density was not established with the available
data.Thevalueof40m2/hamayappeartoohigh,which means theresultingcuttingcyclesare
probably longer. However, the observations of Bibani (1996) on the TCP research site show
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that, although the average stand has a basal area of about 34 m2/ha, the actual basal area of
individual plots varied from 30 to 40 m2/ha. Therefore, since the interest was to set a
maximum and not an average, it appeared reasonable to chose 40 m2/ha. Nevertheless, it
would be better to avoid setting such a maximum if better information on the relationship
between standdensityandstandgrowthexists.

9.3.2Outcomes relatedtotheconversionperiod
The outcomes for theconversion period have been obtained in the case of a strict application
of the cutting rules for the target steady state in chapter 7.The basic actions to be conducted
during the conversion period consist of removing trees not only by timber harvesting and
related damage, but also by silvicultural operations to orient the forest towards the desired
structure.Thisresulted inremoving 50%of thebasal areaat the beginning of the conversion
period. It is believed that such a strict application may be the fastest approach to move
towards the steady state. However, such an approach may be questionable on ecological and
socialconsiderationsespeciallybecauseofthehigh level ofremoval.
In fact, because the conversion period did not undergo an optimization sequence but was
rathersimulated, someroom isleft for themanagertouseprofessional judgment and adoptan
intensityof actions toorient thestand towards thesteady state.Forexample the managermay
avoidremoving treesof species groups 1and4 at thebeginning and focus more on removing
trees of the less valuable species. This may allow trees of the most valuable groups to be
removed in later cycles when they will have reached commercial sizes. This may extent the
conversion periodbutmayprovemoreinterestingonfinancial grounds.
In any case, it should be reminded that the steady state will probably never be achieved
because of the time span involved. For aperiod as long as 120years, it is almost certain that
management objectives will change during that long period. Then the estimated steady state
will no longer be suited to best meet the revised objectives. Similarly, the technological
environment will progressandnew techniques and parameters specifications will lead tonew
solutions. Nevertheless, the interest of these solutions is that they help orient the course of
action today with the long-term future horizon in mind, and today's concern about the future
isonecentralelement ofthenotion of sustainability.

9.3.3Conclusionsonthe outcomes
The numerical outcomes of this research presented many interesting points as mentioned in
previous sections. These outcomes are obtained not in the interest of maximizing wood
production, but with the idea of achieving better satisfaction of management objectives
beyond wood production. Therefore, it is important to include in the analysis more
information thanonlystandcharacteristics.
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However, when examining these outcomes one should have in mind that: "the purpose of
mathematical programming is insight, not numbers" (Dykstra, 1984). An important
suggestion that can be retained from these outcomes is that it is possible to find a more
valuable stand structure that can generate higher income levels through logging in the future,
in coexistence with other objectives. Compared with the current logging intensity, it is
possible to achieve a higher timber harvest in south Cameroon in the future and maintain it.
However, silvicultural operations seem necessary in order to modify the structure of forest
stands.
Cuttingcyclesof 30yearsorabit lowerareviableoptionsandpossiblythemost attractive for
production forests where sustainable production of timber is foreseen. At each cutting cycle,
itisbettertoharvesttrees that havereached themaximum size.Theconversion period should
take a long time (more than 100 years), but while undergoing conversion, positive financial
returnscanbeattainedfrom forest management.
This study confirms theconclusions of van Dijk (in press) that generation of income through
timber production and otherforest productions for the benefit of the local populations donot
have ahigh level of incompatibility. Ononehand,acomplete ban of timber harvesting of the
critical treespecies that areof interest for both the loggingcompany and the local populations
results inadecreaseof lessthan 7%of the STV.Ontheotherhand, it isexpected that cutting
treesof NTFP species which have 100cm of diameter or more as suggested by the outcomes
here, will not have an important impact on the supply of forest products to the local
populations. This is because these trees with a DBH of 100 cm or more will have been
producing products of interest to the local populations for some decades. Cutting these trees
mayhelpregeneration of NTFPspecies,andtreessmallerthantheoneseligiblefor harvesting
are able to supply the local populations with needed forest products. However, management
should check the current inventory of these trees and take special measures if there are
irregularities inregeneration. Oneof theobservations made byvan Dijk and Wiersum (1999)
is that "the most limiting factor to further development of NTFP extraction from the natural
forest is the relative low density of NTFP species rather than damage caused by commercial
logging",which goesinthesamedirection astheconclusion of thisstudy.
Similarly, a strong incompatibility between timber production and species-size diversity has
not been established with TROPFOMS. The outcomes of all runs of TROPFOMS under
different assumptions suggest that all the species groups will be rather substantially
represented inthesteady statestand.Inaddition,itispossibletohave at leastonetreepersize
class and per species group within 50 hectares at steady state without important sacrifice in
financial returns. The possibility of having a representation of all species-size classes within
smaller areas seems to be more limited by the growth characteristics of different groups than
bytimber harvesting.
9.4Final conclusions
The overall objective of this research was the development of a system which can support
decision-making for the management of natural tropical forests. This overall objective was
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subdivided into five specific objectives as presented in section 3.2.2. The main points which
canberetained inaccordance withthespecific objectives andrelated research questionsare:
a) A methodological tool was developed and given the acronym TROPFOMS. It provides
quantitative information at stand level to support decision-making for tropical forest
management. The information obtained from TROPFOMS concerns the optimum cutting
cycle and stand structure both for the steady state and the conversion period. To provide
support for forest management the system combines information from forest stands,
timber products markets, use of the forest by the local population and ecological
limitations of the forests. In addition, characteristics of the logging techniques used and
thestatement of management objectives areneeded.
b) The system developed is based on tree species groups.The basic coefficients included in
the systemrelatetothe growth characteristics of forest stands and market pricesof timber
products. The growth characteristics are incorporated in the form of transition
probabilities, which permits to make growth and yield projections. The timber market
information is included asstumpageprices and it permits toestimate the timber valuesof
forest stands at different points in time. Tree species were grouped by cluster analysis
based on both diameter increment and FOB prices of logs.Transitions probabilities were
estimated by logistic regression analysis while stumpage prices are derived by residual
approach.
c) The optimal cutting cycle obtained for sustainable timber production was estimated tobe
30 years. The steady state harvest for species that are currently commercialized was
estimated at 13.41 m3/ha but can raise as high as 117 m3/ha if all the species are
harvested.The harvestingruleonlyallowscutting oftrees of 100cm of diameterormore.
The structure of the stand before harvest is constituted by all species groups with a
negative exponential distribution of trees among diameter classes. Such a distribution is
characteristic for uneven-aged forest stands.
d) The average forest stand at the TCP research site shows important differences with the
desired steady state structure. The total number of trees per hectare is currently higher.
However, for the most commercialized species group, this number is smaller. It would
require about 120years toconvert thecurrent forest stand at theTCP research site to the
desired steady state structure, but during the conversion timber harvest with positive
financial returnsispossible.
e) The objective of income generation can be achieved simultaneously with the use of the
forest bythe local population without important consequences to income due tothis use.
Similarly, it is possible to have at least one tree of every species group in every diameter
class within an area of 50 ha without important reduction of financial returns from
logging.
9.5 Recommendations
9.5.1Recommendationsfor policyandmanagement
• Increase of minimum diameters for felling (DMEs). One of the most important
measures taken to promote sustainable management in Cameroon is the utilization of
DME.From this study, it can be concluded that the use of DMEs is a legitimate tool for
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the sustainable management of tropical forests. The optimization has also proposed a
harvesting policy for the commercial species, which consists of harvesting trees from a
certain diameterclass onwards.However, thedifference is that all the harvest here occurs
only atthe highest diameter class, which disagrees with the current setting of DMEs (See
section 6.1.1). The suggestion is that current DMEs are low, it is both economically and
ecologically sound to raise the DME towards the maximum size of trees of each group.
Raising theDMEs for all species tobearound 100cm (about the maximum sizefor every
species group) will lead to a decrease of the harvest at the beginning of the conversion
period with the current characteristics of timber products markets, but will increase the
valueofforest standsinthelongrun.
Silviculturaloperations.Another important point to beconsidered bythe management is
the necessity of opening up the forest stand by removing trees to allow more growth. If
trees of species groups 2 and 3 are not demanded in the market, it is recommended to
remove trees of these groups to make room for more growth of higher valued species.
Removing trees of these groups is not necessarily done by logging operations.
Silvicultural techniques maybeused with lessdamagethan logging.
Periodicityof timber harvesting. The cutting cycle to be adopted should be around 30
years in production forests. However, slightly lower values may be acceptable because it
is anticipated that if the model becomes sensitive to stand density, it will recommend a
reduction of the cutting cycle (See also section 9.3.1). In general, the outcomes suggest
having more frequent harvests than 40 years or more, but smaller harvests because the
DMEwillbeincreased.
Computations equipment and trained personnel. The research as a whole has
highlighted the complexity of the computations to be performed for adequate technical
support to forest management decision-making. It is therefore important for the
management to acquire the necessary logistic equipment for the needed computations. In
general, a computer with adequate capacity (about 24 to 32 MB RAM) is sufficient. In
addition, trained manpower capable of using the software adequately as well as planning
and implementing silvicultural prescriptions should be present. It is presently not in the
habitsof loggingcompanies tohavesuchpersonnel amongtheir staff.
Information base and archives. The quality of the information on which the analysis
made with TROPFOMS is based, is of primary importance. Therefore, management
should carefully archive all information related to all management activities to improve
thequalityof future analyses.All information aboutthequality andthequantities of forest
products harvested as well as various costs and benefits should be well gathered and
stored.
Permanent Sample plots. In order to improve forest management gradually, a good
monitoring system of the forest is needed. It is necessary that for each forest type, a
numberof PSPsbemaintained.
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9.5.2Recommendationsforfurtherresearch
In order to improve the outcomes of TROPFOMS and implement them more confidently,
moreresearch isneededinrelation tothefollowing items:
• Silviculture. The importance of removing trees in orderto achieve theexpected harvest at
steady state has been shown in chapter 7. Similarly, in chapter 8 the steady state is
approached by tree removal during the conversion period. Not all trees removed are
harvested for timber production because of market characteristics. Therefore silvicultural
operations are necessary. In orderto obtain the desired results, more knowledge is needed
to assess the impact of silvicultural treatments on stand dynamics in general and on tree
growth in particular. In addition, the costs of treatments should be studied in comparison
withthegainsingrowth.
• Growth andyield.The information on stand growth and yield is akey factor on which all
outcomes depend. One weakness of this research is that it relies on growth information
gatheredoutsideCameroon (Seesection 9.2.1).Therefore itisof primaryimportance thata
network of PSPs be established and monitored properly in south Cameroon. Such a
network should consist of at least 50 plots of one hectare per forest type, and all trees
should be monitored irrespective of their current commercial status. These PSPs should
provide a framework within which the effects of changes in stand density on growth and
ingrowth willbe investigated.
• Maturity of tree species. One constraint incorporated in the analysis was to restrict
harvesting to mature trees that have been in a reproductive stage for a number of years.
This was necessary because the system relies on natural regeneration. It makes sense to
leave to a tree an opportunity to reproduce before it can be harvested. Therefore, a more
accurate knowledge of the relationship between tree size and reproductive maturity is
needed. Astudy should beconducted todetermine at which sizes different species groups
start toproduceenough viableseeds.
• Ecological information. A few ecological constraints were introduced, such as the
restriction on the proportion of basal area permitted to beremoved. The values usedcame
from common practice described in the literature. There is a need to improve the
understanding of thesensitivity ofecological variablestologging.
• Loggingefficiency, costsanddamage.Inaddition togrowth and yield,thestumpageprice
is oneof the main factors that determine the steady state as well as the conversion period.
Therefore thereisaneedtoobtain an accurateestimation of stumpage price.However,the
stumpage price is affected by logging efficiency and costs. In this research a need has
comeuptocharacterize therelationship between thetotal volumeharvested,the sizeofthe
trees and the logging costs expressed in FCFA/m3.Similarly, it is important to know how
logging waste varies with the size of the trees and how logging damage is distributed
between different size classes. All these themes need to be studied to improve the needed
insight obtained while modeling forest management with the methodological tool
presentedhere.
• Theutilization offorest by the localpopulation. The research presented here has used
information about the utilization of forest by the local population. The information about
forest use by the local population should be better developed to include not only NTFP
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trees and other plants, but also non-plant products. In addition, it appears that not all the
existingNTFPtreeseffectively supplythe local populations with theneeded products.The
understanding of the way the local population chooses NTFP supplier trees should be
developed in order to better conceive the type of restrictions to be imposed on timber
harvesting to guarantee proper supply of the local populations with desired products.
Similarly, it is important to improve the understanding of the effects of logging and
silvicultural treatmentsonNTFPsuppliertrees.
Royalties. Sensitivity of forest management to royalties should be investigated. Such an
investigation will allowtoobtain moreinsight intothewaytropical forest managementcan
better contribute to generating government revenues, and the way a forest revenue system
can contribute tosustainable forest management.
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Summary

SUMMARY

Natural forests play an important role in the economy of Cameroon, at both the national and
local levels. At the national level, logging, which takes place exclusively in natural forests,
contributes by about 7% to the Gross Domestic Product and by 20% to the export of
Cameroon. At the local level, the forests constitute a life support system for the populations
who collect non-timber forest products in it. The Government of Cameroon has made a
number of efforts in recent years to create adequate settings for the sustainable management
of the Cameroon's forests. Despite those efforts, there is still a general sense that in
Cameroon, like in most tropical countries, forests are not managed in a sustainable way.
There are concerns about both the degradation of forests resources and the failure of the
forestry sector to contribute as much as it potentially can to the improvement of the well
beingofCameroon nationals.
The poor forest management practices which still prevail in Cameroon, result from both an
inadequate institutional context and insufficient scientific and technical knowledge. To
gradually decrease the problem of insufficient knowledge in tropical forestry many research
projects have been undertaken. However, the research efforts concentrate on developing
silvicultural systems and more and more on predicting growth and yield of forest stands.
Research on supporting decision-making for forest management has been negligible in
tropical forestry. This is true despite the fact that forest management planning, in which
decision-making plays an important role, is recognized tobe vital for the quest of sustainable
forest management. Decisions related to management parameters of production forests, such
as the cutting cycle, stocking level and structure, and the need to incorporate silvicultural
treatments have by and large been based on subjective experience of decision-makers or at
best,onfragmented scientific knowledge indifferent sub-disciplines of forestry.
The research presented here was initiated from the thought that forest management planning
involves making decisions to affect the forest now and in the future. Therefore, it should use
the best available methods, which combine knowledge collected in different scientific fields
to support decision-making and generate practical management strategies for field
implementation. From this line of thinking, ageneral objective of theresearch was conceived
as: to design a system which can support decision-making for the management of natural
tropical forests. This general objective was further differentiated in five specific objectives
listedas:
1. To design a system for supporting decision-making with respect to the management of
tropical forests.
2. To assess the effects of different management options on the economic returns of the
loggingenterprise aswell asonthestructure of theforest at steadystate.
3. To provide insights into the trade off between income generation through sustainable
timber harvesting and the use of the forest by the local population on the one hand, and
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between income generation through sustainable timber production and nature
conservation ontheotherhand.
4. To derive recommendations for conversion of the current forest at the Tropenbos
Cameroon Programme (TCP)research siteintoasteady state forest.
5. To suggest and evaluate adaptations of existing strategies aimed at sustainable
management of thetropical moistforest of south Cameroon
Theconceptual framework of theresearch wasbasedontwomainassumptions,whichare:
a) The goal of sustainability in forest management can be attained only if ecological,
economic and sociological constraints are taken into account within any management
strategydeveloped and implemented.
b) There are ways to reconcile forest conservation (maintenance of forest cover and a high
biological diversity) with some levels of both industrial timber harvesting and forest
utilization bythelocal population.
These assumptions mean that a tool to support decision-making for the management of
natural tropical production forests should be able to incorporate different aspects related to
thebiological characteristics of forests stands,the market of timber products,the needs of the
localpopulations andtheneedsfor forest conservation.
To address the research problem effectively and meet the objectives the following research
questionswere formulated:
a) What methodological approaches canbeusedtodesign asystem,which supports decisionmaking for the management of tropical forests of south Cameroon? What are the
components of such asystem andhowcantheyberelated?
b) What coefficients and parameters need to be included in a system which is designed to
support decision-making in south Cameroon and how can these coefficients and
parameters beestimated given thecurrentavailability of information?
c) What outcomes does the system designed provide concerning optimal steady state forest
stand structure, harvest and financial returns of logging? How are these outcomes affected
bychangesinmanagement parameters and objectives?
d) How do the outcomes of the system developed compare with the structure of the current
forest in the Tropenbos Cameroon research site and which guidelines can be derived for
thesustainablemanagement ofthis forest?
e) What insights can be obtained from the outcomes of the system developed concerning the
tradeoff between alternativemanagement objectives?
f) What can be recommended for the improvement of forest management strategies in south
Cameroon onthebasisof theinsightsobtained from thesystem designed?
The efforts to answer these questions provided the direction and the layout for the research
methods andresults.Based onresearch questions,the following main points were considered
withrespect toresearch methods,resultsandconclusions:
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Asystemtosupport tropical forest management decision-making. Amethodological tool
was developed to support decision-making with respect to tropical forest management. The
system was given the acronym TROPFOMS which means TROPical FOrest Management
support System.The management itemstowhich TROPFOMS provides support for decisionmakinginclude:
1)The target steady state growing stock characteristics, mainly the structure in terms of
number of trees per size class to be found both before and after harvest and the species
composition of the stand,
2) Theappropriatecuttingcyclefor timberharvest,
3) Theamountof woodtobeharvested attheend ofeachcuttingcycle,
4) Theexpected length oftheconversion period andtheexpected levelsof harvest duringthat
period,
5) The multiple useof theforest through an analysis of the tradeoff between alternative land
use types and especially between timber production, nature conservation and forest
utilization bythe local population and,
6) Consequencesinchangesof management parameters.
The focus of TROPFOMS is on the level of the stand instead of on that of the Forest
Management Unit.
TROPFOMS uses tree species groups instead of individual tree species and consists of four
maincomponents whichare:
• Agrowth andyield modulebased ontransition matrices
• An economic module consisting of stumpage prices derived from market prices of timber
productsand harvestingcosts
• A constraint formulation module included into the model concerns diversity of species
groupsandtree sizes
• A mathematical programming module which uses linear programming techniques to
search for optimal standcharacteristics at steady state and performs simulations to achieve
projections offorest standcharacteristics duringtheconversion period.
Coefficients and parameters in TROPFOMS. The information needed by TROPFOMS in
ordertoprovidesupport for decision-making include:
• A definition of tree species groups. An important characteristic of tropical forests is its
heterogeneity which results from the large number of tree species. The great number of
species makes growth and yield modelling difficult. Thus, tree species should be
aggregated in groups. In this research, tree species were aggregated in four groups by
cluster analysis. The grouping was based on commercial value, diameter increment,
minimum diameter for felling, and diameter at the beginning of the growth period. The
data used togroup species werecollected in permanent sample plots in Liberia, as there is
no such information from Cameroon. Remeasurement was done every five years (growth
period).
• Transition probabilities.These are probabilities that a tree of a certain species group and
in agiven diameter class grows uponediameter class or stays in the initial diameter class
after a certain time interval. The transition probabilities were estimated by logistic
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regression analysis. However, mortality was estimated from results of prior studies.
Ingrowth was included as average number of trees that entered the smallest diameter class
after eachgrowth period.
Stumpage prices. They were expressed in CFA francs7 (FCFA) per tree for each species
group and each diameter class. The stumpage prices were estimated following a residual
approach. The basis of the approach was the FOB price of logs from which the cost of
availability werededucted alsotakingintoaccount theefficiency ofthe loggingprocess.
Discount rate. A discount rate of 5% was chosen based on the literature. A sensitivity
analysis was also conducted which showed that the effects of the discount rate was not
veryimportant for thestudiedforest management parameters upto10%.
Listofnon-timberforest products(NTFP) treespecies. To beabletoincorporating theuse
of the forest by the local population in the system, a list of trees species that are used by
both the local population and the logging industry was needed. A study was conducted in
south Cameroon toobtain suchalist (vanDijk, inpress).
Forestinventory results. Theseresultsarenecessary for theestimation of characteristicsof
the conversion period. The inventory results provided information about the current
structure and stocking of the average forest stand in terms of number of trees per hectare
perspeciesgroupandperdiameterclass.
Technical information on logging. The information needed concerns logging intensity,
logging damage and logging costs, and the relationships among these items and with the
structureof theforest stands.
Ecological limitsinbasalarea removal.
Definition of managementobjectives. It is important to know which forest management
objectives are of interest and which levels of satisfaction of these objectives can be
accepted. This research examined the objective of income generation through sustained
timber production in relationship with the objectives of nature conservation through
species group diversity and tree size diversity and the objective of improved living
conditions for thelocalpopulation through continued supplyofNTFPs.

The outcomes of TROPFOMS for the optimal steady state. The optimal cutting cycle
obtained for sustainable timber production was estimated to be 30 years. The steady state
harvest for species which are currently commercialized was estimated at 13.4 m3/ha but can
be as high as 117 m3/ha if all the species are harvested. The harvesting rule only allows
cutting of trees of 100 cm of diameter or more. The structure of the stand before harvest is
constituted by all species groups with a negative exponential distribution of trees among
diameter classes. Such a distribution is characteristic for uneven-aged forest stands. The
outcomes haveshown agreatdeal of sensitivity toassumptions on stumpage prices especially
asrelatedtologgingcostsandwaste.
Conversion of thecurrent forest tothe steady stateforest. The average forest stand at the
TCP research site shows important differences with the desired steady state structure. The
total number of trees per hectare is currently higher. However, for the most commercialized
1Euro=656FCFA

Summary
species group, this number is smaller. It would require more than 120 years to convert the
current forest stand at the TCP research site to the desired steady state structure, but during
theconversion timberharvestwithpositivefinancialreturnsispossible.
Tradeoff between management objectives.The forest can be used by the local population
without important consequences of this usefor the income generation objective. Similarly, it
is possible to have at least one tree of every species group in every diameter class within an
areaof 50hawithout important reduction of financial returnsfrom logging.
Recommendations for forest policy and management and for further research. The
research had limitations which in general relate to the quality of information available. The
most important limitations came from the lack of data from Permanent Sample Plots (PSPs)
inCameroon which forced touseddatafrom anotherAfrican country for thegrowth andyield
module. The other important limitations are related to logging costs which affect the
stumpage prices. The available information on these costs did not allow to investigate
thoroughly the different relationships between logging practices and optimal stand
characteristics. Many other points deserve to be studied in order to improve the outcomes of
TROPFOMS. The following recommendations were made for policy and management and
for research.
Policyand management:
• Increaseminimumpermitteddiametersforfeiting to100cm
• Applysilviculturaloperations.
• Adoptacuttingcycleofabout30years.
• Acquireadequatecomputation equipmentandtrainedhumanresources. Itisimportant for
the management to acquire the necessary equipment for the needed computations by the
model. In addition, trained manpower capable of using the software adequately as well as
forplanningand implementing silvicultural prescriptions shouldbepresent.
• Create an informationbase.Management should carefully archive all information related
to management activities to improve the quality of future analyses. All information about
the quality and the quantities of forest products harvested as well as various costs and
benefits shouldbewell gathered and stored.
• Create a network of permanent sample plots. In order to improve forest management
gradually, a good monitoring system of the forest is needed. It is necessary that for each
forest typeanumberofPSPsbemaintained.
Furtherresearch:
• Costs and returns of silvicultural operations. More knowledge is needed to assess the
impact of silvicultural treatments on stand dynamics in general and on tree growth in
particular. In addition, the costs of treatments should be studied in comparison with the
gainsingrowth.
• Relationshipbetweengrowthandyieldanddensityofforest stands.
• Reproductivematurityof differenttree species.A study is needed to determine at which
sizesdifferent speciesgroups starttoproduceenough viableseeds.
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Logging efficiency, costs and damage. There is a need to characterise relationships
between loggingcostsononehandandloggingintensity andtree sizeontheotherhand.
The utilization of theforest by localpopulation. The way the local population chooses
NTFP supplier trees should be better understood in order to better conceive the type of
restrictions tobeimposed ontimber harvesting and toguarantee proper supply of the local
populations with desired products. Similarly, it is important to improve the understanding
of the effects of logging and silvicultural treatments on NTFP supplier trees and other
plant andanimal productsutilized bythelocal population.
Royalties. Sensitivity of forest management to royalties should be investigated. Such an
investigation will allow obtaining more insight into the way tropical forest management
can better contribute to generating government revenues, and the way a forest revenue
systemcancontribute tosustainable forest management.
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Titel:TROPFOMS,een model voor het ondersteunen van beslissingen aangaande duurzaam
beheervanhet regenbos inzuid Kameroen.
Natuurlijke bossen spelen een belangrijke rol in de economie van Kameroen, zowel op het
nationale als het locale niveau. Op het nationale niveau draagt de houtkap, die alleen plaats
vindt innatuurlijke bossen,ongeveer 7%bij aanhetbrutobinnenlandsproduct en20%aande
export. Ophet localeniveau vormen debossen eenbron vanbestaan voor debevolking dieer
allerlei producten in verzameld. De regering van Kameroen heeft recent een aantal pogingen
gedaan omeen geschikte basis tecreNren voorhet duurzaam beheer van Kameroen's bossen.
Ondanks deze inspanningen is de algemene indruk nog dat in Kameroen, zoals in de meeste
tropische landen, bossen niet duurzaam worden beheerd. Er is bezorgdheid over zowel de
degradatie van de bossen als het falen van de bosbouwsector om zoveel als mogelijk bij te
dragen aandeverbetering vanhetwelzijn vandebevolkingvan Kameroen.
De summiere beheerspraktijken die nog overheersen in Kameroen, zijn het resultaat van
zowel deongeschikte institutionele context alsonvoldoende wetenschappelijke en technische
kennis. Om het probleem van onvoldoende wetenschappelijke kennis geleidelijk te
verminderen in de tropische bosbouw zijn veel onderzoeksprojecten uitgevoerd. De
onderzoeksinspanningen concentreren zich opde ontwikkeling van teeltkundige systemen en
wel steeds meer op de voorspelling van groei en opbrengst van bossen. Onderzoek op het
gebied vanondersteuning van beslissingen inhet tropisch bosbeheer ontbreekt vrijwel geheel.
Dit, ondanks het feit dat bosbeheerplanning, waarin het nemen van beslissingen een
belangrijke rol speelt, van vitaal belang is voor duurzaam bosbeheer. Beslissingen over
parameters van productiebossen, zoals kapcyclus, houtvoorraad en bosstructuur, en de
noodzaak teeltkundige maatregelen te nemen zijn grotendeels gebaseerd op de subjectieve
ervaring van de beslissers. Op zijn hoogst wordt gebruik gemaakt van wetenschappelijke
kennis die fragmentarisch aanwezig is bij de verschillende sub-disciplines van de bosbouw,
waarbij metnamedesociale(-economische) input ontbreekt.
Het onderzoek dat hier wordt gepresenteerd werd geqnitieerd vanuit de gedachte dat
bosbeheerplanning beslissingen met zich meebrengt die het bos nu en in de toekomst
beqnvloeden. Om beslissingen te ondersteunen dienen daarom debest beschikbare methoden
te worden gebruikt die kennis combineren uit verschillende wetenschapsgebieden en die
praktische beheersstrategiNen genereren die in het veld kunnen worden toegepast. Vanuit
deze gedachtegang werd de volgende algemene doelstelling voor het onderzoek
geformuleerd: het ontwerpen van een systeem dat beslissingen kan ondersteunen voor het
beheer van natuurlijke tropische bossen. Deze algemene doelstelling werd verder
gedifferentieerd invijf meer specifieke doelstellingen:
1 Het ontwerpen van een systeem voor beslissingsondersteuning met betrekking tot het
beheervantropische bossen.
2 Het bepalen van de effecten van verschillende beheersopties op zowel de financiNle
opbrengsten voor de houtkapmaatschappij als de structuur van het bos in de steadystate
(situatie vanevenwicht tussen oogst enbijgroei van degewensteproducten).
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3 Inzicht geven in de tradeo/ftussen het inkomen gegenereerd door duurzame houtkapen
hetgebruik van bosdoorde locale bevolking aan deene kanten tussen het genereren van
inkomen doorduurzame houtkapennatuurbescherming aandeanderekant.
4 Het afleiden van aanbevelingen voor de omvorming van het huidige bos op de
onderzoekslocatie van het Tropenbos Cameroon Programma (TCP) in een steadystate
bos.
5 Het vaststellen enevalueren van aanpassingen vanhuidige strategien dieduurzaam beheer
van hettropische regenbosinzuidKameroen beogen.
Het conceptuele kader van dit onderzoek was gebaseerd op de volgende twee
hoofdveronderstellingen:
a) Het doel van duurzaam bosbeheer kan slechts dan worden bereikt als ecologische,
economische en sociale beperkingen in acht worden genomen binnen iedere
beheerstrategiediewordtontwikkeld en uitgevoerd.
b) Er zijn manieren om conservering van bos (handhaven bosbedekking en een hoge
biologische diversiteit) in overeenstemming te brengen met een of ander niveau van
industriele houtkapenbosgebruik vandelocalebevolking.
Deze vooronderstellingen betekenen dat een hulpmiddel voor ondersteuning van beslissingen
voor het beheer van natuurlijke tropische productiebos in staat moet zijn de verschillende
aspecten die zijn gerelateerd aan de biologische kenmerken van bos, de houtmarkt en de
behoeften van de locale bevolking en de eisen gesteld aan conservering van bos, te
incorporeren. Omhetonderzoeksprobleem effectief tekunnen aanpakken en de doelstellingen
tekunnen realiseren werden devolgendeonderzoeksvragen geformuleerd:
a) Welke methodologische benaderingen kunnen worden gebruikt om een systeem te
ontwerpen dat beslissingen ondersteunt in het beheer van tropische bossen in zuid
Kameroen? Wat zijn de onderdelen van zo'n systeem en hoe kunnen deze worden
gekoppeld?
b) Welke coefficienten en parameters dienen opgenomen te worden in een systeem dat is
ontworpen om deze beslissingen in zuid Kameroen te ondersteunen en hoe kunnen deze
coefficienten en parameters worden geschat gegeven de informatie die thans beschikbaar
is?
c) Welke resultaten geeft het ontworpen systeem betreffende de optimale steady state
betreffende bosstructuur, oogst en financiele resultaten van de houtoogst? Hoe worden
deze resultaten bei'nvloed door veranderingen in parameters en doelstellingen van het
beheer?
d) Hoeverhouden dezeresultaten zich vergeleken metdestructuur van het huidigebosopde
TCP onderzoekslocatie en welke richtlijnen kunnen er uit worden afgeleid voor het
duurzaam beheer van hetbos?
e) Welke inzichten kunnen worden verkregen uit de resultaten van het systeem betreffende
detradeofftussen deverschillende beheersdoelen?
f) Welke aanbevelingen kunnen worden gedaan ten behoeve van het verbeteren van de
beheersstrategien in zuid Kameroen op basis van de inzichten die zijn verkregen met het
ontworpen systeem?
De pogingen om deze vragen te beantwoorden geven de richting en de wijze van opzet van
onderzoek en bepalen de te verkrijgen resultaten. De volgende hoofdpunten, gebaseerd opde
onderzoeksvragen, kregen aandacht indeonderzoeksmethoden,resultaten enconclusies:
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Een beslissingen ondersteunend systeem voor het beheer van tropisch bos. Een
methodologisch hulpmiddel werdontwikkeld omhettropisch bosbeheerte ondersteunen. Het
systeem kreeg de acroniem TROPFOMS, hetgeen is afgeleid van TROPical FOrest
Management support System. De aspecten van het beheer waarvan de beslissingen worden
ondersteund doorTROPFOMS zijn ondermeer:
1) De kenmerken van de houtvoorraad in de steady state, hoofdzakelijk tot uitdrukking
komend in de structuur van het bos in termen van het aantal bomen per diameterklasse
voorennadeoogstendesoortensamenstelling,
2) Degeschikte dunningcyclus,
3) Dehoeveelheid houtdiewordt geoogstopheteind vanelkedunningcyclus,
4) De verwachte lengte van de omvormingsperiode en de verwachte houtoogst gedurende
dieperiode,
5) Het meervoudig gebruik van het bos door een analyse van de trade off tussen de
alternatieve grondgebruiktypes en in het bijzonder tussen houtproductie,
natuurbeschermingen gebruik doordelocalebevolking,en
6) Gevolgen van veranderingen vandeparameters vanhetbeheer.
Defocus vanTROPFOMS isop hetniveau van de opstand in plaats van op dat van het bos/
concessie.
TROPFOMS gebruikt boomsoortengroepen in plaats van individuele boomsoorten en bestaat
uiteen viertal hoofdcomponenten:
• Een groei-enopbrengstenmodulegebaseerd optransitionmatrices,
• een economische module die bestaat uit prijzen op stam die afgeleid worden van de
marktprijzen van houtproducten endeoogstkosten,
• een module waarin de beperkingen zijn geformuleerd onder andere ten aanzien van
diversiteit van soortengroepen en diameterklassen,
• een wiskundige programmeringmodule die Lineaire Programmeringtechnieken gebruikt
om de optimale kenmerken van het bos in de steadystate op te zoeken en die simulatie
uitvoertomprojecties vandebosopstand gedurende deomvormingsperiode tebepalen.
Coefficienten en parameters in TROPFOMS. De informatie die nodig i£om TROPFOMS
telatenfunctioneren omvat:
• Een definitie van boomsoortengroepen. Een belangrijk kenmerk van tropische bossen is
hun heterogeniteit die het resultaat is van het groot aantal boomsoorten. Het groot aantal
boomsoorten bemoeilijkt het modelleren van groei en opbrengst. Daarom dienen
boomsoorten te worden geaggregeerd. In dit onderzoek werden boomsoorten doormiddel
vanclusteranalyse geaggregeerd in viergroepen.Devormingvan groepen werd gebaseerd
opcommerciele waarde,diametergroei, minimum diameter bij veiling en diameter bij het
begin van de groeiperiode. De data die werden gebruikt om soorten te groeperen werden
verzameldinpermanentesteekproefplots (PSPs) inLiberiaomdat dergelijke informatie in
Kameroen ontbreekt. Hermeting van deze plots vond om de vijf jaar (de groeiperiode)
plaats.
• Overgangswaarschijnlijkheid. Dit isdekansdateen boom vaneen bepaalde soortengroep
en in een bepaalde diameterklasse in een zeker tijdsinterval naar de volgende
diameterklasse groeit of in de initiele diameterklasse blijft. De
overgangswaarschijnlijkheden werden geschat door middel van logistische regressieanalyse. Mortaliteit werd echter geraamd op basis van eerdere studies elders. De ingroei
(in de laagste diameterklasse) werd opgenomen als het gemiddelde aantal bomen die
gedurendeeengroeiperiode ingroeit.
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• Prijzen op stam. Deze werden uitgedrukt in CFA francs8 (FCFA) per boom voor elke
soortengroep en elke diameterklasse. De prijzen op stam werden bepaald volgens de
restwaarde methode. De basis van de methode waren de FOB-prijzen van stammen die
vervolgens zijn verminderd met oogst- en transportkosten en waarbij de efficientie van
hethoutoogstproces werdmeegenomen.
• Disconteringsvoet. Op basis van de literatuur werd een disconteringsvoet van 5%
gekozen. Een gevoeligheidsanalyse werd echter uitgevoerd die aantoonde dat tot 10%de
effecten van de disconteringsvoet niet erg belangrijk waren voor de parameters van het
bosbeheer.
• Lijst met boomsoortendie niet-houtige producten (NTFPs) produceren. Om het gebruik
van het bos door de locale bevolking te kunnen opnemen in het systeem, was een lijst
nodig met deze soorten voor gebruik door zowel de locale bevolking als door de
houtkapbedrijven. Een studie werduitgevoerd omeendergelijke lijst te krijgen (van Dijk,
inpress).
• Resultaten bosinventarisatie. Deze resultaten zijn nodig voor de bepaling van de
omvormingsperiode.Deresultaten vandeinventarisatie gaf inzicht indehuidige structuur
en voorraad van de gemiddelde bosopstand in termen van het aantal bomen per hectare
persoortengroepen diameterklasse.
• Technische informatie overdehoutkap. Debenodigde informatie betreft intensiteit vande
houtkap, vellingschade en oogstkosten, alsmede de relatie tussen deze aspecten en de
structuur vandeopstanden.
• Ecologische beperkingen vanvermindering vanhetgrondvlak.
• Definitie van de beheersdoelstellingen. Het is belangrijk te weten welke
beheersdoelstellingen van belang zijn en welk niveau van satisfactie van deze
doelstellingen wordt geaccepteerd. In dit onderzoek werd de doelstelling van
inkomensgeneratie doormiddel van duurzame houtproductie in relatie met de doelstelling
van conservering doordiversiteit van soortengroepen en diameterklasse en de doelstelling
van verbetering van de leefomstandigheden voor de locale bevolking door duurzaam
aanbodvanNTFPsbestudeerd.
DeresultatenvanTROPFOMS voordeoptimalesteadystate.Deoptimale dunningscyclus
voor duurzame houtproductie werd geraamd op 30jaar. De oogst in de steady state voor de
huidige commerciele soorten werd geraamd op 13,4m3/ha, maar bedraagt 117m3/ha als alle
soorten worden geoogst. De regel die voor de oogst geldt, is dat alleen bomen met een
diameter van 100 cm of meer mogen worden gekapt. De structuur van de opstand voor de
oogst is zodanig dat alle boomsoortengroepen aanwezig zijn met een negatief exponentiele
verdeling van de bomen over de diameterklasse. Een dergelijke verdeling is karakteristiek
voor ongelijkjarige bosopstanden. De resultaten laten een sterke gevoeligheid zien voor
veronderstellingen ten aanzien van prijzen opstam zoalsdie gerelateerd zijn aan oogstkosten
enuitval.
Omvormingvan hethuidige bosnaarhetsteady state bos.De gemiddelde bosopstand op
de TCP onderzoekslocatie geeft belangrijke verschillen te zien met de gewenste steadystate
structuur. Het totaal aantal bomen per hectare is thans hoger. Voor de meest commerciele
soortengroepen is dit aantal bomen echter kleiner. Meerdan 120jaar is nodig om de huidige
opstanden opdeTCPonderzoekslocatie om te vormen totde gewenste steadystate structuur,
maargedurende deomvormingishoutoogst metfinanciele resultaten mogelijk.
1Euro=656FCFA
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Tradeoff tussen beheersdoelen. Gebruik van het bos door de locale bevolking kan worden
bereikt zonder belangrijke consequenties voor de financiele doelstelling door middel van
houtproductie. Het is eveneens mogelijk om op zijn minst een boom van iedere
boomsoortengroep in iedere diameterklasse te aanwezig te doen zijn binnen een gebied van
50 ha zonder dat dit een belangrijke reductie met zich meebrengt in financiele resultaten uit
de houtoogst.
Aanbevelingen voorbosbeleid en -beheer envoorverder onderzoek. De beperkingen van
het onderzoek zijn in het algemeen gerelateerd aan de beschikbare informatie. De meest
belangrijke beperking is die betreffende het ontbreken van PSP data in Kameroen die het
gebruik van gegevens voor de groei- en opbrengstmodule van een ander Afrikaans land
noodzakelijk maakte. Andere belangrijke beperkingen hebben te maken met informatie over
oogstkosten. De beschikbare informatie over deze kosten stonden het niet toe om de
verschillende relaties te bestuderen tussen gebruiken bij de houtoogst en kenmerken van de
optimale steadystate.Verschillende andere punten verdienen verdere studie om de resultaten
van TROPFOMS te verbeteren. De volgende aanbevelingen werden gedaan voor beleid en
beheeren vooronderzoek.
Bosbeleiden -beheer:
• Verhoogtoegestaneminimumdiametervoorkaptot100cm.
• Pasbosteeltkundige ingrepen toe.
• Houdteendunningscyclus vanongeveer30jaar aan.
• Schafgeschiktehulpmiddelenaanenvoorzieingetraindpersoneel.Het isbelangrijk voor
het beheer de hulpmiddelen aan te schaffen om de noodzakelijke berekeningen met het
model tekunnen uitvoeren. Bovendien dient personeel beschikbaar tezijn diede software
op juiste wijze kan gebruiken alsmede personeel voor planning en teeltkundige
maatregelen.
• Creeereeninformatie bank.Hetbeheermoetzorgvuldig alleinformatie archiveren omde
kwaliteit van toekomstige analyses te verbeteren. Alle informatie over de kwaliteit en
kwantiteit van geoogste bosproducten en over kosten en opbrengsten dienen op dejuiste
manierteworden verzamelden opgeslagen.
• Creeereen netwerkvanpermanentesteekproejplekken. Om het bosbeheer geleidelijk te
verbeteren iseengoedemonteringsysteemnodig.Het isnoodzakelijk dat voorelk bostype
een aantal PSPswordtin standgehouden.
Verder onderzoek:
• Kosten opbrengstenvan teeltkundigeingrepen.Meer kennis is nodig om de invloed te
bepalen vanteeltkundige ingrepen opdeontwikkeling van deopstand, in het bijzonder op
degroei van bomen.Bovendien dienen dekosten vandezeingrepen te worden bestudeerd
invergelijking totdewinstingroei.
• Relatietussen groeienopbrengstendichtheidvanverschillende boomsoorten.
• Reproductieve rijpheid van verschillende boomsoorten. Onderzoek is nodig naar de
afmeting waarop de verschillende boomsoorten(groepen) voldoende levensvatbare zaden
beginnen teproduceren.
• Efficiency, kosten en schade bij de houtkap. Het is nodig de verschillende relaties te
bestuderen tussen oogstkosten enerzijds en intensiteit van de houtkap en de boomgrootte
anderzijds.
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Hetgebruikvanhet bosdoor de localebevolking.De wijze waarop de locale bevolking
bomen kiest die NTFPs geven, dient beter te worden begrepen ten einde het type van
restricties op de houtkap beter te kunnen formuleren en om de juiste aanbod voor de
locale bevolking met gewenste producten te kunnen garanderen. Eveneens is het
belangrijk hetinzicht teverbeteren indeeffecten vanhoutkapen teeltkundige ingrepen op
bomen en andereplanten dieNTFPsgeven en opdierlijke producten die worden gebruikt
doordelocalebevolking.
Royalties.Gevoeligheid van hetbosbeheer voorroyaltiesdient te worden onderzocht.Een
dergelijk onderzoek kan bijdragen aan meer inzicht in de manier waarop bosbeheer kan
bijdragen aan het genereren van opbrengsten voor de overheid en de manier waarop een
royaltysysteem duurzaambosbeheer kanbevorderen.
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RESUME

Titre:TROPFOMS,un modeled'aidealaprisededecisions pour l'amenagement durable des
forets sempervirentesdu sudCameroun
Les forets naturelles jouent un role important dans l'economie camerounaise tant au niveau
national qu'au niveau local. Au niveau national, 1'exploitation forestiere industrielle, qui a
lieuexclusivementdanslesforets naturelles,contribue aenviron 7%auProduit Interieur Brut
et a 20% aux recettes des exportations du Cameroun. Au niveau local, les forets constituent
un support de vie pour les populations qui y recoltent des produits forestiers non ligneux
(PNFL).Legouvernement du Cameroun aentrepris un certain nombred'efforts ces dernieres
anneespourcreeruncadre adequat alagestion durable desforets Camerounaises. Malgre ces
efforts, ilyatoujours un sentiment general qu'au Cameroun comme dans laplupart despays
tropicaux, lesforets nesontpasgereesdemanieredurable.IIyadesinquietudes concernanta
la fois la degradation des ressources forestieres, et l'incapacite du secteur forestier a
contribuer autant quelespotentialites lepermettent, a1'amelioration desconditions deviedes
Camerounais.
Lesmauvaises pratiques degestion forestiere qui dominent encore auCameroun resultent ala
fois d'un contexte institutionnel inadequat, et des connaissances scientifiques et techniques
insuffisantes. Afin d'attenuer progressivement les problemes lies a l'insuffisance des
connaissances, plusieurs projets de recherches ont ete entrepris. Cependant, les efforts de
recherche sont concentres sur le developpement des systemes de sylviculture et de plus en
plus sur la prevision de la croissance et de la production des peuplements forestiers. Les
recherches concernant l'appui a la prise de decisions sont restees negligeables en foresterie
tropicale. Ceci reste vrai nonobstant le fait que la planification de la gestion forestiere, dans
laquelle la prise decision jouent un role important, est reconnue comme vitale dans la
poursuite de Videal d'amenagement forestier durable. Les decisions relatives aux parametres
d'amenagement des forets de production tels que: la rotation des coupes, la densite et la
structure despeuplements et lanecessite destraitements sylvicoles; ont souvent eteprises sur
la base de l'experience subjective des decideurs ou au mieux, sur la base de connaissances
scientifiques fragmentaires rassembleesdansdifferentes sousdisciplines dela foresterie.
La recherche presentee ici a ete initiee de l'idee que la planification de la gestion forestiere
implique la prise de decisions qui auront des effets sur la foret maintenant et dans l'avenir.
Par consequent, la planification forestiere doit utiliser les meilleures methodes disponibles
qui permettent de combiner des connaissances collectees dans differentes disciplines
scientifiques, pour generer des strategies de gestion forestiere pratiques amettreen ceuvresur
leterrain.D'une telle pensee,l'objectif general de larecherche aete defini comme: mettreau
point un systeme qui aide a la prise de decisions pour l'amenagement des forets tropicales.
Cetobjectif general aeteplustard subdiviseencinq objectifs specifiques asavoir:
1. Mettre aupoint un systeme qui aide alaprise dedecisions concernant l'amenagement des
forets deproduction.
2. Evaluer les effets de differentes options d'amenagement sur les revenus economiques de
l'entreprise d'exploitation forestiere ainsi quesur lastructure de laforet equilibree.
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3. Ameliorer les connaissances les echanges de gains entre la generation des revenus a
travers la production durable de grumes et l'utilisation de la foret par les populations
localesd'une part,etd'autrepart entre laproduction durabledegrumeset laconservation
delanature.
4. Faire des recommandations pour la conversion de la foret actuelle au site du Programme
Tropenbos Cameroon en uneforet equilibr6e
5. Faire des suggestions et ^valuer les adaptations des strategies existantes ayant pour but
l'am6nagementdurabledesforets deproduction dusudCameroun.
Lecadreconceptuel del'etude etaitbasesurdeux hypothesesqui sont:
a) L'objectif de durability en amenagement forestier peut etre atteint seulement si des
contraintes ecologiques, economiques et sociologiques sont prises en compte dans toute
strategicde gestion miseaupointetappliquee surleterrain.
b) II existe des moyens de concilier la conservation des forets (maintenance du couvert
forestier etunediversitebiologiqueelevee) aveccertains niveaux d'exploitation forestiere
industrielleetd'utilisation delaforet parlespopulationslocales.
Afin defaire face alaprobl^matiquederecherche et atteindre lesobjectifs definis demaniere
effective, lesquestionsderecherches suivantesontete formulees:
a) Quelles approches m6thodologiques peuvent etre utilisees pour mettre au point un
systeme qui aide la prise de decision pour l'amenagement des forets tropicales du Sud
Cameroun?Quelles sont lescomposantes d'un tel systemesetcomment peuvent-ellesetre
liees?
b) Quels coefficients et parametres doivent etre inclus dans un systeme qui est concu pour
aider a la prise de decisions d'amenagement forestier au sud Cameroun et comment ces
coefficients et parametres peuvent-ils etre estim£s en tenant compte des donnees
actuellementdisponibles?
c) Quels resultats le systeme ainsi mis aupoint donnent-ilsconcernant lastructure optimale,
la possibility et les revenus financiers de 1'exploitation des grumes dans une foret en
equilibre? Comment cesr£sultats varient-ils avec les changements dans les parametres et
lesobjectifs d'amenagement?
d) Comment les resultats obtenus avec le systeme mis au point se comparent-ils avec la
structure actuelledelaforet sur lesitederecherche du PTCet quelles regiespeuvent etre
d6duitespour1'amenagementdurabledecette foret?
e) Quelles ameliorations de laconnaissance peut on obtenir des resultats du systeme misau
pointconcernant lesechangesdegainsentreobjectifs alternatifs d'amenagement?
f) Que peut-on recommander pour 1'amelioration des strategies d'amenagement des forets
au sud Cameroun sur la base des nouvelles connaissances obtenues du systeme mis au
point?
Lesefforts pourrepondre acesquestions ontdonne ladirection et lecadre pour les methodes
et resultats de recherche. Sur la base des questions de recherche, les points suivants ont
elaboresconcernant lesmethodes,lesresultatsetlesconclusions delarecherche:

Un systeme d'aide a la prise de decision en amenagement des forets de production. Un
outil m&hodologiqued'aide alaprisededecision en amenagement desforets tropicales aete
mis au point. Le systeme a recu l'acronyme de TROPFOMS de l'anglais «TROPical FOrest
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Management support System»(Systemed'Aideal'Amenagement desForetsTropicales).Les
parametres d'amenagement surlesquelsTROPFOMS aidealaprisededecisions sont:
1. Les caracteristiques des peuplements en equilibre dont principalement la structure en
terme de nombre de tiges par classe de grosseur avant et apres chaque recolte et la
composition du peuplement,
2. Larotation descoupesappropriee,
3. Lapossibilitydescoupes,
4. La longueur de la periode de conversion et les pr61evements attendus pendant cette
periode,
5. L'utilisation multiple de la foret a travers une analyse des echanges de gains entre des
utilisation alternatives du terroir forestier et particulierement entre la production de
grumes, la conservation de la nature et l'utilisation des ressources forestieres par les
populationset,
6. Lesconsequences deschangements danslesparametres d'amenagement.
Le point focal de TROPFOMS est le peuplement forestier plutot que l'unite forestiere
d'amenagement.
TROPFOMS utilise des groupes d'essences forestieres au lieu des essences prises
individuellement. Lesystemeestconstitue dequatreprincipalescomposantes qui sont:
• Un module de prevision de la croissance et de la production base sur les matrices de
transition
• Un moduleeconomiqueconstitue des prix desbois sur pieds derives des prix des grumes
surlemarchietdescoutsdel'exploitation forestiere
• Un module de formulation des contraintes prenant en compte la diversite des groupes
d'especes etdestallies
Un module de programmation mathematique utilisant des techniques de programmation
lineaire pour rechercher les caracteristiques optimales des peuplements en equilibre et
effectuant des simulations pour obtenir des provisions des caracteristiques des peuplements
forestiers pendant latransition.
Coefficients et parametres dans TROPFOMS. Les informations dont TROPFOMS a
besoin pourdonnerdel'aide alaprisededecisions comprennent:
• Une definition des groupes d'essences. Une caracteristique importante de la foret
tropicale est son heterogeneite qui resulte de l'existence d'un grand nombre d'essences
forestieres. Le grand nombre d'essences forestieres rend la modelisation de la croissance
et de la production difficile. Ainsi, les essences doivent souvent etre regroupees. Dans
cette recherche, lesessences forestieres ont ete regroupees en quatre a l'aide de l'analyse
des agregats. Le regroupement a ete base sur la valeur commerciale, 1'accroissement en
diametre, le diametre minimum d'exploitabilite et le diametre au debut de la periode de
croissance.Lesdonnees utiliseespour leregroupement desessencesont eterecoltees dans
desparcellesechantillons permanentes auLiberiaetant donne l'absence de telles donnees
auCameroun.Lesarbresdecesparcellesetaient mesurestous lescinqans.
• Lesprobabilitesdetransition. Cesontdesprobabilites qu'un arbre,d'une essencedonnee
et appartenant a une classe de diametre donnee, passe a la classe de diametre superieure
ou demeure dans la classe de diametre initiate apres un certain laps de temps. Les
probabilites de transition ont ete estimees a l'aide de l'analyse de regression logistique.
Cependant, la mortalite a ete estimee a partir des resultats des etudes anteneures. Le
passage a la futaie a ete introduit comme le nombre moyen de tiges par especes qui
accedent alapluspetiteclassedegrosseurauboutd'une periodedecroissance.
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• Lesprix desarbressurpieds. lis onteteexprimes en francs CFA9(FCFA) par arbre pour
chaque groupe d'essences et chaque classe de diametre. Les prix des arbres sur pieds ont
€i€estim£s suivant une approche residuelle. La base de cette approche 6tait le prix FOB
des grumes desquels les couts de disponibilite ont etaient deduits prenant en compte le
rendement del'exploitation forestiere.
• Letauxd'actualisation. Un taux d'actualisation de 5%aete choisi base sur la litterature.
Une analyse de sensibilite aete conduite et amontre que l'impact du taux d'actualisation
n'etait pastresimportantjusqu'a 10%.
• La liste des essences dormantdes produitsforestiers non ligneux. Afin d'etre capable
d'incorporer l'utilisation de la foret par les populations locales dans le systeme, une liste
d'essences utilisees a la fois par les populations locales et l'exploitant forestier industriel
etait necessaire. Une etude a ete conduite au sud Cameroun pour obtenir une telle liste
(vanDijk, inpress).
• Les resultats deI'inventaireforestier. Cesresultats sont necessaires pour Festimation des
caracteristiques de la periode de conversion. Les resultats de I'inventaire ont donne des
informations sur la structure actuelle et la densite d'un peuplement moyen exprimee
commenombredetigesparhectare,pargrouped'especes etparclassedediametre.
• Des informationstechniques sur I'exploitation forestiere. Les informations necessaires
concernaient Pintensite de l'exploitation, les degats et les couts d'exploitation, et les
relationsentrecesElementsainsiqu'avec lastructuredespeuplements forestiers.
• Leslimitesecologiquesdelareductiondelasurface terriere.
• La definition des objectif d'amenagement. II est important de savoir quels objectifs
d'am6nagementforestier sontaconsid6reretquelsniveaux desatisfaction deces objectifs
sont acceptables. La presente recherche a examine"Pobjectif de generation des revenus a
travers une production durable de grumes, en relation avec les objectifs de conservation
de la nature a travers une diversity des especes et des classes de diametres, et
1'ameliorationdesconditions de viedespopulations locales atravers l'approvisionnement
continuenPFNL.
LesresultatsdeTROPFOMS pouruneforet enequilibre.Larotation descoupes optimale
pour une production de grumes durable a 6te estimee a 30 ans. Le prelevement a l'equilibre
pour les essences qui sont actuellement commercialisees a ete estime a 13.4 m3/hamaispeut
devenir aussi £leveque 117m3/ha si toutes les essences sont commercialisees. La regies des
prelevement est de r&olter les arbres de 100 cm de diametre ou plus. La structure des
peuplements avant exploitation consiste pour tous les groupes d'essences en des courbes
exponentielles negatives. Une telle distribution est caracteristique des forets a peuplements
innequiennes. Les resultats ont montre une grande sensibilite aux hypotheses sur les prix des
boissurpied,specialement enrelation aveclescoutsetdegats d'exploitation.
La conversion de la foret actuelle en foret equilibree. Le peuplement forestier moyen du
site du Programme Tropenbos Cameroun presente des differences importantes avec la fore"t
equilibree desiree. Le nombre actuel d'arbres par hectare est actuellement plus eleve\
Cependant, pour lesgroupes d'essences lesplus commercialisees, ce nombre est pluspetit.II
demanderait 120 ans pour convertir la foret actuelle du site de recherche du PTC en forSt
Equilibree, toutefois, pendant la conversion, il est possible de conduire une exploitation
forestiere financierement rentable.

1Euro=656FCFA
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Echanges de gains entre objectifs de gestion. La foret peut etre utilisee par les populations
locales sans grand danger pour l'objectif de generation des revenus a travers l'exploitation
industrielle de la foret. De meme, il est possible d'avoir au moins un arbre par groupe
d'essence et par classe de diametre sur une superficie de reference de 50 ha sans reduction
importante desrevenusdel'exploitation industrielledela foret.
Recommandations pour la politique et la gestion forestiere et pour des recherches
futures. La recherche a ete limitee par la qualite des informations disponibles. La plus
importante limiteest venue du manque dedonnees sur lesparcellesechantillons permanentes
au Cameroun, ceci a oblige d'utiliser des donnees d'autres pays africains pour le module de
prevision de la croissance et de la production. Les autres limites importantes sont liees aux
couts de l'exploitation qui influencent les prix des bois sur pieds. Les informations
disponibles sur ces couts n'ont pas permis de faire des investigations poussees sur les
relations entre lestechniques d'exploitation et lescaracteristiques optimales des peuplements
forestiers. Beaucoup d'autres aspects meritent d'etre etudies pour ameUiorer les resultats de
TROPFOMS. Les recommandations suivantes ont ete faites pour la politique et la gestion
ainsi quepourlarecherche:
Politiqueetgestion forestiere:
• Monterlesdiametresminimumsd'exploitabilitea100cm
• Menerdesoperationssylvicoles
• Adopterunerotationde30ans
• Acquerir des equipementsde calcul approprieset unpersonnelforme. II est important
pour les gestionnaires d'acquerir des equipements capable d'effectuer tous les calculs
exiges par le model. En plus, un personnel forme" capable d'utiliser correctement des
logicielsetmenerdesoperations sylvicolesestnecessaire.
• Creer une base de donnees. Les gestionnaire des forets doivent archiver toutes les
informations relatives a l'amenagement forestier, ceci permettra d'ameliorer les analyses
dans l'avenir. Toutes les informations concernant tant les quantites et qualites des
produits forestiers recoltes que lescoutsetbenefices doivent etre collectees et conservees
dansdebonnesconditions.
• Creer un reseau de parcelles echantillons permanentes. Afin d'ameliorer
progressivement lagestion forestiere, onabesoin d'un bon systemede suivi delaforet.II
est necessaire d'avoir un certain nombre de parcelles echantillons pour chaque type de
foret.
Recherchesnecessaires:
• Coutset beneficesdes operationssylvicoles.On a besoin de plus de connaissances pour
evaluerl'impactdestraitements sylvicoles surladynamique de laforet defacon generale,
et en particulier sur lacroissance des arbres.En plus, les couts des traitements sylvicoles
doiventetreetudiesenrelation avec lesgainsencroissance.
• Lesrelationsentrelacroissanceetlaproduction,etladensitedespeuplementsforestiers.
• La maturitesexuelledes differentesessencesforestieres. II est necessaire de mener une
etude visant a determiner les grosseurs auxquelles les differents groupes d'especes
commencent adonnerdesgraines viablesenquantite suffisante.
• Le rendement,le cout et les degats de l'exploitationforestiere. II existe un besoin de
caracteriser des relations entre les couts de l'exploitation forestiere d'une part, et
l'intensite del'exploitation etlagrosseurdesarbresd'autre part.
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L'utilisation de la foret par les populations locales. La maniere avec laquelle les
populations locales choisissent les arbres sur lesquels elles recoltent les PFNL doit etre
mieux comprise afin de mieux concevoir les types de restrictions a imposer a
l'exploitation desgrumesetgarantirunbon approvisionnement despopulations localesen
produits desires. De la meme fa§on, il est important de mieux comprendre les effets de
l'exploitation forestiere et des traitements sylvicoles sur les arbres fournisseurs dePFNL,
ainsiquesurlesautresv6g6tauxetanimaux utilisesparlespopulationslocales.
Les royalties.La sensibility de l'amenagement forestier aux royalties doit faire l'objet
d'investigations. De telles investigations peuvent permettre de mieux comprendre la
maniere avec laquelle la gestion des forets tropicales peut mieux contribuer aux revenus
publics, et de quelles manieres les systeme de revenues forestiers peuvent contribuer a
l'amenagement durabledes forets.
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Annexes

Annex 1:Listofspeciesanalyzedforgrouping

Species10

Allanblackia floribunda
Alstonia boonei
Anthonotafragrans
Canarium
schweinfurthii
Ceibapentandra
Dacryodesklaineana
Daniella oblonga
Diospyroscrassiflora
Diospyros sanza-minika
Entandrophragma
angolense
Entandrophragma
candollei
Entandrophragma
cylindricum
Entandrophragma utile
Erythrophleum ivorense
Erythroxylummannii
Fagara heitzii
Fagara macrophylla
Funtumiaelastica
Garcinia cola
Irvingiagabonensis
Khaya ivorensis
Lannea welwitschii
Lophira alata
Lovoa trichilioides
Mammeaafricana
Naucleadiderrichii
Nesogordonia
papaverifera
Newtoniagriffoniana
Pandaoleosa
Parinariexcelsa
Parkia bicolor

Number
of
trees

Average
diameter
(cm)

9
8
184
14

12.53
117.00
40.04
61.28

82
455
14
247
947
15

36.81
29.62
28.82
13.19
21.17
60.33

9

Average
diameter
increment
(cm)
0.25
5.38
2.83
2.38

Commer- DME12
cial
(cm)
status11
2
2
2
1

50
60
50
60

3.83
1.04
3.19
0.71
0.75
4.04

2
2
2
1
2
1

60
50
60
50
50
80

18.17

1.16

1

80

31

13.73

0.75

1

100

48
25
36
10
6
12
40
17
19
7
8
68
22
16
130

35.48
60.39
34.35
32.13
62.30
57.26
14.31
18.60
56.10
18.40
67.23
33.76
55.4
48.39
49.86

1.54
3.43
4.39
4.1
0
1.73
0.88
1.14
6.72
1.45
1.25
2.85
1.11
1.25
3.08

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

80
60
60
60
60
50
50
50
80
50
60
80
60
60
50

26
159
67
108

13.82
28.88
57.88
75.61

2.06
1.6
2.40
0.78

2
2
2
2

50
50
50
50

Seeannex2forpilotnames
l=currentlycommercial,2=potentialycommercial
1
MinimumDiameterExploitable
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Pentaclethra
macrophylla
Pentadesmagrandifolia
Pericopsiselata
Petersianthus
macrocarpus
Piptadeniastrum
africanum
Pterocarpussoyauxii
Pterygotamacrocarpa
Pycnanthusangolensis
Ricinodendron
heudelotii
Scottelia coriacea
Terminaliasuperba
Triplochiton scleroxylon
Uapacaguineensis
Xylopia staudtii
Total

17

65.02

2.2

2

50

19
37
40

37.23
25.02
12.91

1.1
0.53
0.65

2
1
2

50
100
50

37

41.6

0.7

2

60

7
134
122
13

11.24
51.19
67.88
87.42

1.00
5.25
2.09
1.55

1
1
1
2

60
60
60
50

231
36
16
168
19
3735

23.01
55.81
74.88
76.57
14.11

0.86
3.05
1.61
2.27
6.56

2
1
1
2
2

50
60
80
50
50
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Annex 2: Correspondence between pilot and scientific names for tree species 13
inventoried at the TCP research site

Pilot names
Abale
Abam a poil rouge
Abam fruts jaune
Abam littoral
Abam vrai
Abura
Acajou a grandes folioles
Acajou blanc
Acajou de bassam
Aiele
AkoA
AkoW
Akodiakede
Alep
Alumbi
Amvout
Amvout a poils
Andok
Andok Ngoe
Andok osoe
Andoung rose
Angelin
Angueuk
Aningre A
Aningre R
Anzem
Asila koufani
Assamela
Atom
Avodire
Awoura
Ayous
Azobe
Bahia
Bete
Bilinga
Bodia

Most of these species are also met in west Africa

Scientific names
Petersianthus macrocarpus
Gambeya beguei
Gambeya gigantea
Berlinia craibiana
Gambeya lacourtiana
Mitragyna stipulosa
Khaya grandifoliola
Khaya anthotheca
Khaya ivorensis
Canarium schweinfurthii
Antiaris africana
Antiaris welwitschii
Pterygota bequaertii
Desbordesia glaucescens
Julbernardia seretii
Tricoscypha acuminata
Tricoscypha abut
Irvingia gabonensis
Irvingia grandifolia
Irvingia excelsa
Monopetalanthus letestui
Andira inermis
Ongokea gore
Aningeria altissima
Aningeria robusta
Copefera religiosa
Maranthes chrysophylla
Pericopsis elata
Dacryodes macrophylla
Turraeanthus africanus
Paraberlinia bifoliolata
Triplochiton scleroxylon
Lophira alata
Mitragyna ciliata
Mansonia altissima
Nauclea diderrichii
Anopyxis klaineana
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BongoH
Bosseclair
Boss6Fonce
BubingaE
Bubinga Rouge
BubingaRose
Crabwood d'Afrique
Crabwood demontagne
Dabema
Dambala
Diana
Diana parallele
DianaZ
Dibetou/ Bibolo
Difou
Divida
Doussieblanc
Doussierouge
Doussie sanaga
Ebene
Ebiaraedea
Ebiara Yaounde
Ekaba
Ekopleke
Ekopnagaakolodo
Ekopnaga nord-ouest
Ekopngombemamelle
Ekoun6
Emien
Esabem
Esenggrandes feuilles
Essak
Essesang
Esson
Etimoe
Eveuss
Evoula
Eyek
Eyong
Eyoum
Eyoumpetites feuilles
Eyoumrouge
Faro
Faromezilli
Frake

Faraga heitzii
Guareacedrata
Guareathompsonii
Guibourtiaehie
Guibourtiademeusei
Guibourtiatessmannii
Carapaprocera
Carapagrandiflora
Piptadeniastrum africanum
Discoglypremna caloneura
Celtistessmannii
Celtisadolfi-friderici
Celtiszenkeri
Lovoa trichilioides
Morusmesozygia
Scorodophleuszenkeri
Afzeliapachyloba
Afzelia bipindensis
Afzeliaafricana
Diospyroscrassiflora
Berlinia bracteosa
Berliniagrandiflora
Tetraberliniabifoliolata
Brachystegiazenkeri
Brachystegiaeurycoma
Brachystegiakennedyi
Didelotia unifoliolata
Coelocaryonpreussii
Alstoniaboonei
Berlinia confusa
Parkia filicoidea
Albiziaglaberrima
Ricinodendron heudelotii
Stemonocoleusmicranthus
Copaiferamildbraedii
Klainedoxagabonensis
Vitexgrandifolia
Pachyelasma tessmannii
Eribroma oblongum
Dialiumpachyphyllum
Dialium dinklagei
Dialium bipindense
Daniellia ogea
Danielliaklainei
Terminaliasuperba
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Framir6
Fromager
Gombe
Gombezing
Ilomba
Johimbe
Kanda
Kandagrandes feullies
Kapokier
Kekele
Kibakokofeuillesargentees
Kondroti
Kossipo
Kotibe
Koto
Kumbi
Landa
Lantandza
Lati
Limbali
Lo
Longhi
Lotofa
Makore
Mambode
Miama
Miove
Moabi
Moambejaune
Movingui
Mubala
Mukulungu
Mukumari
Mutondo
Naga
Nagaparrallele
Nganga
Nomabam
Nomandok
Nomkanda
Oboto
Odouma
Ohia
Okan
Okoume

Terminalia ivorensis
Ceibapentandra
Didelotia letouzeyi
Toubaouate brevipaniculata
Pycnanthusangolensis
Pausinystaliajohimbe
Beilschmiedia obscura
Beilschmiediaanacardioides
Bombaxbuonopozense
Holopteleagrandis
Anthonothafragrans
Rhodognaphalon brevicuspe
Entandrophragmacandollei
Nesogordoniapapaverifera
Pterygoidmacrocarpa
Lannea welwitschii
Erythroxylummannii
Albiziaferruginea
Amphimasferrugineus
Gilbertiodendrondewevrei
Parkia bicolor
Guambeaafricana
Sterculia rhinopetala
Tieghemellaafricana
Detariummacrocarpum
Calpocalyxheitzii
Staudtiakamerunensis
Baillonella toxisperma
Enantia chlorantha
Distemonanthusbenthamianus
Pentaclethra macrophylla
Autranellacongolensis
Cordiaplatythyrsa
Funtumia elastica
Brachystegiacynometriodes
Brachystegiamildbraedii
Cynometrahankei
Gambeya boukokoensis
Irvingia robur
Beilschmiedia sp.
Mammea africana
Gossweilerodendronjoveri
Celtismildbraedii
Cylicodiscusgabunensis
Aucoumea klaineana
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Omangbikodok
OnzambiliK
OnzambiliM
Osanga
Ouochi
Ovoga
Ozigo
Ozouga
Padoukblanc
Padoukrouge
Paorosa
Podo
Rikio
Saliyemo
Sapelli
Sipo
Tali
TaliYaounde
Tchitola
Tiama
Tiamacongo
Tola
Tsanya-akela
Wamba
Wambagrande feuilles
Wenge"
Yungu
Zingana
Zoaele

Maranthesgabunensis
Antrocaryonklaineanum
Antrocaryonmicraster
Pteleopsishylodendron
Albiziazygia
Poga oleosa
Dacryodes buettneri
Sacoglottisgabonensis
Pterocarpusmildbraedii
Pterocarpussoyauxii
Swartzia fistuloides
Podocarpusmilanjianus
Uapacaguineensis
Albiziaadianthifolia
Entandrophragma cylindricum
Entandrophragma utile
Erythrophleum ivorense
Erythrophleumsuaveolens
Oxystigmaoxyphyllum
Entandrophragmaangolense
Entandrophragmacongoense
Gossweilerodendron balsamiferum
Pausinystaliamacroceras
Tessmanniaanomala
Tessmanniaafricana
Milletia laurentii
Drypetesgossweileri
Microberlinia bisulcata
Monopetalanthushedinii
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Annex3:SPSS Clusteranalysisoutputforspeciesaggregation

Datawritten totheworkingfile:
6 variablesand43caseswritten.
Variable:SPP
Type:String Format: A12
Variable:NTREES Type:NumberFormat:F12.2
Variable:DIA
Type:NumberFormat:F10.2
Variable:DINC
Type:NumberFormat:F10.2
Variable:DME
Type:NumberFormat:F10.2
Variable:FOB
Type:NumberFormat:F10.2
Variablecodes:
SPP
=Species
DIA
=Diameteratfirst mensuration
DINC
=Diameter increment
DME
=Minimum diameterexploitable
FOB
=Freeonboardprice
NTREES
=Numberof trees
CaseProcessing Summary:
Cases
Valid
N
Percent
43
100.0%

Missing
N
Percent
0
0%

ASquaredEuclidean Distanceused
ClusterMembership:
Case
4Clusters
1:Acajou
1
2:Ayous
1
3:Bibolo
1
4:Tiama
1
5:Adjouaba
2
6:Afane
2
7:Andock
2
8:Babang
2
9:Essia
2
10:Kiasose
2
lhKumbi
2
12:Natui
2
13:Ngobisolbo
2
14:Nsangomo
2
15:Odjobi
2
16:Tola
2

Total
N
43

Percent
100.0%
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17:Aiele
18:Azobe
19:Bilinga
20:Bongo
21:BongoH
22:Dabema
23:Ezang
24:Faro
25:Frake
26:Fromager
27:Ilomba
28:Kibekoko
29:Kotibe
30:Koto
31:Landa
32:Mubala
33:Mutondo
34:Oboto
35:Parkia
36:Rikio
37:Sougue
38:Tali
39:Assamela
40:Ebene
41:Kossipo
42:Sapelli
43:Sipo

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
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""""HIERARCHICAL CLUSTER ANALYSIS**
Dendrogram usingCentroidMethod
RescaledDistanceClusterCombine
CAS E

0

Num +
Label
Babag
8
Ngobisolbo 13
Andock
7
Kumbi
11
Odjobi
15
Tola
16
Essia
9
Nsangomo 14
Adjouaba 5
Kiasose
10
Afane
6
Natui
12
Frake
25
Tali
38
Aiele
17
Kotibe
29
Bongo
20
Oboto
34
Bilinga
19
Dabema
22
Azobe
18
Mutondo
33
Sougue
37
Mubala
32
Rikio
36
Ilomba
27
Ezang
23
Parkia
35
BongoH
21
Landa
31
Fromager 26
Faro
24
Kibekoko 28
Koto
30
1
Acajou
4
Tiama
Bibolo
3
Ayous
2
Assamela 39
Sapelli
42
Kossipo
41
Sipo
43
Ebene
40
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Annex4:Summaryofdatausedforthedevelopmentofbolevolumeequations

Species

Felled
trees

Standing
trees

Total

number of trees

Aiele
Amouk
Azobe
Bibolo
Bilinga
Bongo
Bosse
Dabema
Diana
Doussie
Ebiara
Ekoune
Emien
Eyong
Frake
Fromager
Hlomba
Iroko
Kossipo
Kumbi
Moabi
Movingui
Mutondo
Ngollon
Niove
Okang
Ozambili
Padouk
Sipo
Tali
Tiama
Tola
Total

0
0
34
5
0
0
3
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
2
8
0
7
1
0
0
16
1
17
2
0
103

12
3
39
10
6
6
0
10
4
9
5
8
9
10
55
5
5
11
1
2
13
58
4
0
7
6
8
52
3
34
1
1
397

12
3
73
15
6
6
3
10
4
13
5
8
9
10
57
5
5
11
2
2
15
66
4
7
8
6
8
68
4
51
3
1
500
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Annex5: Statisticsoftheestimationofbolevolumeequationsfordifferent species
groups

A.5.1:Statisticsfor curveestimation modelsfor species group1
Method

R1

Linear
Logarithmic
Quadratic
Power

0.896
0.811
0.915
0.932

Standard
Error
1.442
1.948
1.320
0.267

b0

bx

-4.887
9.614
-1.020
9.891

14.914
9.174
2.451
2.247

b2

curvemodel

8.510

V=b0+bx(DBH)
V=b0+biMDBH)
V=b0+bx(DBH)+b2(DBH)2
V=b0(DBH)bl

b2

curvemodel

7.808

V=bo+bx(DBH)
V=b0+bxln(DBH)
V=b0+bi(DBH)+b2(DBH)2
V=b0(DBH)bl

b2

curvemodel

6.526

V=b0+bx(DBH)
V=b0+bxln(DBH)
V=b0+bx{DBH)+b2(PBH)2
V=bQ(DBH)bl

b2

curvemodel

A.5.2:Statisticsfor curveestimation modelsfor species group2
Method

R1

Linear
Logarithmic
Quadratic
Power

0.864
0.744
0.898
0.910

Standard
Error
0.936
1.283
0.813
0.255

bo

bx

-3.610
6.818
-0.713
8.872

11.610
6.104
1.513
2.270

A.5.3:Statisticsfor curveestimation modelsfor speciesgroup 3
Method

R1

Linear
Logarithmic
Quadratic
Power

0.816
0.680
0.842
0.886

Standard
Error
2.768
3.653
2.572
0.413

bo

bx

-5.507
10.546
-1.519
8.683

15.723
10.143
4.376
2.196

A.5.4:Statisticsfor curveestimation modelsfor speciesgroup4
Method

R1

Linear
Logarithmic
Quadratic
Power

0.911
0.708
0.944
0.946

Standard
Error
3.338
6.067
2.671
0.326

bo

bx

-8.524
15.009
-2.579
9.576

21.622
15.618
6.598
2.264

Inthefour precedingtables theterms aredefined as:
V= averagetreevolumefor agiven diameter inm3
b0= aconstant
bn=regression coefficient
DBH=treediameter atbreast height inm
In = thenatural logbase
R2= thecoefficient of determination

6.876

V=b0+bx(DBH)
V=bo+b\ln(DBH)
V=b0+bx(DBH)+b2(DBH)2
V=b0(DBH)bl
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Annex 6: Summary of permanent sample plots data

Plot

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ingl Ing2

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
3
0
0
0
2
Total
11
Average 0.6

10
10
55
28
71
45
30
60
11
43
22
11
12
19
22
30
18
33
12
30
572
28.6

Ing3

Ing4

18
19
1
2
1
16
13
30
0
5
5
4
1
10
6
4
21
7
20
15
198
9.9

0
0
0
0
1
0
2
7
1
4
2
1
0
3
0
0
1
3
0
1
26
1.3

Basalareantl
(m2)
25.27
60
22.8
64
25.06
89
25.86
55
23.71
71
20.10
69
21.24
85
25.02
59
22.40
72
59
23.69
25.70
57
19.95
71
19.95
57
24.46
73
20.46
73
28.64
86
21.51
63
20.65
76
21.60
73
21.75
81
459.82
1393
22.991
69.7

nt2

nt3

nt4

Ntot

114
145
136
152
86
95
147
72
87
103
209
188
70
97
136
178
100
105
128
199

65
70
98
59
82
79
89
64
101
65
67
76
71
113
75
92
70
71
81
84

59
63
96
55
87
91
108
100
117
68
57
71
55
103
79
90
61
69
70
82

298
342
419
321
326
334
429
295
377
295
390
406
253
386
363
446
294
321
352
446

1581
79.05

7093
354.65

1572
2547
127.35 78.6

Notes:Ingl, Ing2,Ing3 and Ing4 represent the number of ingrowth trees for respective species group
ineachplot. Similarly, ntl, nt2,nt3 and nt4 represent number of trees per plot and respective species
groups,whileNtot represents thetotal numberof treesperplot.
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Annex 7: Statistics onvariableselection fortheestimationof transitions probabilities
bylogistic regressionanalysis14

A.7.1:Species group 1(59cases)
Variable
BA
D2
D
N
Constant

B
-0.1088
-6.8518
8.1934
-0.0032
1.6013

S.E.
0.0878
3.5569
4.1212
0.0053
3.1365

Wald
1.5348
3.7107
3.9527
0.3489
0.2606

Sig
0.2154
0.0541
0.0468
0.5548
0.6097

S.E.
0.2290
2.3987
2.1492
0.0019
1.0684

Wald

Sig.
0.1720
0.0000
0.0000
0.6027
0.0096

S.E.
0.0829
1.8956
2.6275
0.0037
1.8879

Wald
2.0263
30.2651
33.2004
1.5354
3.5694

Sig.
0.1546
0.0000
0.0000
0.2153
0.0589

S.E
0.5468
6.8265
5.5820
0.7592
0.8209

Wald
1.7352
1.1091
3.9741
0.6235
23.6273

Sig.
0.2635
0.2923
0.0462
0.1985
0.0000

A.7.2: Species group 2(1220cases )
Variable
BA
D2
D
N
Constant

B
-0.2907
-12.4234
13.3004
-0.0010
2.7677

0.8487
26.8254
38.2965
0.2709
6.7100

A.7.3: Species group 3(200cases)
Variable
BA
D2
D
N
Constant

B
-0.1180
-10.4284
15.1394
0.0046
-3.5668

A.7.4: Species group 4 (256cases)
Variable
BA
D2
D
N
Constant
BA
D2
D
N
B
S.E
Sig.

B
-0.92135
-7.1892
11.1278
1.0027
-3.9901

basal area
diameter squared
diameter
number oftrees inthestand
regression coefficient
standard Error
= levelof significance

'"Thesestatisticswereconsideredonlyforvariableselection.Oncethesignificant variableswere
known,newcoefficients wereestimatedbasedonlyonthesignificant variables.
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Annex 8:Data for testing the homogeneity of measurements

Tree number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Standing volume (m3) Felled led
volume
(m3(m
) )
volume
14.58
14.53
10.27
10.01
12.94
12.60
11.84
12.04
33.13
33.44
14.08
13.49
17.64
17.50
9.96
10.01
8.86
9.96
15.55
14.64
16.07
15.28
8.61
8.62
36.10
37.17
11.24
11.63
7.93
8.09
12.81
13.33
8.57
8.93
11.44
13.33
9.39
8.50
14.03
13.55
14.64
14.10
14.66
13.96
13.71
14.24
8.13
7.05
18.49
18.27
20.99
19.77
14.63
14.25

Difference
-0.05
0.26
0.34
-0.20
-0.31
0.59
0.14
-0.05
-1.10
0.91
0.79
-0.01
-1.07
0.39
-0.16
-0.52
-0.35
-1.88
0.89
0.48
-0.55
0.70
-0.53
1.09
0.22
1.23
0.38
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Annex9:Estimated growthmatricesperspeciesgroup

A.9.1:Growth matrix for speciesgroup1
0.59
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0.31 0.47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0.43 0.37
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0.53 0.31
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0.59 0.28
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0.62 0.29
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.61 0.33
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.57 0.41
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.49 0.62
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.38 0.9

A.9.2:Growth matrix for speciesgroup2
0.76
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0.14 0.68
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0.22 0.61
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0.29 0.56
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 0.34 0.55
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0.35 0.56
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.34 0.61
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.29 0.68
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.22 0.75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.15 0.9

A.9.3:Growth matrix for speciesgroup3
0.82 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0.08 0.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0.2 0.54
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0 0.36 0.38
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0.52 0.28
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0 0.62 0.23
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0 0.67 0.22
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0.68 0.26
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.64 0.35
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.55 0.9
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A.9.4:Growth matrix for speciesgroup4
0.82 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0.08 0.77
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0.13 0.69
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0 0.21 0.59
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0.31 0.47
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0 0.43 0.33
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0 0.57 0.21
0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0.69 0.11
0 0
0
0
0
0 0.79 0.03 0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.87 0.9
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Annex 10: Samplelistfile of AIMMSfor thedeterminationofsteadystate
characteristicsfor the30-yearcuttingcycle
lExtendedformulation CC=30
Variables:
yll->[0,inf),
yl2->[0,inf),
Y13->[0,inf),
yl4->[0,inf),
yl5->[0,inf),
yl6->[0,inf),
yl7->[0,inf),
yl8->[0,inf),
yl9->[0,inf),
yl0->[0,inf),
hll->[0,inf),
hl2->[0,inf),
hl3->[0,inf),
hl4->[0,inf),
hl5->[0,inf),
hl6->[0,inf),
hl7->[0,inf),
hl8->[0,inf),
hl9->[0,inf),
hl0->[0,inf),
y21->[0,inf),
y22->[0,inf),
Y23->[0,inf),
y24->[0,inf),
y25->[0,inf),
y26->[0,inf),
y27->[0,inf),
y28->[0,inf),
y29->[0,inf),
y20->[0,inf),
h21->[0,inf),
h22->[0,inf),
h23->[0,inf),
h24->[0,inf),
h25->[0,inf),
h26->[0,inf),
h27->[0,inf),
h28->[0,inf),
h29->[0,inf),
h20->[0,inf),
y31->[0,inf),
y32->[0,inf),
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Y33->[0,inf),
y34->[0,inf),
y35->[0. inf),
y36->[0, inf),
y37->[0, inf).
y38->[0 inf)
y39->[0 inf).
y30->[0 inf)
h31->[0, inf).
h32->[0, inf),
h33->[0, inf).
h34->[0, inf).
h35->[0; inf),
h36->[0 inf),
h37->[0 inf),
h38->[0; inf),
h39->[0, inf),
h30->[0, inf),
y41->[0; inf),
y42->[0, inf),
Y43->[0,,inf),
y44->[0 inf),
y45->[0, inf),
y46->[0 inf),
y47->[0 inf),
y48->[0 inf)
y49->[0 inf),
y40->[0 inf),
h41->[0, inf)
h42->[0, inf)
h43->[0 inf)
h44->[0 inf)
h45->[0 inf)
h46->[0 inf)
h47->[0 inf)
h48->[0 inf)
h49->[0 inf)
h40->[0 inf)
dl->[0,inf),
d2->[0,inf),
d3->[0,inf),
d4->[0,inf),
DTOT->[0,inf),
dll->[0,inf),
dl2->[0,inf),
dl3->[0,inO,
dl4->[0,in0,
dl5->[0,inf),

Annexes
dl6->[0,inf),
dl7->[0,inf),
dl8->[0,inO,
dl9->[0,inf),
dlO->[0,inf),
d21->[0,inf),
d22->[0,inf),
d23->[0,inf),
d24->[0,inf),
d25->[0,inf),
d26->[0,inf),
d27->[0,inf),
d28->[0,inf),
d29->[0,inf),
d20->[0,inf),
d31->[0,inf),
d32->[0,inf),
d33->[0,inf),
d34->[0,inf),
d35->[0,inf),
d36->[0,inf),
d37->[0,inf),
d38->[0,inO,
d39->[0,inf),
d30->[0,inf),
d41->[0,inf),
d42->[0,inf),
d43->[0,inf),
d44->[0,inf),
d45->[0,inf),
d46->[0,inf),
d47->[0,inf),
d48->[0,inf),
d49->[0,inf),
d40->[0,inf),
110->[0,inf),
124->[0,inf),
125->[0,inf),
126->[0,inf),
127->[0,inf),
128->[0,inf),
129->[0,inf),
120->[0,inf),
130->[0,inf),
140->[0,inf),
NYl->[0,inf),
NY2->[0,inf),
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NY3->[0,inf),
NY4->[0,inf),
NHl->[0,inf),
NH2->[0,inf),
NH3->[0,inf),
NH4->[0,inf),
NY->[0,inf),
NH->[0,inf),
NTOT->[0,inf),
BAHl->[0,inf),
BAH2->[0,inf),
BAH3->[0,inf),
BAH4->[0,inf),
BAH->[0,inf),
BAY->[0,inf),
BAYl->[0,inO,
BAY2->[0,inf),
BAY3->[0,inf),
BAY4->[0,inf),
VHl->[0,inf),
VH2->[0,inf),
VH3->[0,inf),
VH4->[0,inf),
VH->[0,inf),
BATOT->[0,inf);
Constraints:
[sustainedyieldconstraints
S1..0.04*(yll-dll)=yll-1.40,
S2..0.O8*(yll-dll)+O.01*(yl2-dl2)=yl2-0.73,
S3..0.11*(yll-dll)+0.04*(yl2-dl2)+0.00*(yl3-dl3)=yl3-0.39,
S4..0.12*(yll-dll)+0.08*(yl2-dl2)+0.01*(yl3-dl3)+0.00*(yl4-hl4-dl4)=yl4-0.20,
S5..0.10*(yll-dll)+0.13*(yl2-dl2)+0.05*(yl3-dl3)+0.01*(yl4-hl4-dl4)+0.00*(yl5-hl5dl5)=yl5-0.08,
s6..0.06*(yll-dll)+0.15*(yl2-dl2)+0.12*(yl3-dl3)-K).04*(yl4-hl4-dl4)+0.01*(yl5-hl5dl5)+0.00*(yl6-hl6-dl6)=yl6-0.02,
S7..0.02*(yll-dll)+0.10*(yl2-dl2)+0.18*(yl3-dl3)+0.12*(yl4-hl4)+0.05*(yl5-hl5dl5)+O.01*(yl6-hl6-dl6)+0.0O*(yl7-hl7-dl7)=yl7,
S8..0.03*(yl2-dl2)+0.13*(yl3-dl3)+0.20*(yl4-hl4-dl4)+0.15*(yl5-hl5-dl5)+0.07*(yl6hl6-dl6)+0.02*(yl7-hl7-dl7)+0.00*(yl8-hl8-dl8)=yl8,
S9..0.03*(yl3)+0.14*(yl4-hl4-dl4)+0.24*(yl5-hl5-dl5)+0.25*(yl6-hl6-dl6)+0.20*(yl7hl7-dl7)+0.12*(yl8-hl8-dl8)+0.06*(yl9-hl9-dl9)=yl9,
Sl0..0.02*(yl4-hl4-dl4)+0.11*(yl5-hl5-dl5)+0.26*(yl6-hl6-dl6)+0.42*(yl7-hl7dl7)+0.55*(yl8-hl8-dl8)+0.64*(yl9-hl9-dl9)+0.50*(yl0-hl0-dl0)=yl0,

si1..0.193*(y21-d21)=y21-96.20,
s12..0.164*(y21-d21)+0.099*(y22-d22)=y22-27.41,
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sl3..0.102*(y21-d21)+0.149*(y22-d22)+0.052*(y23-d23)=y23-7.99,
Sl4..0.050*(y21-d21)+0.140*(y22-d22)+0.120*(y23-d23)+0.031*(y24-h24-d24)=y24-2.01,
Sl5..0.018*(y21-d21)+0.094*(y22-d22)+0.160*(y23-d23)+0.107*(y24-h24d24)+0.028*(y25-h25-d25)=y25-0.36,
s16..0.004*(y21-d21)+0.040*(y22-d22)+0.128*(y23-d23)+0.171*(y24-h24d24)+0.111*(y25-h25-d25)+0.031*(y26-h26)=y26-.03,
sl7..0.0004*(y21-d21)4O.009*(y22-d22)+O.059*(y23-d23)+0.150*(y24-h24d24)+0.193*(y25-h25)+0.141*(y26-h26-d26)+0.050*(y27-h27-d27)=y27,
Sl8..0.001*(y22-d22)+0.012*(y23-d23)+0.062*(y24-h24-d24)+0.150*(y25-h25d25)+0.216*(y26-h26-d26)+0.200*(y27-h27-d27)+0.100*(y28-h28-d28)=y28,
Sl9..0.001*(y23-d23)+0.010*(y24-h24-d24)+0.045*(y25-h25-d25)+0.120*(y26-h26d26)+0.210*(y27-h27-d27)+O.250*(y28-h28-d28)+0.180*(y29-h29-d29)=y29,
S20..0.000*(y24-h24-d24)+0.005*(y25-h25-d25)+0.024*(y26-h26-d26)+0.080*(y27-h27(127)+0.180*(y28-h28-d28)+O.350*(y29-h29-d29)+0.500*(y20-h20-d20)=y20,

s21..0.304*(y31-d31)=y31-38.28,
S22..0.124*(y31-d31)+0.118*(y32-d32)=y32-6.11,
S23..0.056*(y31-d31)+0.116*(y32-d32)+0.025*(y33-d33)=y33-1.46,
S24..0.027*(y31-d31)+0.100*(y32-d32)+0.049*(y33-d33)+0.003*(y34-h34-d34)=y34-0.41,
S25..0.014*(y31-d31)+0.086*(y32-d32)+0.080*(y33-d33)+0.013*(y34-h34d34)+0.000*(y35-h35-d35)=y35-0.11,
S26..0.005*(y31-d31)+0.065*(y32-d32)+0.113*(y33-d33)+0.040*(y34-h34d34)+O.004*(y35-h35-d35)+O.0O0*(y36-h36-d36)=y36-O.02,
S27..0.001*(y31-d31)+0.037*(y32-d32)+0.130*(y33-d33)+0.095*(y34-h34d34)+0.022*(y35-h35-d35)+0.002*(y36-h36-d36)+0.000*(y37-h37-d37)=y37,
S28..0.011*(y32-d32)+0.101*(y33-d33)+0.167*(y34-h34-d34)+0.086*(y35-h35d35)+O.022*(y36-h36-d36)+O.003*(y37-h37-d37)+0.OO0*(y38-h38-d38)=y38,
S29..0.034*(y33-d33)+0.162*(y34-h34-d34)+0.196*(y35-h35-d35)+0.111*(y36-h36d36)+0.041*(y37-h37-d37)+0.011*(y38-h38-d38)+0.002*(y39-h39-d39)=y39,
S30..0.052*(y34-h34-d34)+0.223*(y35-h35-d35)+0.396*(y36-h36-d36)+0.487*(y37-h37d37)+O.520*(y38-h38-d38)+0.530*(y39-h39-d39)+0.531*(y30-h30-d30)=y30,

s31..0.304*(y41-d41)=y41-5.02,
s32..0.153*(y41-d41)+0.210*(y42-d42)=y42-0.88,
S33..0.052*(y41-d41)+0.160*(y42-d42)+0.110*(y43-d43)=y43-0.15,
S34..0.016*(y41-d41)+0.090*(y42-d42)+0.140*(y43-d43)+0.040*(y44-h44-d44)=y44-0.03,
S35..0.005*(y41-d41)+0.040*(y42-d42)+0.120*(y43-d43)+0.080*(y44-h44d44)+0.010*(y45-h45-d45)=y45-0.004,
S36..0.001*(y41-d41)+0.020*(y42-d42)+0.080*(y43-d43)+0.100*(y44-h44d44)+0.030*(y45-h45-d45)+0.001*(y46-h46-d46)=y46,
S37..0.0002*(y41-d41)+0.010*(y42-d42)+0.050*(y43-d43)+0.100*(y44-h44d44)+0.050*(y45-h45-d45)+0.006*(y46-h46)+0.000*(y47-h47-d47)=y47,
S38..0.00*(y42-d42)+0.030*(y43-d43)+0.100*(y44-h44-d44)+0.080*(y45-h45d45)+0.016*(y46-h46-d46)+0.001*(y47-h47-d47)+0.000*(y48-y48-d48)=y48,
S39..0.010*(y43-d43)+0.07*(y44-h44-d44)+0.110*(y45-h45-d45)+0.039*(y46-h46d46)+0.002*(y47-h47-d47)+0.000*(y48-h48-d48)+0.000*(y49-h49-d49)=y49,
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S40..0.04*(y44-h44-d44)+0.240*(y45-h45-d45)+0.469*(y46-h46-d46)+0.528*(y47-h47d47)+0.531*(y48-h48-d48)+0.531*(y49-h49-d49)+O.500*(y40-h40-d40)=y40,
ITotalvaluesfor thestand
IBasalarea
s41..BAHl=0.018*hll+O.05*hl2+0.097*hl3+0.16*hl4+0.238*hl5
+0.332*hl6+O.442*hl7+0.568*hl8+0.709*hl9+1.228*110,
s42..BAH2=0.018*h21+0.05*h22+0.097*h23+0.16*h24+0.238*h25
+0.332*h26+0.442*h27+0.568*h28+0.709*h29+1.228*120,
s43..BAH3=0.018*h31+O.05*h32+0.097*h33+0.16*h34+0.238*h35
+0.332*h36-K).442*h37+0.568*h38+0.709*h39+1.228*130,
s44..BAH4=0.018*h41+0.05*h42+0.097*h43+0.16*h44+0.238*h45
+0.332*h46+0.442*h474O.568*h48+0.709*h49+1.228*140,
s45..BAYl=0.018*yll+O.05*yl2+O.097*yl3+0.16*yl4+0.238*yl5
+0.332*yl6+0.442*yl7+0.568*yl8+0.709*yl9+1.228*yl0,
s46..BAY2=0.018*y21+0.05*y22+0.097*y23+0.16*y24+0.238*y25
+0.332*y26+0.442*y27+O.568*y28+0.709*y29+1.228*y20,
s47..BAY3=0.018*y31+O.05*y32+O.097*y33+0.16*y34+0.238*y35
+0.332*y36+0.442*y37+0.568*y38+0.709*y39+1.228*y30,
s48..BAY4=0.018*y41+0.05*
y42+0.097*y43+O.16*y44+0.238*y45
+0.332*y46+0.442*y47+0.568*y48+0.709*y49+1.228*y40,
s49..BAH=BAHl+BAH2+BAH3+BAH4,
s50..BAY=BAYl+BAY2+BAY3+BAY4,
s51..BATOT=BAY,
INumbersoftrees
s52..NYl=yll+yl2+yl3+yl4+yl5+yl6+yl7+yl8+yl9+yl0,
s53..NY2=y21+y22+y23+y24+y25+y26+y27+y28+y29+y20,
s54..NY3=y31+y32+y33+y34+y35+y36+y37+y38+y39+y30,
s55..NY4=y41+y42+y43+y44+y45+y46+y47+y48+y49+y40,
s56..NHl=hll+hl2+hl3+hl4+hl5+hl6+hl7+hl8+hl9+hl0,
s57..NH2=h21+h22+h23+h24+h25+h26+h27+h28+h29+h20,
s58..NH3=h31+h32+h33+h34+h35+h36+h37+h38+h39+h30,
s59..NH4=h41+h42+h43+h44+h45+h46+h47+h48+h49+h40,
s60..NY=NYl+NY2+NY3+NY4,
s61..NH=NH1+NH2+NH3+NH4,
s62..NTOT=NY,
!resourceslimitation
s63..BATOT<=40,
IBasalArearemoval
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s64..BAH<=0.35*BATOT,
IVolume
s65..VHl=0.139*hll+0.439*hl2+0.935*hl3+1.64*hl4+2.58*hl5
+3.76*hl6+5.18*hl7+6.87*hl8+8.81*hl9+16.33*hl0,
s66..VH2=0.12*h21+0.38*h22+0.82*h23+1.448*h24+2.284*h25
+3.337*h26+4.618*h27+6.135*h28+7.897*h29+14.723*h20,
s67..VH3=0.135*h31+0.414*h32+0.866*h33+1.504*h34+2.336*h35
+3.372*h36+4.616*h37+6.077*h38+7.758*h39+14.174*h30,
s68..VH4=0.131*h41+0.415*h42+0.889*h43+1.571*h44+2.474*h45
+3.611*h46+4.99*h47+6.628*h48+8.526*h49+15.87*h40,
s69..VH=VHl+VH2+VH3+VH4,

!Bon sens
s70..hl4<=yl4,
s71..hl5<=yl5,
s72..hl6<=yl6,
s73..hl7<=yl7,
s74..hl8<=yl8,
s75..hl9<=yl9,
s76..hlO<=ylO,
s77..h24<=y24,
s78..h25<=y25,
s79..h26<=y26,
s80..h27<=y27,
s81..h28<=y28,
s82..h29<=y29,
s83..h20<=y20,
s84..h34<=y34,
s85..h35<=y35,
S86..h36<=y36,
s87..h37<=y37,
s88..h38<=y38,
s89..h39<=y39,
s90..h30<=y30,
s91..h44<=y44,
s92..h45<=y45,
s93..h46<=y46,
s94..h47<=y47,
s95..h48<=y48,
s96..h49<=y49,
s97..h40<=y40,

[Damage
s98..DTOT>=3.6*NH,
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S99..dl=dll+dl2+dl3+dl4+dl5+dl6+dl7+dl8+dl9+dl0,
Sl00..d2=d21+d22+d23+d24+d25+d26+d27+d28+d29+d20,
Sl01..d3=d31+d32+d33+d34+d35+d36+d37+d38+d39+d30,
Sl02..d4=d41+d42+d43+d44+d45+d46+d47+d48+d49+d40,
sl03..DTOT=dl+d2+d3+d4,
sl04..dl>=0.015*DTOT,
sl05..d2>=0.708*DTOT,
sl06..d3>=0.245*DTOT,
sl07..d4>=0.032*DTOT,
sl08..dll>=dl2,
sl09..dl2>=dl3,
sll0..dl3>=dl4,
slll..dl4>=dl5,
sll2..dl5>=dl6,
sll3..dl6>=dl7,
sll4..dl7>=dl8,
Sll5..dl8>=dl9,
sl42..dl9>=dl0,
sll6..d21>=d22,
Sll7..d22>=d23,
sll8..d23>=d24,
sll9..d24>=d25,
Sl20..d25>=d26,
sl21..d26>=d27,
sl22..d27>=d28,
sl23..d28>=d29,
Sl24..d29>=d20,
sl25..d31>=d32,
sl26..d32>=d33,
sl27..d33>=d34,
sl28..d34>=d35,
sl29..d35>=d36,
sl30..d36>=d37,
sl31..d37>=d38,
sl32..d38>=d39,
sl33..d39>=d30,
sl34..d41>=d42,
sl35..d42>=d43,
sl36..d43>=d44,
Sl37..d44>=d45,
sl38..d45>=d46,
Sl39..d46>=d47,
Sl40..d47>=d48,
Sl41..d48>=d49,
sl43..d49>=d40,
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INatureconservation: 100ha
sl50..yl4-hl4>=0.01,
sl51..yl5-hl4>=0.01,
Sl52..yl6-hl6>=0.01,
sl53..yl7-hl7>=0.01,
Sl54..yl8-hl8>=0.01,
sl55..yl9-hl9>=0.01,
sl56..Y10-hl0>=0.01,
sl57..Y24-h24>=0.01,
sl58..Y25-h24>=0.01,
sl59..Y26-h26>=0.01,
sl60..Y27-h27>=0.01,
sl61..Y28-h28>=0.01,
sl62..Y29-h29>=0.01,
sl63..Y20-h20>=0.01,
sl64..Y34-h34>=0.01,
sl65..Y35-h34>=0.01,
sl66..Y36-h36>=0.01,
sl67..Y37-h37>=0.01,
sl68..Y38-h38>=0.01,
sl69..Y39-h39>=0.01,
sl70..Y30-h30>=0.01,
sl71..Y44-h44>=0.01,
sl72..Y45-h44>=0.01,
sl73..Y46-h46>=0.01,
sl74..Y47-h47>=0.01,
sl75..Y48-h48>=0.01,
sl76..Y49-h49>=0.01,
sl77..Y40-h40>=0.01;

/*INatureconservation:50ha
sl50..yl4-hl4>=0.05,
sl51..yl5-hl4>=0.05,
sl52..yl6-hl6>=0.05,
sl53..yl7-hl7>=0.05,
sl54..yl8-hl8>=0.05,
sl55..yl9-hl9>=0.05,
sl56..Y10-hl0>=0.05,
sl57..Y24-h24>=0.05,
sl58..Y25-h24>=0.05,
sl59..Y26-h26>=0.05,
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sl60..Y27-h27>=0.05,
sl61..Y28-h28>=0.05,
sl62..Y29-h29>=0.05,
sl63..Y20-h20>=0.05,
sl64..Y34-h34>=0.05,
sl65..Y35-h34>=0.05,
sl66..Y36-h36>=0.05,
sl67..Y37-h37>=0.05,
sl68..Y38-h38>=0.05,
sl69..Y39-h39>=0.05,
sl70..Y30-h30>=0.05,
sl71..Y44-h44>=0.05,
sl72..Y45-h44>=0.05,
sl73..Y46-h46>=0.05,
sl74..Y47-h47>=0.05,
sl75..Y48-h48>=0.05,
sl76..Y49-h49>=0.05,
sl77..Y40-h40>=0.05;*/
!Natureconservation: 10ha
/*sl50..yl4-hl4>=0.1,
Sl51..yl5-hl4>=0.1,
Sl52..yl6-hl6>=0.1,
sl53..yl7-hl7>=0.1,
sl54..yl8-hl8>=0.1,
sl55..yl9-hl9>=0.1,
sl56..Y10-hl0>=0.1,
sl57..Y24-h24>=0.1,
sl58..Y25-h24>=0.1,
sl59..Y26-h26>=0.1,
sl60..Y27-h27>=0.1,
sl61..Y28-h28>=0.1,
sl62..Y29-h29>=0.1,
sl63..Y20-h20>=0.1,
sl63b..Y34-h34>=0.1,
sl64..Y35-h34>=0.1,
sl65..Y36-h36>=0.1,
sl66..Y37-h37>=0.1,
sl67..Y38-h38>=0.1,
sl68..Y39-h39>=0.1,
sl69..Y30-h30>=0.1,
sl70..Y44-h44>=0.1,
sl71..Y45-h44>=0.1,
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sl72..Y46-h46>=0.1,
sl73..Y47-h47>=0.1,
sl74..Y48-h48>=0.1,
sl75..Y49-h49>=0.1,
sl76..Y40-h40>=0.1;*/

/*!Localpopulations
!100%
sl77..L10<=0.966*hlO,
sl78..L24<=0.966*h24,
sl79..L25<=0.966*h25,
sl80..L26<=0.966*h26,
sl81..L27<=0.966*h27,
sl82..L28<=0.966*h28,
sl83..L29<=0.966*h29,
sl84..L20<=0.966*h20,
sl85..L30<=0.966*h30,
sl86..L40<=0.966*h40;*/
!MaximizationofSTV
Model:
STV
maximize:
ICorrectedprices
ICorrected10%
!0.301*(0*hll+2.35*hl2+11.75*hl3+34.28*hl4+77.56*hl5+150.4*hl6+262.65*hl7+425.0
3*hl8+604.79*hl9+1410.66*hl0
!+O*h21+O*h22+0*h23+0*h24+0*h25+6.62*h26+22.87*h27+52.03*h28+10O.83*h29+258.
34*h20
!+0*h31+O*h32+1.14*h33+5.35*h34+16.09*h35+37.26*h36+73.50*h37+130.09*h38+214.
5*h39+487.8*h30
!+0.15*h41+6.1*h42+26.24*h43+71.27*h44+153.7*h45+287.64*h46+488.59*h47+772.93*
h48+1160.7*h49+2478.12*h40)
!+(0*hll+2.35*hl2+11.75*hl3+34.28*hl4+77.56*hl5+150.4*hl6+262.65*hl7+425.03*hl
8+604.79*hl9+1410.66*hl0
!+0*h21+O*h22+0*h23+0*h24+0*h25+6.62*h26+22.87*h27+52.03*h28+100.83*h29+258.
34*h20
!+0*h31+0*h32+1.14*h33+5.35*h34+16.09*h35+37.26*h36+73.50*h37+130.09*h38+214.
5*h39+487.8*h30
!+0.15*h41+6.1*h42+26.24*h43+71.27*h44+153.7*h45+287.64*h46+488.59*h47+772.93*
h48+l160.7*h49+2478.12*h40)

200
j.

(0*yll+2.35*yl2+11.75*yl3+34.28*yl4+77.56*yl5+150.4*yl6+262.65*yl7+425.03*yl8+
604.79*yl9+1410.66*yl0
!+0*y2l4O*y22+0*y23+O*y24+O*y25+6.62*y26+22.87*y27+52.03*y28+100.83*y29+258.3
4*y20
!+0*y31+0*y32+1.14*y33+5.35*y34+16.09*y35+37.26*y36+73.50*y37+130.09*y38+214.5
*y39+487.8*y30
!+0.15*y41+6.1*y42+26.24*y43+71.27*y44+153.7*y45+287.64*y46+488.59*y47+772.93*y
48+1160.7*y49+2478.12*y40)

iCorrection 25%
!0.301*(5.158*hl5+28.911*hl6+80.975*hl7+182.325*hl8+365.929*hl9+1010.306*hl0
!+8.445*h29+107.544*h20
!+0.145*h37+30.140*h38+92.00*h39+h30
!+2.089*h43+13.092*h44+41.215*h45+101.577*h46+218.786*h474431.864*h48+801.945*
h49+2111.846*h40)
!+(5.158*hl5+28.911*hl6+80.975*hl7+182.325*hl8+365.929*hl9+1010.306*hl0
!+8.445*h29+107.544*h20
!+0.145*h37+30.140*h38+92.00*h39+h30
!+2.089*h43+13.092*h44+41.215*h45+101.577*h46+218.786*h47+431.864*h48+801.945*
h49+2111.846*h40)
!-(5.158*yl5+28.911*yl6+80.975*yl7+182.325*yl8+365.929*yl9+1010.306*yl0
!+8.445*y29+107.544*y20
!+0.145*y37+30.140*y38+92.00*y39+h30
!+2.089*y43+13.092*h44+41.215*y45+101.577*y46+218.786*y47+431.864*y48+801.945*
y49+2111.846*y40)

ICorrection30%
0.301*(-1.06*hll-3.15*hl2-5.82*hl3-7.31*hl43.82*hl5+12.194*hl6+54.544*hl7+147.653*hl8+333.498*hl9+1010.306*hl0
-1.06*h21-3.54*h22-7.87*h23-14.09*h24-21.68*h25-29.12*h26-33.01*h2726.82*h28+1.383*h29+107.544*h20
-1.05*h31-3.31*h32-6.89*h33-11.37*h34-15.43*h35-16.30*h368.52*h37+17.758*h38+79.789*h39+303.422*h30
-0.85*h41-2.06*h422.09*h43+2.922*h44+20.767*h45+66.063*h46+165.083*h47+363.514*h48+739.335*h49+
2111.846*h40)
+(-1.06*hll-3.15*hl2-5.82*hl3-7.31*hl43.82*hl5+12.194*hl6+54.544*hl7+147.653*hl8+333.498*hl9+1010.306*hl0
-1.06*h21-3.54*h22-7.87*h23-14.09*h24-21.68*h25-29.12*h26-33.01*h2726.82*h28+1.383*h29+107.544*h20
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-1.05*h31-3.31*h32-6.89*h33-11.37*h34-15.43*h35-16.30*h368.52*h37+17.758*h38+79.789*h39+303.422*h30
-0.85*h41-2.06*h422.09*h43+2.922*h44+20.767*h45+66.063*h46+165.083*h47+363.514*h48+739.335*h49+
2111.846*h40)
!-(-1.06*yll-3.15*yl2-5.82*yl3-7.31*yl43.82*yl5+12.194*yl6+54.544*yl7+147.653*yl8+333.498*yl9+1010.306*yl0
!-1.06*y21-3.54*y22-7.87*y23-14.09*y24-21.68*y25-29.12*y26-33.01*y2726.82*y28+1.383*y29+107.544*y20
!-1.05*y31-3.31*y32-6.89*y33-11.37*y34-15.43*y35-16.30*y368.52*y37+17.758*y38+79.789*y39+303.422*y30
!-0.85*y41-2.06*y422.09*y43+2.922*y44+20.767*y45+66.063*y46+165.083*y47+363.514*y48+739.335*y49+2
111.846*y40)
!Uncorrectedprices
!0.061*(8.60*hll+27.160*hl2+57.847*hl3+101.711*hl4+159.681*hl5+232.438*hl6+320.
60*hl7+424.724*hl8+545.305*hl9+1010.304*hl0
!+0.876*h21+2.783*h22+5.982*h23+10.576*h24+16.682*h25+24.373*h26+33.73*h27+44.
81*h28+57.680*h29+107.537*h20
!+2.890*h31+8.862*h32+18.538*h33+32.196*h34+50.01*h35+72.184*h36+98.815*h37+13
0.09*h38+166.76*h39+303.423*h30
!+17.432*h41+55.225*h42+118.301*h43+209.056*h44+329.220*h45+480.532*h46+664.42
8*h47+882.001*h48+1134.572*h49+2111.853*h40)
!+8.60*hll+27.160*hl2+57.847*hl3+101.711*hl4+159.681*hl5+232.438*hl6+320.60*hl
7+424.724*hl8+545.3O5*hl9+1010.304*hl0
!+0.876*h21+2.783*h22+5.982*h23+10.576*h24+16.682*h25+24.373*h26+33.73*h27+44.
81*h28+57.680*h29+107.537*h20
!+2.890*h31+8.862*h32+18.538*h33+32.196*h34+50.01*h35+72.184*h36+98.815*h37+13
0.09*h38+166.76*h39+303.423*h30
!+17.432*h41+55.225*h42+118.301*h43+209.056*h44+329.220*h45+480.532*h46+664.42
8*h47+882.001*h48+1134.572*h49+2111.853*h40

(8.60*yll+27.160*yl2+57.847*yl3+101.711*yl4+159.681*yl5+232.438*yl6+320.60*yl7
+424.724*yl8+545.305*yl9+1010.304*yl0
!+0.876*y21+2.783*y22+5.982*y23+10.576*y24+16.682*y25+24.373*y26+33.73*y27+44.8
I*y28+57.680*y29+107.537*y20
!+2.890*y31+8.862*y32+18.538*y33+32.196*y34+50.01*y35+72.184*y36+98.815*y37+13
0.09*y38+166.76*y39+303.423*y30
!+17.432*y41+55.225*y42+118.301*y43+209.056*y44+329.220*y45+480.532*y46+664.42
8*y47+882.001*y48+1134.572*y49+2111.853*y40)
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Subject to:all
method:lp;
SolveSTV;

Annexes

Curriculumvitae
Richard Eba'a Atyi was born on 15 May 1959 in Sangmelima, Cameroon. He received his
primary education in his home village, Nko. In 1971,he started his secondary education in
Sangmelima. He obtained his "Baccalaureat" in June 1979 and was admitted to the National
Advanced School of Agriculture of the University Center of Dschang (now the University of
Dschang (UDS)). Five years later (1984), he graduated from the University Center of
Dschang as"IngenieurdesEaux,ForetsetChasses".
From July 1984toOctober 1985,heworked attheNational Center for Forestry Development
(now dissolved) and contributed to the national inventory of the forest resources of
Cameroon. He then changed to become a teaching assistant at the Department of Forestry of
the UDS. From January 1987 to January 1989, he completed an MSc-program at Oregon
State University (Department of Forest Resources Management) in Corvallis, USA. In
February 1989,hebecamelecturerof Forest Management atthe UDS and inJuly of that year
hewasappointedHeadoftheBelaboAntennaoftheUDS.
From July 1991 to February 1992, he was part of a team of researchers to design a
multidisciplinary research program for The Tropenbos Foundation in Cameroon. It was
during that occasion that the topic of the research which is reported in this document was
identified. From July 1994 to June 1999 he worked as a researcher within the Tropenbos
Cameroon Programme andthenconducted theresearch which resulted inthisthesis.
From 1996 to 1998 he also conducted a study on "Cameroon's Logging Industry: Structure,
Economic Importance and Effects of Devaluation" under the sponsorship of CIFOR.
Similarly, he contributed to the Test of Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest
Management in Cameroon initiated by CIFOR (final report published in 1998). He is a
memberoftheNational WorkingGrouponForest Certification in Cameroon.
RichardEba'a Atyi ismarriedandfather of threesons.
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